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Summary 

The object of this project was the design of a front end 

configuration for a digital telephone exchange serving 

(digital) multi-function subscribers. 

The relevant characteristics of these subscriber stations 

are discussed, based on a loop system supplying three 

independent circuits of capaci ty 64, 8 and 8 kbjsec to each 

station. 

A logical structure for the front end unit is presented in which 

three distinct areas can be distinguished, namely: 

- that region supplying the conneetion of user circuits 

with the main body of the exchange 

- that supporting the signalling systems between this unit 

and the subscriber stations respectively CPU. A layered 

protocol structure, resulting in the definition of an 

Integrated Access Protocol for all users, is also defined 

within this region. 

- the internal control function of the unit, used to 

co-ordinate the signalling activity, support connections 

and generally manage the unit operation. Structured 

programming techniques are used to create a flexible 

software format within this function. 

Detailed implementations of the various hard- and software 

elements involved are described. 

As testing of these solutions was limite~ due to a lack of 

time, they may only be considered as a first step in the 

final realisation of such a system. 
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1. INTROOUCTION 

1.1. General 

The penetration of digital techniques into the public 

telephone network is of increasing magnitude. P.C.M. 

transmission systems, operating at frequencies of 

2, 8, 34 Mb/s and higher, are already operational and 

their use, in the future, is expected to increase. 

A further step toward an integrated digital network 

(ION) is the introduetion of digital switching centres. 

At present these are operational at transit exchange 

level but in the near future local exchanges of this 

form can be expected. The last step toward an ION will 

then be the digitalisation of the subscriber loop and 

the subscriber unit itself. 

This last 'link' has been given much consideration in 

recent years and various transmission techniques using 

2 or 4 wire cable and optical fibres have been proposed 

(ref. 1), although no clear choice can as yet be 

considered as a standard. Oue to the present huge 

investments in a cable network based on a 2 wire 

conneetion at local level, it would appear that a 

salution for this type of system would be attractive, 

certainly for the short to medium term. 

The great majority of these solutions offer not only the 

basic 64 kb/s circuit capacit~ necessary for operation 

with (CCITT) standard P.C.M. systems, but also an 

additional circuit capacity for use with the extra 

facilities which are considered necessary to make the 

relatively expensive digital salution economically 

feasible (ref. 2). 

The transition period between the conventional analogue 

network and the future all digital system will extend 

over a relatively long period of time and the compatability 

problems in this mixed environment are expected to be 

great, though not insoluble. 
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This transition state will limit the use which can be made 

of the extended features created in a digital subscriber 

loop system and much effort will be required to design the 

required flexibility into the new systems. 

The principle of an IDN leads, logically, to the idea of • 

an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN). 

This communications network, supplying a basic circuit 

capacity of 64 kb/s to any user and creating a conneetion 

using circuit switching techniques, will cater for the 

needs of both telephony and data subscribers in a uniform 

manner via common transmission and switching facilities. 

The problems arising here are not only those of the 

transition from analogue to digital techniques but also 

the integration of two basically different services, i.e. 

telephony and data. The features and quality of service 

offered by the public telephony and publiefprivate data 

networks at present, differ greatly in such respects as 

error rates, information transfer speeds, features 

available to a user and etc. The only solution would be 

to create a common network offering a compromise between 

the requirements of both, while keeping the quality of 

operation as high as is possible. 

Due to the demand for extra features it seems reasonable 

to assume that the initial penetration of digital subscriber 

loops will occur within the commercial sector. Here,while 

digital transmission will be used between the user and PABX, 

the exchange itself will also operate using digital techniques. 

The user extension (telephone?) in such a system, if the 

full possibilities are used, will consist of one or more 

telephone sets and/or data terminals in combination with 

a relatively powerful signalling system to and from the 

exchange. This multi function set, while offering extended 

facilities to the user, will in turn demand a more complex 

and powerful form of exchange than is conventionally 

available. 
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Three major areas are seen within this framework, namely: 

- exchanges, 

- subscribers, 

- transmission systems. 

A brief description of the first two will be made in order 

to clarify some of the points involved while the latter, 

not being included in the scope of this work, will not be 

considered as such in any further detail. 

1.2. Exchange 

The main function of a telephone exchange is to create, either 

a part of, or a complete conneetion between two subscribers 

(users). One of these subscribers, the calling party, indicates 

at the outset of the conneetion the identity of the other 

user - the called party - via dial digits. From this 

information the exchange must eventually make the required 

connection. 

Two main types of exchange can be considered: 

- local, in which the subscribers are 'connected directly, 

via subscriber lines, to the exchange; 

- transit, which as the name implies, acts only as a link 

in the conneetion process and has no subscribers directly 

connected to it. 

Considering further the local type exchange, it is normal, 

for economie reasons, to have more subscribers associated 

with it than it can serve at any given time, i.e. the 

traffic generated by the population of subscribers is 

concentrated. This is acceptable due to the statistics 

of the traffic (load) generated by a given subscriber but 

is limited by the quality of service which it must give 

the population as a whole. 
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The more conventional systems switch the incoming information, 

in its analogue form, through to the required output, while 

in more modern systems digital switching is used in the 

exchange with a/d, d/a conversion occurring in the peripheral 

equipments. The bit stream created has a standard capacity 

of 64 kb/s (see CCITT reports). 

Both of these types of exchange are of the stored programme 

control variety, a computer cantrolling the overall exchange 

operation. 

In the future it can be expected that these a/d and d/a 

conversions will take place in the user premises, leaving 

the exchange to deal with purely digital bit streams. 

This does not alleviate the need forinterface units 1 as 

the system itself must still be protected against the high 

voltages which can occur sporadically in the transmission 

systems and ~ust (perhaps) act as souree for the extension 

power supply. 

There is also a tendency to split the physical exchange 

into smaller parts, which can themselves be placed closer 

to the user premises, e.g. concentrators or peripheral 

units, which have a more or less independent method of 

operation depending on the circumstances. 

In general we can consider an exchange to be composed of 

four main parts, as shown in fig.1j. 

~ 
~ 

: -JBSCRIBER: 
LINES 

fig. 

FRONT-
END 
INTERFACE " 
UNIT ~ 

6 
• 

I 
:t 

1 . 1 . Basic 

SWITCHING 
NETWORK 

... 
I 

• 
CONTROL UNIT 

Exchang:e Config:uration 

REAR-
END 

_A. [NTERFACE 
[)NIT 

... 
I 

* I 

f---+ 
~ 

:TRUNK 
:LINES 

The front and rear end interface units are used as buffer 

functions between the switching networkjnetwork control 

functions and the subscriber 1 respectively trunk,transmission 

lines. 
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The switching network creates the conneetion between two 

(or more) points within the exchange and is so designed as 

to include the necessary concentratien function. 

The control unit organises the operatien of the exchange 

as a whole. It stores any necessary administrative 

information and acts as the backbene over which the 

control information, necessary to create and maintain 

a connection, flows. 

With the increasing power of the micro-processors/computers, 

it is no longer necessary to maintain a single, large, 

computer for this function. Multiprocessor control will 

soon be normal practice. Also the splitting up of the 

control function into a parent body with a number of 

satellites is a real possibility, thus reducing the 

workload within the parent body itself. This idea can be 

taken to the point where each of the units in fig.1.1 has 

a part of the control function incorporated within it

which in turn necessitates the use of some form of inter

processor communication between this satellite and the 

main control function. 

The work to be carried out consists of the definition of 

operation,and the design of a front end interface unit 

for such a system in which the subscriber lines operate 

using digital transmission techniques. 

1.3. Subscriber 

Each user in the system requires two basic features, 

namely: 

- a method of making a conneetion with a specific second 

party; 

- the facility to transfer information of some sort to, 

and, if necessary, to receive corresponding information 

from, that second party. 

The former is supplied via a signalling circuit between 

user and exchange, the latter via the actual connection, 

i.e. the user circuit. 
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Two types of users can be distinguished: 

- one which transmits audio signals via a telephone; 

- a second which transmits data (basically digital) via 

some form of terminal. 

As is seen in conventional systems the onus lies in the 

handling of an analogue signa! from the sources, digital 

signals must therefore be processed in some way to create 

an analogue equivalent. The telephone traffic far exceeds 

that from data sources. In the future, although the latter 

point may still hold, the former will shift to an onus on 

digital signals, with the consequence that the analogue 

signals will have to be processed in some manner. 

As has been said previously, in the future systems the 

a/d and d/a conversions necessary will take place on the 

subscriber premises-transmission over the subscriber 

cable being accomplished using some form of digital 

technique. 

Once this digital transmission has been accepted then 

the next step is to use some time division technique to 

multiplex bit streams from various sourees onto this 

single transfer system. These sourees ·could be considered 

as: 

a) a further telephone set (with its a/d, d/a 

conversion) ; 

and/or b) a data terminal (producing digital bit streams 

directly) ; 

and/or c) some form of telemetry unit; 

d) the necessary signalling for the combination. 

As is seen,a user station is being considered which has 

multi function features, i.e. a combination of various 

information carrying circuits. Limits to the number of 

users which can be combined in such a manner are set by 

operational and technica! considerations 1 such as the 

maximum transmission capacity in the system. 
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MULTIFUNCTION I 
• SET 

COMMON 
EQUIPMENT ( 

fig. 1.2. Multi-function subscriber 

SUBSCRIBER 

LINE 

A depietion of such a unit is shown in fig .1.2, while a 

more detailed description will be given in the next 

chapter. 

) 
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2. SUBSCRIBER STATION 

2.1. Preamble 

This brief discussion is meant to introduce the reader to 

the type of subscriber which the front end unit must service. ~· 

The interfaces, and etc., within the station equipment are 

defined where necessary,considering the co-operative action 

with the front end unit. These definitions, though based on 

expected configurations, may not be those eventually chosen 

by the international standardisation bodies. 

2.2. General 

As has been said in the introduction, the subscriber station 

being considered is multifunctional in that not only 

conventional telephony is being considered but also 

additional features. 

Digitalisation of the user information (speech or etc.) also 

occurs within this station, leaving binary digits to be 

transmitted to the exchange. 

The additional features mentioned are to be in the form of: 

- extra user equipments in addition to the conventional 

telephone; 

- extended signalling facilities. 

As has also been mentioned the precise form in which these 

features should occur and the bit rates available to them 

is,at present,a point of lively discussion throughout the 

world. 

As a basis for the study being carried out the following 

subscriber station will be assumed, as shown in figure 2.1, 

consisting of basically: 

a conventional telephone, in combination with extended 

signalling facilities; 

- a data terminal plus the necessary signalling facilities; 

-a telemetry unit (e.g. fire alarm or etc.); 

- the various equipments necessary to support the operation 

of these units. 
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SIGNAL 
PRCCESSING 
UNIT 
SP1 

SIGNAL 
~~---+~··~------~ PROCESSING 

UNIT 
SP2 

1-------+f SIQ.JAL 
PROCESSING 

~(--~l~··----------+~l UNIT 
, '· SP3 
~RY ~-----------~ 
INTERFACE 

fig. 2.1 

2.3. Operatien 

MAIN USER CIRCUIT 

TRANSMISS I eN 
INTERFACE 

( (: ) 

TRANSMISS I eN 
SYSTF~ 

SIGNALLING CIRCUIT 

In order to create standard formats for the inforrnation 

carrying circuits shown in fig. 2.1, the three signal 

processing, or handling, units have been included. 

To the right (in fig. 2.1) of these units standard 

interfaces have been defined, as shown in fig. 2.2. 

The scope of this study does not extend to the 

definition of those interfaces between user equiprnents 

and the signal processing units - although these are 

necessary for the global systern operation. 
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Suffice it to say that: 

- the telephony interface would be based on 

conventional analogue signals; 

- the data interface would be standard X20, X21 or 

sarnething similar; 

- the telemetry interface and the signalling sub

interfaces of the former two would depend on the 

signalling protocols/circuitry used. 

64 KB/S DATA 

8 KHZ TIMING 

64 KB/S DATA 
·~ ..._ 64 KB/S TIMING 
: 8 KHZ TIMING 

ll 

8 KB/S DATA 

~ 8 KHZ TIMING 

( 8 KB/S DATA 

I2 

8 KB/S DATA 

_, 8 KHZ TIMING 

( 8 KB/S DATA 

I3 

.... 
r 

fig. 2. 2 

J'1AIN USER 
CIRCUIT 

ADDITICNAL 
USER CIRCUIT 

SIGNALLING 
CIRCUIT 
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to implement the required ajd, d/a conversions, 

to sort the information into a form compatible 

with the corresponding interface structure and 

to support/maintain this interface. 

SP2: 

to act as the required DCE function for the data 

terminal equipment an~ as in SP~ to support, and 

etc., the interface structure. 

SP3: 

This must maintain the interface structure (as 

in SP1 and 2). It must also control the signalling 

system between the extension and exchange. This 

signalling system will be considered in a later 

chapter- at this stage i t will merely be stated 

that a link protocol must be supported over this 

circuit. 

Any similar protoeels eperating over the user 

circuits would not be the responsibility of the 

front end unit e.g. the end to end protocol in 

telephony is controlled by the users directly. 

Due to the infrequent and 'bursty' nature of 

information generated from its sourees this 

signalling circuit will operate on a demand 

assignment basis. This entails that a signal 

to or from the exchange be allocated the whole 

channel capacity temporarily until the transfer 

is complete. This sharing of the circuit between 

users leads to the inclusion of a soureel 

destination identity field in any signal being 

transferred. 
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b) The line terminating unit (LTU) in fig. 2.1 must 

multiplex the three information streams into a 

single stream and cause this to be transmitted 

to the exchange in the required manner. It must 

also act as receiver (regenerator or etc.) for 

the information arriving from the exchange and 

demultiplex this into the corresponding output 

interfaces. The operatien of the transmission 

system itself will not be considered, but it 

should be realised that various methods are 

possible. The LTU thus isolates the transmission 

problem. 

This unit, common to all users, can be considered 

as the extreme front end of the exchange, i.e. 

the exchange makes contact with each userJ 

individually, through the corresponding interface, 

This is important due to the structuring of 

the system and the possibility of creating 

maintainance procedures which in no way effect, 

or are detectable by, the user. A fourth user 

on SP3 can thus be considered as this common 

equipment within the subscriber station. 

c) The power supply for the station can be obtained: 

- from the electricity network or a battery on 

site; 

from a battery on site which is charged in some 

way from the exchange; 

- centrally, purely from the exchange. 

The choice, though not considered as part of 

this study, would seem, due to system reliability 

and economie considerations, to tend toward the 

last method, although this does raise rather 

complex technical problems. As far as is possible 

the system to be designed will cater for the use 

of all these methods. 
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3. FRONT END INTERFACE UNIT 

3.1. Functions 

Considering the division of the exchange as shown in 

fig. 1.1, the object of the project is the definition 

and implementation of the Front end Interface Unit (FEU). 

Globally this unit must act as a buffer between the users 

and the main body of the exchange. This buffering includes 

a pre-processing of the signallingjcontrol information 

transferred between the two (which in turn leads to a 

reduction in the workload on the control function within 

the ma in body) • 

The main function of the unit is to conneet corresponding 

input and output circuits together. This conneetion process 

is carried out on a concentrated basis, as described in 

appendix A, while the control and support functions 

necessary to accomplish this must be internal to the 

unit itself. 

Certain 'real time' system actions and timing functions 

will, where efficient, be implemented in this peripheral 

area as well as the obvious internal management functions. 

The unit itself is not considered as an independent exchange 

but merely as a partially autonorneus slave to the main 

body where the more complex processing functions take 

place. 

3.2. System structure 

The unit is situated, physically, between the subscriber 

stations and the main body of the exchange. Conneetiens 

with the former occur via the subscriber lines while the 

latter is connected to the front-end unit via an Information 

Highway. 

This leads to the system structure shown in fig. 3.1. 

Here the subscriber lines are terminated in the front-end 

unit with Line Terminating Units (LTU) 1 while this is done 

for the Information Highway with a Highway Terminating 

Unit (HTU). 
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The rnain work to be carried out by the unit is done in the 

core, the definition of which is the obieet of this oroiect. 

:n ,.... o 4~~--------~·~w 
·~ , 

~ ~~~--------~~ ;'0 .,.. r- -~ ï------~ 

I 1 I 
---, 
I I 

I I I INFORMATION 

rt-
0 

3 
Q.i 

SUBSCRIBER 

LINES 
I I I 
I LTU's1+4î 

UNIT J~ll!TU I 
I l I 

,,· .... ·· ____________ _...,) (1) 

.. >< 

u 
J; 
~ 

~ 

::J 

I I 

I_---~ 

CORE 
I I I I 

!-IIGtnvAY 

~-----J L_ _ _j 
J; 4""-r----------~==~ 

0 
~ 

fig. 3.1. Front-End Interface Unit 

3. 2. 1 • LTU 

These must carry out the same function as the 

corresponding units described in chapter 2 with 

respect to the subscriber station, namely the 

terminatien of the specific transmission system 

being used on the subscriber line. The interfaces 

between these and the unit core are of the standard 

type also described in chapter 2, the LTU's again 

being considered as part of the transmission system. 

Three interfaces are created per LTU for respectively: 

- main user circuit, 

- additional user circuit, 

- siqnalling circuit. 

The difference between these circuits is that while 

the former two, i.e. the user circuits, contain 

information to be transferred to (or from) the 

far-end user the latter contains purely control 

information and does not penetrate the system 

directly any further than the front-end unit. 

The implementation of this unit is very much dependent 

on the type of transmission used and shall therefore 

be considered as a 'black box' supplying the necessary 

functions. 

r; 
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Information transfer (user and control) between the 

front-end unit and the main body of the exchange 

occurs via the Information Highway. 

A serial bus structure, eperating at a frequency of 

2048 kHz, was chosen for this highway. The highway 

therefore consists of a four wire conneetion as 

shown in fig. 3.2. 

FRONT-END 
UNIT 

-
-RETURN 

fig. 3. 2. 

rJlfdN E·~XCHANGE 

BODY 

Time division multiplexing techniques must therefore 

be used to implement the required information transfer 

to and from the highway. 

Considering the 'Go' direction in fig. 3.2 each of the 

32 output channels (see appendix A) is sequentially 

allocated a time slot on the highway. 

This time slot consists of a portion of time 

corresponding to 8 (clock) periods of the carrier 

frequency, 2048 kHz, during which time information 

from a specified user may be transferred onto the 

highway. This group of 32 time slots is called a 

frame, which is repeated cyclically with the specific 

user being active during the same relative time slot 

in each frame. This leads to the required 64 kb/s 

transfer capacity per user (or output channel). 
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This is shown graphically in fig. 3.3 and 3.4 below. 

0 ''-------' I 

1 0 

I 
1+-

TIME 
SLOT -+I 

I 
1 
I 
I 
~4--------- FRt\Pl[·: 

( 3 2 Tl:VE·: :-;LOTS) 

fig. 3.3. Highway Structure 

I I 

4 BIT~ 
TIME SLOT 

(8 BITS) 

fig. 3.4. Time Slot Structure 

Bit frequency = 2048 kHz + Highway capacity = 
2048 kb/sec. 

Time Slot Duration = 8 bits 

Frame Duration = 32 Time Slots = 125 ~sec. 

Effective capacity per circuit _ 8 bits/125 ~sec. 

= 64 kb/sec. 

Of these 32 channels, created on the highway, one 

will be dedicated to control information transfer 

between the FEU and Main body of the exchange. The 

remaining 31 being thus available for assignment 

to any specific user. 

1 
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The 'return' half of the highway has an identical 

structure thus creating the required duplex circuits. 

Timing signals (clocks) within the FEU could be 

obtained from: 

- internal oscillator; 

- regeneratien of a timing signal if a transmission 

system is being used; 

- directly from a dedicated 'clock line' from the 

main body of the exchange. 

Synchronisation of the fr~ position, i.e. the start 

of a frame, could also be supplied via an apart line 

from the main body or, in the case where a transmission 

system is used, from a dedicated synchronisation slot. 

The actual timingjsynchronisation techniques used and 

the procedures which would be necessary on failure of 

the system will not be considered further. 

This serial bus structure, in conjunction with a 

standard second order PCM transmission system, allows 

relatively long distances to b~ used between the 

front-end and main body of the exchange, i.e. satellite 

operation. 

This is simply the physical terminatien of the highway 

and any associated timing and synchronisation lines. 

It thus consists of the required line drivers and 

receivers plus any regeneration circuitry, and etc., 

necessary for system operation. This will be considered 

somewhat further in conjunction with the user circuit 

management in chapter 4. 
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This is the area within which the main functions of 

the unit must be carried out. 

This 'core' can be seen to consist of three major 

functions, as shown in fig. 3.5, these are briefly: 

USER CIRCUIT t•1!\Nl\G l<~:'<1ENT ----

... 

in format ion 

CONTROL ) 

"' highwa y 

signalling .. 
circuits 

r 

SIGNALLING CIRCUIT 

MANAGEMENT 

fig. 3.5. Core functions 

1. User Circuit Management: 

This function must implement the mapping, or 

transfer, of the information streams on the user 

circuits to the specific time slot on the 

Information Highway (and vice versa) . 

2. Signalling Circuit Management: 

This function must transfer the messages received 

from the users (via the signalling circuit) to the 

control function and vice versa. It must also do 

this for message transfers between the front-end 

and main control functions via a dedicated circuit 

on the information highway. 
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The responsibility for protocol verification on 

the various circuits also lies within this 

function. 

3. Control Function: 

This must carry out the actual pre-processing 

which is to be done in the unit. It must also 

support the FEU operatien as a whole by initiating 

and/or synchronising any operations which must be 

carried out. 

The physical structure of this 'core' is shown, albeit 

globally, in fig. 3.6. 

As is seen, the control function consists of: 

- a processor, 

- a memory block, 

- a set of 'internal' system buses, 

- a collection of interface circuits. 

I/0 memory mapping is used throughout, the peripheral 

functions indicating, via an i~terrupt routine, that 

a message is to be transferred to the processor. 

The precise form of the I/0 buffers and other interface 

circuitry will be discussed more fully in combination 

with the functions which are being coupled with the 

control block. At this stage a simplified model of 

these buffers will be given, namely fig. 3.7. 

As the messages transferred between functions consist 

of two bytes the buffers must contain some form of 

conversion unit - the data bus being 8 bits wide. 

Control circuitry plus a temporary starage facility 

used for synchronisation purposes are also included 

in these buffers. 

In the remaining chapters of this report these three 

functions will be described in greater detail and 

where appropriate their implementation will be 

described. 
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4. USER CIRCUIT MANAGEMENT 

4.1. Introduetion 

This function must implement the required connections between 

Line Terminating Unit (LTU) and Information Highway (IH) for 

each user circuit, as indicated in fig. 4.1. The specific 

details of such a conneetion (i.e. which time slot has been 

allocated to a given user circuit) is supplied by the control 

function via the I/0 buffer of fig. 4.1. 

As discussed in chapter 3 the interface with the Information 

Highway consists of an 8 bit burst, occurring with a basic 

bit rate of 2048 kb/sec., at intervals of 125 ~sec. This is 

depicted in fig. 4.2.a. The circuit is formed by two of the 

channels thus created, one in either direction. The user 

circuit interfaces with the LTU consist of the continuous 

bit streams shown in fig. 4.2.b and c. These are identical 

to the corresponding interfaces in the subscriber stations, 

as discussed in chapter 2, but with an extra 'timing' 

conneetion added. 

Two types of user circuits are thus met at the LTU: 

- main user circuit, eperating at 64 k~/sec. and containing 

the digitised speech signals; 

- additional user circuit, eperating at 8 kb/sec. and 

containing the data signals. 

As the IH supplies a basic circuit capacity of 64 kb/sec. 

some technique must be used in conneetion with the latter 

in order to create compatability between the two bit rates. 

A transparent conneetion is to be created i.e. no real 

context processing of the user circuit contents is to be 

carried out. Any such action (namely w.r.t. the additional 

user circuit contents) is envisaged as occurring in the 

main body of the exchange, where the necessary equipment 

can be incorporated more economically than in the front-end 

unit (see appendix B ) . 

This leads to the use of simple bit multiplication/division 

techniques to create the required compatability mentioned 

above. 
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A given bit on the 8 kb/sec. interface is sirnply repeated 

8 tirnes to give the required 64 kb/sec. on the IH. In the 

opposite direction any one of the (identical) bits within 

a time slot can be transferred to the interface with the 

LTU. 

Messages are transferred frorn the control function via an 

I/0 buffer, as shown in fig. 4.1. In the present case no 

rnessages, apart frorn a buffer status reading, are returned 

to the control function. This return path could be included 

at a later time w.r.t. error control, e.g. a received message 

could be transrnitted back to the control function where its 

authenticity could be tested. Fig. 4.3 gives the basic 

operation of this buffer, i.e. as a ternporary message store. 

The actual circuit used will be explained later in this 

chapter. 

I A .. I ternporary .. 
DATA 8 : ) ~ 16 ! DATA 

" .. store .. 
I' 

--- ~ 

status 
register 

message 
_A 

ready lADDRESS . ) : 

I 
V CONTROL 

1.._ rnessaCie 
....._ . transfe 

( CONTROL : "\ 
/ 

" .... 

r ed 

Fig.4.3 I/0 BUFFER 
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The messages transferred from the control function must 

contain two parameters: 

- the identity of the user circuit to which the message 

applies. This consists of the extension number plus the 

specific user number (main or additional) on that extension 

- the message itself. This is either the time slot number 

to which the specified user circuit has been allocated or, 

in the case where a conneetion is to be ended, a cammand 

to free or de-allocate the time slot. 

A two byte message has been chosen as standard for this and 

for message exchange throughout the front-end unit. The basic 

structure of the message is shown in fig. 4.4. 

USER CIRCUIT IDENTIFICATION 

{ 

b7 b6 bs b4 b3 b2 b1 ba } 
user . X ~ nr.~ (extens1on nr.) 

BYTE 1 

ACTUAL MESSAGE 

\ b7 b6 . 
BYTE 2 

Fig. 4.4 MESSAGE FORMAT 

4.2. Structure 

Basically, for each user circuit an interfacing unit is 

inserted between LTU and IH, as shown in fig. 4.5.a. 

This interface unit consists of the elements shown in 

fig. 4.5.b, namely: 

- input and output buffers, connected to the LTU; 

- input and output buffer~ connected to the IH; 

- a transfer bleek which must implement the information 

transfer between these buffers in a way specified by 

the control function. 
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~~~input 
buffer 

CONTROL 

IH 
~ 

Fig.4.5.a INTERFACE UNIT Fig.4.S.b EXPANDED INTERFACE UNIT 

Due to the high drive capabilities and complex circuitry 

required when operating in combination with a long 

Information Highway, a Highway Terminating Unit (HTU) is 

included in the front end unit, as shown in fig. 3.1. 

This unit, inserted between the interface units and the 

highway itself, must supply the drivejreceive capabilities 

for operation over the highway plus any timingjsynchronisation 

control facilities required. 

Conneetiens between the interface units and the HTU occur 

via the Internal Information Bus (IIB), the basic structure 

of which is identical with the IH as previously described. 

Fig. 4.6.a gives an indication of the above structure 

pictorially, while fig. 4.6.b gives a more detailed circuit 

diagram of the unit proposed. 

Each user circuit interface unit could be connected 

individually with the IIB, as shown in fig. 4.7.a. 

Using this technique every interface unit would include: 

- control circuitry, 

- timing circuitry, 

- circuitry for conneetion to the IIB, namely bus drivers 

and receivers. 

The bus loading in such a system, i.e. 64 units, would be 

excessive. 
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By combining the interface units for the two user circuits 

connected to a single subscriber station, as shown in 

fig. 4.7.b an impravement can be achieved, namely a 

reduction of the bus loading by one half. 

A further impravement is to concentrate the main control 

functions of the units into a single control block, as 

shown in fig. 4.7.c. This leaves a relatively simple 

residual control function in the interface unit which 

acts as a slave to this central block. 

This last step could, when considering a custom designed 

integrated circuit salution for the interface unit, be 

argueable. It should be kept in mind that due to the 

required operating speeds - namely a new time slot 

allocation every ± 4 ~sec., the 'core' processor could 

not be used directly to drive the individual interface 

units. Some form of centralised time slot clock would 

thus be necessary in any case. The hardware saved using 

the concentrated control is considered worthwhile. 

4.3. Implementation 

The structure, as given in fig. 4.7.c, is to be implemented. 

A description of the operation
1

and a detailed realisation 

of the required hardware 1will be given in the following 

sections. 

This must basically: 

- support the message exchange with the Front End 

Control Function (via the I/0 buffer) ; 

- store these messages; 

- implement the user circuit/time slot mappings 

described by these messages, i.e. activate the 

interface ~nit specifi~d during a given time slot; 

- supply the control/timing signals to the interface 

units which are necessary to create the actual 

connections. 
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Fig. 4.8 gives a global indication of the structure 

of the control block designed to realise these 

requirements. 
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a) I/0 Buffer 

Messages are transferred from the Front End Control 

Function via the I/0 buffer, depicted in fig. 4.3. 

This operates exclusively in the Input Mode (i.e. 

apart from a status signal no messages are returned 

to the Control Function) . 

Preceding a message transfer the buffer status 

register is scanned. 
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This indicates whether a previous message is 

contained within the buffer - in which case no 

new message would be transferred. A new message 

entering the buffer causes the 'message ready' 

line to be activated, and the status register 

is set to 'busy'. The entry of this message into 

the store proper causes a 'message transferred' 

signal to be given which in turn resets the status 

register to 'free'. 

The sixteen bit parallel output of the buffer is, 

in fact, the message. As has been explained 

previously this consists of the two parameters 

shown in fig. 4.9 below. 

+J 
:l 
0.. 

+-1 
:l 
0 

H 
(j) 1 6 

4--< 
4--< 
:l 

..Q 

0 
......... 
H 

Fig.4.9 BUFFER OUTPUT 

8 

8 

parameter 1; 

user circuit 
identification 

parameter 2; 

timeslot allocated 

The message content here is thus the time slot, 

on the IIB 1 which has been allocated to the user 

circuit specified in the first parameter. 

Fig. 4.12 gives a detailed circuit diagram of this 

unit plus an indication of the timing signals 

involved. 

b) Message Store and Mapping 

The messages in the buffer must be transferred to 

a relatively long term starage unit
1

as the time 

slot allocation described by these messages is 

valid for the whole duration of the connection~This 

will be referenced once per frame period during 

the connection. 
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A Random Access Memory (RAM) is used to both store 

these messages and to implement the required mapping 

operation. 

The internal control unit supervises, among other 

things, this message transfer between buffer and 

RAM. 

The actual mapping is accomplished through the use 

of a 32 byte RAM in which each memory location 

(0 to 31) is associated directly with a specific 

time slot number within a frame on the IIB (these 

arealso numbered 0 to 31). The contentsof a 

given memory location is the identification of 

that user circuit which is to be connected to 

the IIB during the time slot associated with the 

location address: 

~memory location 18 is addressed - this 

indicates that the user circuit identified 

by the contents of this location,is to be 

connected to the IIB during time slot 18 

of each frame. 

Causing this RAM to be read cyclically (modulo 32) 

gives as output, at each cycle, the identification 

of the required interface unit. 

Fig. 4.10 gives a view of the typical contentsof 

this RAM at an instant in time. 
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RAM CONTENTS 
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uc 48 
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I 
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Fig.4.10 RAM MAP 

EQUIVALENT TIMESLOT 
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2 

1 7 

1 8 

30 

31 

uc=user circuit 
IP=Inter Processr signalling 

The RAM is addressed by a cyclic counter, which 

is incremented each time slot, giving the required 

output. 

This read cycle access time,plus other delays in 

the system circuitr~ mean that measures must be 

taken to ensure that the required interface unit 

is activated at the appropriate time, i.e. at 

the start of the corresponding time slot. The problem 

is overcome by reading the RAM output at a point in 

time preceding the occurrance of the time slot, 

latehing this informatie~ and sampling it at the 

start of the time slot. The RAM address corresponding 

to the next time slot (and not the present) is 

therefore read at each cycle. 

In order to facilitate the alteratien of the RAM 

contents the time slot period is split into two 

regions. 
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One is used to carry out the read cycle described 

above,while the second is used to write the new 

messages into the RAM from the I/0 buffer. In 

this write cycle the 'time slot number' parameter 

of the message is used to address the RAM at that 

location into which the second parameter - the 

user circuit allocated - is to be read. An address 

selector, as seen in fig. 4.8, is used to select 

the required address during a given cycle. 

The detailed circuit diagram of a realisation of 

the above is given in fig. 4.13. 

c) Output Circuit 

The RAM output is thus latched at a time preceding 

the start of the time slot to which it applies. 

This output is then decoded to form an enable 

signal to the specified interface unit. 

This enable signal is transferred to the interface 

unit via two signal lines, as shown in fig. 4 .8. 

The first of these is common to all units and 

distinguishes between the two interface units 

in a duplet (see fig. 4.7.c)~ The second, which 

is in the form of a dedicated output line to 

each interface block, selects the appropriate 

block. A time slot clock line is also common to 

these blocks. This indicates the beginning of 

a time slot, at which time the above enable lines 

are sampled by the interface units. 

The output decoding is carried out in the control 

block as this reduces the hardware necessary in 

the interface units. Thedisadvantage i~ of cours~ 

the number of output lines then necessary to 

transfer the decoded information to the units. 

Fig. 4.14 gives the detailed circuit diagram of 

this unit. 
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d) Timing and internal control 

This unit must create the various timing signals 

mentioned in the previous sections plus the control 

signals necessary to support the units discussed. 

The input consists of the 2048 kHz system clock 

plus a synchronisation signal (RESET) which is 

used to reset the timing units at the start of 

operation,or after breakdown of the system. 

Fig. 4.11 gives the basic timing signals created 

and an indication as to their use, while fig. 4.15 

gives a detailed circuit diagram of the unit and 

a description of its operation. 
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Component List: Figs. 4. 1 2 to 4.15 

N1 , N2, N 11 74LS 273 

N3, N19, N25 74LS 04 

N4, N24 74LS 08 

N5, N20, N21 , N22 74LS 74 

N6 74 LS 125 

N7, N8 74LS 157 

N9, N10 HM 6551-9 (RAM 256 x 4) 

N12, N13, N14, N15, N16 74LS 138 

N17, N18 74LS 193 

N23 74LS 21 

N26, N27 74LS 1 1 

N28 74LS 02 

List of abbreviations 

E; w· , ST; 
<P 

IMR enable 

IMS enable 

ECM 
out (UE) 

En 
out (EE) 

IP 

S2 See HM 6551 specification sheets 

2048 kHz system timing 

Interface Management Register enable 

signal 

Interface Manag~ment Status enable 

signal 

Common output enable signal 

Output enable signal to specific 

extension number, n, 0 < n < 31 

Output enable signal to Inter processor 

signalling unit 

Unallocated timeslot indication 

Coded representation of next timeslot 

number 

Select signal (input/output address) 

64 kHz timing 

Timeslot clock 

RAM output sample timing 
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A RAM entry corresponding to an unallocated time 

slot 1 is filled with a pattern indicating an 

unused output enable line (UN in fig. 4.8). 

The de-allocation of a time slot at the end of 

a conneetion will then consist of a message from 

the Control Function in which the 'user circuit' 

parameter contains this pattern. This pattern 

will be equivalent to user number 

As is seen in fig. 4.10 time slot 31 is dedicated 

to the inter processor signalling unit. The actual 

use to which this is put will be explained in 

chapter 5. 

The control block is thus functionally complete. 

These implement the actual conneetion between LTU's 

and IIB for each of the user circuits.Their global 

contiguration has already been considered to some 

extent in sections 4.1 and 4.2. 

For reasons explained in these previous sections, 

namely the differences in format:of the user circuit 

interface and the IIB interface, a direct conneetion 

is impossible. This leads to the use of various 

buffers in the interface units in order to control 

the information transfer. These buffers are driven 

by the output signals from the control block via 

an internal slave control function in the interface 

units. 

Fig. 4.16 gives a block diagram of the fundamental 

interface unit structure. 
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Here input data from the user circuit interface is 

read serially into an input buffer, BIN" When full 
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the contents are transferred to a temporary storage 

area, BTEMP' where it is held until the present 

contents of the output buffer, BOUT'have been written 

onto the IIB. At this time BOUT is loaded with the 

contents of BTEMP" This process is repeated cyclically. 

In the opposite direction, i.e. bus to user circuit 

interface, the rnirror image of the above process occurs 

as shown. The required conneetion has thus been 

created. 
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As described previously the interface units for both 

user circuits from an extension are combined at this 

stage, leading to the contiguration of fig. 4.17. 

----------------
I 

I I 
I I 
I___."" LTU-niB -"' 
I ,. I 

I MAIN USER CIRCUIT I 
I 4 "'~ II-JTERFACE UNIT I 

~~ I I 

IIB 
~ 

I I 
I .. :/ I I ~ LTU~IIB "" I 

I 
ï-----, 

I I I 

L- -- - --- ----- -~ ~-- - - I I ~ I - """'~ I ". flii I 

I I 

I I 

TIMING AND CONTROL --" I 
I I 
I I 

I I 
,... ,. I ~ ...... I 

I -- -- - -------- - -"' ~------, ''VI 
I I I I 

I I 
l_ ____ l 

LTU~IIB .I 

I I ' bus driver 
I I /receiver 
I ADDITIONAL USER I 

I ~,, CIRCUIT INTERFACE I 
I I UNIT I 

I I LTU--+IIB ... ,. , 
I I uci-=user circu 
I_-----

it 
interface 

Fig.4.17 COMBINED INTERFACE UNITS 

As is seen from this figure the bus driver/receiver 

is common to both circuits. This is possible as only 

a single circuit has access to the IIB during any 

given time slot. A pre-selection is therefore made as to 

which of the two circuits is active and this is then 

allotted the driver/receiver. 
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Figures 4.18 to 4.22 give the proposed hardware 

implementation of the various elements of this 

multiple interface unit along with timing diagrams 

of their operation. 

Each of these multiple units, 32 in total, is 

connected in parallel with the IIB1 leading to the 

required system configuration. 

Component List: Figs. 4.18 to 4.22 

N1 , N4, N18 74LS 164 

N2, NS 74LS 374 

N3, N6, N16 74LS 165 

N7, N9, N11 , N1 2, 

N13, N15, N17, N19, 74LS 74 

N22, N23 

N8, N29 74LS 04 

N10, N20 74LS 00 

N14, N21 74LS 194A 

N24 74LS 02 

N25, N26 74LS 08 

N27 74LS 32 

N28 74LS 125 
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Abbreviations used in figs. 4.18 to 4.23 
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k~4 
1n 

k~4 
1n 

d64 
out 

k64 
out 

k1 
out 

d~ 1n 

k~ 1n 

64 kb/sec. data input 

} 64 kHz timing from LTU 

8 kHz timing 

64 kb/sec. data output} 
64 kHz timing to LTU 

8 kHz timing 

2048 kb/sec. data output burst } to Bus 

2048 kb/sec data input } from Bus 

8 kb/sec. data input } 8 kHz timing 

8

8 

kb/sec. data output } 

kHz timing 

from LTU 

to LTU 

2048 kbjsec. data output burst } to Bus 

2048 kb/sec data input } from Bus 

~ 2048 kHz timing 

UE 

timeslot clock 

64 kHz timing 

user enable signal 

EE extension enable signal 

from concentrated 

control unit of 

the Interface 

Management 
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4.4. Remarks 

The hardware realisation proposed was, as far as possible, 

designed using elementary components. This was done with 

a view to the customised integration of the more frequently 

occurring elements,namely the interface units and the 

I/0 buffers. 

A disadvantage of the chosen configuration, namely the 

centralised control block, is that simultaneous allocation 

of a single timeslot, on the IH, to more than one user 

circuit is not possible. This leads to two main restrictions: 

1) The direct creation of 'conference' type connections 

between users on the FEU is excluded. This would require 

the allocation of a single circuit (and therefore 

timeslot) on the IH simultaneously to all users involved. 

2) The generation of conventional ('in band') audio tones, 

such as congestion and dial tone, in the FEU is not 

feasible. This would require, economically, the inclusion 

of only one generator per tone. As this could then only 

serve a single user at any one time the resulting level 

of stagnation would be unacceptabl~. 

The former restrietion would lead to such a conference 

conneetion being created by the main body of the exchange. 

The FEU would be unaware of such a state, each user involved 

being allocated a separate circuit on the IH as for a normal 

connection. 

As far as the latter restrietion is concerned the system 

operation must be considered further. 

The system states, leading conventionally to these tones, 

are indicated to the user involved via dedicated messages 

in the corresponding signalling circuit. These would be 

displayed in some way, or be used to generate the required 

tones internally wi~hin the subscriber station. Alternatively, 

the system could be easilyprogr~to allow these tones 

to be generated within the main body of the exchange and 

transferred, via the corresponding user circuit, to the 

actual user. 
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If necessary th2sedisadvantagescould be solved by using 

the system contiguration as shown in fig. 4.7.a in 

combination with a central timeslot clock counter. 

Using this method, in which each interface unit is programmed 

separately by the Control Function, the allotment of a 

single timeslot simultaneously to multiple users is possible. 
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5. SIGNALLING CIRCUIT MANAGEMENT 

5.1. Introduetion 

As stated previously, all control information necessary 

to support a conneetion is transferred to and from the 

subscriber stations via dedicated signalling circuits. 

Furthermore the control information transfer between 

the FEU and the Central Processing Unit (CPU), in the 

main body of the exchange, occurs via an inter-processor 

signalling circuit on the IH. 

The former, consisting of a circuit with capacity 8 kb/sec., 

has an interface at the LTU precisely the same as that for 

the additional user circuit of chapter 4. The signalling 

circuit is terminated in the FEU, where its contents must 

be processed: in some way, while the user circuits of 

chapter 4, as shown in fig. 5. 1, are merely swi tched onto 

a corresponding circuit on the IIB for further transmission. 

MAIN USER CIRCUIT 
interface 

_x_ T 

unit 

LTU 
ADDITIONAL USER CIRCUIT 

interface 
... _x_ ' 

extension N 
unit 

.. 
SIGNALLING 

CIRCUIT MESSAGE 

I!ANDLER 

Fig.5.1 SUBSCRIBER CIRCUIT CONNECTIONS 

~ 

.. .. 
~ 

--"'" , 

to 
Co 
Fu 

IIB 

/frorn 
ntrol 
netion 
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Messages on the subscriber signalling circuits generally 

either result in, or occur from, some action in the 

Central Processing Unit (CPU). The Control Function of 

the FEU pre-processes messages from either the CPU or 

subscriber station, and carries out any actions or further 

message transfers specified by that processing. An Inter 

Processor signalling circuit (IP) is used to transfer 

these messages to and from the CPU. This circuit consists 

of a dedicated timeslot (number 31) per frame on the IIB, 

and has thus a capacity of 64 kb/sec. This Inter-processor 

signalling circuit must then 1 cater for the concentrated 

signalling to and from the 32 subscriber stations, plus 

any internal system control signals. 

Fi~. 5.2 indicates the methad of conneetion with the IIB 

for this circuit, the interface being identical with that 

for the user circuit interface units of chapter 4 (timing 

signals being supplied indeed by the user circuit 

management function) . 

tojfrom 
Control 
Function 

.. 

. 
:'-1ESSi\Gi~ 

HANDLER 
IIB 

(tirneslot 31) 

Fig.5.2 I~TER PROCESSOR SIGNALLING CIRCUIT 

In figures 5.1 and 5.2 a message handler has been included; 

the significanee of this will become clear in later 

sections. 

The signalling circuit management function is therefore 

split into two regions, dealing with respectively: 

1) subscriber line signalling circuits, 

2) inter-processor signalling circuit. 
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The messages mentioned consist of the coded description 

of an event - an event being some state or occurrance, 

e.g. dial cipher 6, off hook condition, proceed to select 

signal or etc. These events are discrete in time and each 

is to be described by a dedicated message. A message, then, 

either arises from the occurrance of a given event, or is 

used to cause the corresponding event to take place, 

depending on the souree of the message. 

As mentioned in chapter 4 the standard message format 

to be used in the system consists of two bytes. The first 

identifies the user with which the message is concerned 

(source or destination). The second, the actual message 

content, is the description of the event. Using one byte 

for this latter purpose leads to a maximum of 256 discrete 

messages (or events). This is considered to be more than 

adequate for expected needs but, should more be required, 

then either: 

1) a multiple byte 'message content' should be used 

or 2) each signalling circuit, subscriber and IP, should 

be considered as having an independent vocabulary, 

i.e. identical messages on the two could have 

different meanings. 

The following sections deal with the general operation 

of these circuits. Where appropriate, implementations of 

partsof the message handlers, and etc., mentioned will 

be considered. The two types of circuit, namely subscriber 

and inter-processor, are handled separately. 

5.2. Subscriber Loop Signalling Circuits. 
5.2.1 General Structure 
As explained previously this circuit is to be shared, 

on a demand assignment basis, between the various users 

within the subscriber station. 

The responsibility of this circuit is to transfer signalling 

characters between a generating source, which could either 

be the exchange or a user, to a destination, in an orderly 

and reliable manner. 
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Reliability here means that a signal affered at the input, 

leads to the same signal eventually occurring at the output 

of the circuit. In the transfer medium, i.e. the transmission 

system, there is a possibility that errors occur in the 

bits being transferred, thus the signalling circuit must 

include some form of error correction technique. 

The signalling system can be described by a layer structure 

(somewhat similar to that used in data transmission networks), 

as shown in fig. 5.3. A higher order layer uses those below 

it as transfer mechanisms . 

... ---------- ----- --------- -- --- ---' 
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.... / ------------------
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I 
I 
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' I ------------------------------- / 

-------------------------
Fig.5.3 PROTOCOL STRUCTURE 

/ ....-

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I , 

is the physical bit transport over the transmission 

system. 

Layer 2 facilitates the reliable message transfer by 

correcting errors occurring in layer 1. 

Layer 3 is the actual signal transfer layer. Here the 

signals have a meaning (whereas in lower layers 

the contents are not considered specifically). 
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his layer structure, specifically the nodes, can be translated 

into the physical elements of fig. 5.4. 

Subscriber Station FEU 

message x 
H ( s ignal) +---+ TRANSMISSION 

handler SYSTEM 

I 
I 
I 

I 

Transmission 

Protocol 

I 

Signalling Cjrcuit 

message 
handler H 

Lin~ Protoeall 

~----Integrated .1\ccess Protocol---------------+ 

A 
I 

B C D E F No des 

Fig.5.4 PHYSICAL SIGNALLING SYSTSM 

Here a number of protocols have been indicated. A protocol 

is seen as a set of operating rules, governing the transfer 

of information between two nodes, which must ensure that 

the required reliability of operation is achieved. 

These are: 

1) A transmission protocol, which defines the method of 

transmission, i.e. the form of the pulses on the 

transmission system, the method of achieving a duplex 

circuit, any (de)multiplex function required within 

the LTU and etc. 
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2) Signalling Circuit Link Protocol, which defines the 

methods of detecting and correcting errors in the bits 

transferred over the transmission system. 

3) Integrated Access Protocol which describes the sequences 

of messages (and therefore state changes) necessary to 

create and maintain a connection, i.e. this deals with 

the actual contents of the messages. 

The actual protocol in 1) wil! not be considered further

access to the transmission system being obtained via the 

signalling circuit interfaces with the LTU (X-X' in 

fig. 5.4). 

The work described in the following sections is concerned 

with: 

a) The message handlers and the Link Protocol operating 

between them. This protocol being implemented in the 

handlers. 

b) The coupling, in the FEU, between the message handlers 

and the Control Function. This coupling being implemented 

for the group of 32 extensions. 

c) The Integrated Access Protocol, operating between users 

within the subscriber stations and the Control Function 

within the FEU. 

This operates between, and is implemented by, the 

message handlers situated in the subscriber station, 

respectively FEU, as shown in fig. 5.5. The signalling 

circuit consists of two independent channels, both 

operating with a capacity of 8 kb/sec. (Here, the 

specific transmission system used is considered as 

a 'black box' . ) 
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Subscriber Station FEU 

--------- --- ....... 
/ " 

tojfrom 

MH-S 
signalling circuit ~ ) Control r-m-F Function 

" / 
...... / ------- ---

Fig.5.5 SIMPLIFIED SIGNALLING SYSTEM 

The protocol must ensure that messages are exchanged 

between users/FEU Control function reliably and in 

an orderly manner. 

To accomplish this, use must be made of some error 

correction technique,plus some form of flow control. 

Many such systems are possible. Of these one has 

been designed which has the qualities: 

- robustness against errors, due to a rigarous error 

control, i.e. reliable; 

- flexibility, as the signalling system is considered 

as an apart entity with its own synchronisation 

system; 

- relative efficiency; the amount of extra redundancy 

used to combat errors is dependent on the error 

conditions occurring at that time; 

- simplicity, a fixed length packet, as will be used, 

simplifies any hardware necessary in the 

implementation. 
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This design, due to shortage of time, is limited 

to the theoretical description of the protocol, 

a hardware implementation not being made. The 

characteristics of the protocol must be known due 

to interwerking with, and effect upon, the control 

function of the FEU. The implementation of this 

could be considered as part of any further work 

on this subject. 

The basic concept is that a message to be transferred 

has a packet formed arount it, as shown in fig. 5.6. 

This packet contains the necessary control information 

used to combat errors. 

INPUT 
(message to be transferred) 

! 
souree identity--+8 

l 
8~ flow control information 

~ 
error detection ----+(0 

bits \J 
1 

8<'-Header 

l 
OUTPUT 

(packet to be transmitted) 

Fig.5.6.a PACKET FORMATION 
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byte 1 byte 2 byte 3 byte 4 

~rl 
. (J~ 

HEAO ER 3: 0 I 0 ·.-I 
0 >-+ I >-l+l message error 
rl+l I ::J ~ detection 
4-l ~ 0 (lJ 
~o ' Ul'1j 

0 . ·.-I 

Fig.5.6.b PACKET FORMAT 

Here:the output packet consists of: 

a) Header; a fixed word which indicat the start 

of a packet at the receiver, i.e. this synchronises 

the receiver to the incoming packet. 

b) Flow control; which consists of: 

a cyclic number (0 or 1) which is used to check 

that the message sequence is correct, i.e. that 

no messages have been lost; 

- a class identification bit 1 which indicates 

whether an actual message is included in the 

packet, or that only flow control information 

is present; 

- an acknowledgement of the last message received, 

in the form of its cyclic number. 

c)Source Identity; the identity of the user with which 

the present message being transmitted is concerned. 

d) The actual message, if applicable, or some suitable 

'idle' pattern. 

e) Error Detection Field; consisting of an 8 bits 

Cyclic Redundancy Check of the contents of fields 

b) , c) and d) . 
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Figure 5.7 gives the detailed contentsof the second 

byte of the packet. It is seen that two logical 

channels are created - as well as the obvious transmit 

channel.b4 represents a channel connected with the 

information in the receive direction. 

The header field would be choosen in such a way as 

to reduce, toa minimum1 the chance of its imitation 

by a message. The CRC field would be created by one 

of the standard polynomial generator codes. 

This will be described with reference to fig. 5.5. 

An event occurring in one of the user signalling 

units leads to a message being transferred to message 

handler S (MH-S). This is then used to form a packet, 

which is
1
in turn

1
transmitted to MH-F. 
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This packet is repeatedly transmitted until an 

acknowledgement of its correct reception at MH-F 

is made (this is indicated by the reception, at s, 
of the cyclic number of the present packet being 

transmitted by S, in bit 4 of an incoming packet 

from F). The repetition of this packet may then 

cease. 

This acknowledgement indication is repeated in every 

packet transmitted from F, until a new packet is 

received
1
from ~in which the cyclic number has been 

incremented wrt the last previously received and 

verified packet in the sequence. 

The occurrance of a further message at ~ leads to 

the same process (assuming that the previous packet 

has been acknowledged by F) occurring, but with the 

cyclic number of this new packet being incremented, 

modulo 2, wrt its predecessor. 

The case can arise, at s, in which the last packet 

transmitted to F has been acknowledged, and the 

acknowledgement of a packet received from F is now 

to be sent - thus no new message is to be transmitted 

from s. The packet formed around this acknowledgement 

signal, although otherwise normal, does not have 

its cyclic number incremented. This means that, in 

this case, any new message occurring at S can now 

be transmitted, without excessive waiting times, 

to F (the appropriate packet parameter alterations 

must be made) . The acknowledgement of a packet 

containing purely control information is avoided. 

The cyclic number of the packets is therefore 

message orientated. The consequence of this is then 1 

that in the receivers, account must be taken of the 

fact that consecutively received packets, of the 

same cyclic number, may contain differing control 

fields. 
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The acknowledgement of the 'acknowledge signal' from 

S occurs inherently in the receipt of the next packet 

in the sequence, from F. This also means that the 

transmitters are continuously active during a connection, 

transmitting acknowledgement packets if nothing else. 

At system initiation time, or at startup after failure, 

it is important that both message handlers do not 

take a random state. If S starts transmission with 

an acknowledge to the packet with cyclic number 0 

from F, while F begins transmission with the packet, 

cyclic number 0, then this message may never be 

received at S. An orderly startup procedure would be·

if S acknowledged packet 0 from F while F begun 

transmission with packet number 1. (A dedicated 

message, or bit, could also be used to bring the 

system into this state, i.e. a restart state.) 

Only one channel of the circuit has been considered 

- the second, namely from F to S would be identical 

and, due to the duplex nature of the circuit, could 

act concurrently with that from S to F. 

This was the basic protocol to be used on the 

signalling circuit, its operation being shown 

graphically in figs. 5.8 to 5.10 and block diagrams 

of the message handlers in fig. 5.11. 

(incranent 
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acket) 
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A numerical approxiation of the throughput, i.e. the 

number of messages/second, which the system can 

achieve, must be obtained. As will be seen, this is 

a rough estimate due to the boundary conditions 

assumed as well as the uncertainty as to the conditions 

under which the system must operate. 

basic circuit capacity = 8 kb/sec. 

message length = 10 bits (i.e. message + 

user identity) 

The•naked1 system could then
1
transfer 800 messagesjsec. 

packet length 

packet duration 

= 32 bits 

= 4 msec. 

This leads to the absolute maximum signalling rate, 

SRamax' of 250 messagesjsec. 

This is still further reduced by the acknowledgement 

sequence, as shown below in fig. 5.12. 

s . rece1ver st . ransm1tter F . rece1ver Ftransmitter 

case. A-P0 ack 
·." recèived 

case B-P0 ack 
· received 

-

-- -

- - - . ---.. ~r 
. ~end P · · 

0 • 

I --.-
l) end Po· · · • l 

A-P 1 
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---
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- _o-- - -

- - ~ -- -
• l> 

- - -. - 1t 
case A 

---------

---~ 
I 

I 

l 
rP 

0
ack 

r +---

case B 

Fig.5.12 PACKET TRANSFER SEQUENCE 
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It is seen from this that under ideal circumstances, 

i.e. with propogation delay (~t = 0), and when the 

packet returned from F can have the acknowledgement 

of P
0 

entered directly (as in A), there will always 

be at least two repetitions of a packet. Case B, in 

which the acknowledgement can no langer be entered 

into the present packet from F, leads to a minimum 

of three repetitions of a packet. As it has been 

assumed that the time at which a packet is transmitted 

is random, then a maximum signalling rate is 

obtainable, of: 

(250 < SR < 250) 
3 max 2 i.e. 83 1 / 3 < SR < 125 messages/sec ma x 

In order to increase the throughput it would then be 

worthwhile to either: 

1) sample the acknowledgement signal just befare 

the control field of the packet in which it is 

to be included is transmitted. 

or 2) to synchronise the system in such a way that the 

return packet from F begins just after receipt 

of an incoming packet fro~ S. 

In this way the p~cket header could also be 

discarded. The consequence of this, is that a 

relatively complex synchronisation check would 

become necessary. 

The above description has not taken into account any 

errors arising in the transmission system - these will 

tend to reduce throughput even further, due to the 

extra repetitions which they cause. 

Assuming that errors occurring do so randomly, and 

show a Gaussian Distribution with an average 

probability of error, for any given bit, p, the 

following effects occur: 

The probability of errors occurring and not being 

detected would require the~ 8 or more errors occurring 

within the field protected by the CRC - and even 

then not all such cases would be undetected. 
I 
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Pr (undetected errors) < Pr (8 or more errors in 24 bits) 

= 1-Pr ( 7 or less errors in 

24 bits) 

7 
= 1 - L p~ where p~ = prob. 

l l 1 =0 of i errors in 

x bits 

= ( ~) pi( 1-p)x-i 
l 

= 1 - [ ( 1 -p) 2 4 + (24) p ( 1-p) 23 
1 

..... + (24) 
7 

p 7 ( 1-p) 1 7 J 

Even with a very high error rate of 1 in 100, i.e. 

p = 0,01, this probability is negligible. It can 

therefore be assumed that the occurrance of errors 

will always be detected. 

The effect of errors on the normal operation must 

now be considered. An error in ~ packet causes that 

packet to be discarded - thus some extra repetition 

occurs. The packet consists of 32 bits, and three 

error regions will be considered; 

normal, 

high, 

with p = 0,0001 

with p = 0,001 

very high, with p = 0,01 

p p32 
0 

p32 
1 

p32 
2 

0,0001 0,997 0,003 -
0,001 0,969 0,030 < 0,001 

0,01 0,725 0,234 0,036 

p32 E p~2 
3 i=1 l 

- 0,003 

- 0,031 

0,003 0,275 

= p 

+ 

m 

The probability, under these conditions, that any packet 

is discarded is then the probability that one or more 

errors occur, i.e. p • 
m 
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A single extra repetition occurs if one pack et is 

discarded. Th is can occur in one of two ways; either 

the packet carrying a message can have errors, andjor 

that with the acknowledgement can have errors. The 

probability of an extra repetition, Pd' is then: 

Pd = P (message error) + P (ack. error) + {P (message 

error) . P ( ack. error) } 

e~ 2P m 
as the 'go' and 'return' channels here, are assumed 

independent and identical, this gives the following 

table for the various error rates. 

p pd 

0,0001 0,006 

0,001 0,061 

0,01 0,558 

For an error rate of 1 bit in 1000 approximately 6% 

of the transfers will be elongated due to the errors, 

i.e. SR: 78 < SR < 118 messagesjsec. ma x 

For an error rate of 1 in 100 the effect is much 

more serious, giving SR: 33 1 / 3 < SR < 50 messages/ ma x 
sec. 

Considering now the possibility that consecutive 

packets from a given transmitter are in error, e.g. 

where A= 1st packet, B = second packet and etc., 

an approximation of the effect can be made by 

assuming 

Pr (A and B both contain errors) = P(A B ) e· e 
= P(Ae) P(Be/Ae) 

~ P(Ae) P(Be) 

~ P(A ) 2 

e 

Pr (A .B .C contain errors) ~ P(Ae) 3
• e e e 
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This leads to the following table. 

p p p2 p3 
m m m 

0,0001 0,003 - -
0,001 0,031 0,001 -
0,01 0,275 0,076 0,021 

Even this second order effect, for an error rate of 

1 in 100, is seen to be significant. 

The effect of these consecutive errors is again to 

increase the number of repetitions necessary. 

From the above calculations an approximate value 

can be put on the thoughput of the system: 

For a system in which the error rate seldomly lies 

above 1 in 1000 a signalling rate of > 70 messages 

per second is realistic. 

Should the error rate increase above this value the 

possible signalling rate decreases to the point 

where, with an average error rate of 1 in 100 the 

signalling rate lies in the region ± 25 messages 

per second. 

As it is unlikely that the system will operate 

continuously under such extreme conditions as this 

latter, it is reasonable to assume an average 

throughput of > 50 messagesjsec. Camparing this 

with the 800 messagesjsec. for the naked message 

transfer shows the cost of the error correction 

supplied by the protocol. 
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Having defined the link protocol which operates over 

the signalling circuits, the coupling between message 

handlers and Control Function will now be considered. 

The message handler for each extension, 32 in total, 

must be connected, in some way, to the Control Function. 

(The control function carries out the actual processing 

of the contentsof a message.) 

The two basic actions which must be carried out are 

the transfer of a received (and verified) message 

from the handler to the control function, and vice 

versa for a message resulting from the processing 

within the control function. 

Two basic methods of coupling are possible, namely 

indire.ct and direct, as shown in fig. 5.13. In this 

figure the arrows indicate message transfer paths. 
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Fig.5.13 HANDLER-CONTROL FUNCTION COUPLING 
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A) Indirect Coupling 

A buffer process is inserted between the control 

function and message handlers. This buffer must 

collect messages from the handlers, store them, 

then transfer the stored messages to the control 

function when it is ready to accept them. By 

allowing the buffer to collect several such messages 

before initiating their transfer to the control 

function, then by causing this bulk transfer to 

occur quickly, the disturbance to the processing 

action within the control function can be minimised. 

In this way the control function spends less time 

carrying out unproductive work, i.e. collecting the 

messages. Also, as the direct control of the 

relatively slow acting message handlers lies in 

the buffer process, then the workload on the control 

function is reduced further, i.e. no check on each 

of the handlers need be made in order to distinguish 

those which have a new message to transfer. 

Message transfer in the opposite direction, namely 

control function to buffer process, could be done 

using either the same bulk t~ansfer technique or 

on a single message basis. By giving this transfer 

preeedenee over any other which the buffer may have 

to carry out, e.g. that to or from a handler, leads 

to the most efficient control function operation. 

The buffer process would then be responsible for 

the transfer of these messages to the specified 

handlers when this was ready to accept the new 

message. The various methods of carrying out this 

latter transfer are identical with those for the 

direct coupling,as in fig. 5.13.b), and will be 

considered in combination with this direct coupling. 

The main advantages in using such an indirect coupling 

are then: 

- the control function workload is reduced: the time 

consuming coupling with the message handlers being 

carried out by the buffer; 
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- flexibility: alterations to any of the constituent 

elements (handlers, coupling technique, buffer or 

control function) need have no effect on the other 

elements not directly connected with the alteration. 

Disadvantages are that: 

the component count, and therefore cost, is 

increased wrt that for a direct coupling; 

- delay between message generation and processing 

of the message is increased. 

An initial investigation of the implementation of 

this buffer technique was carried out. The details 

of this will be discussed very briefly. 

The buffer unit itself, consistedof a 8049 micro

computer, internal RAM and ROM being sufficient to 

implement the required functions. 

The status of each message handler was sequentially 

scanned in order to check as to whether any messages 

were ready for transfer. If such a state was detected 

in a handler the message was. collected, i.e. read 

into the 8049. 

Four such messages were collected. The completion 

of this block lead to an interrupt signal being 

generated to the control function. On acknowledgement 

of this signal the block was transferred to the 

control function (the scanning was neglected during 

this relatively short period in order to speed up 

the transfer operation) . 

In order to reduce any excessive waiting times 

before a message were transferred, in such a block, 

to the control function, a time limit was set. 

The collection of the first message of a new block 

lead to a timer being set. If the timer period was 

exceeded before the block of four messages had been 

collected then, via an interrupt to the 8049, the 

transfer of this incomplete block was initiated 

(a parameter, transferred with every block was then 

the number of messages included) . 
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Single messages were transferred from the control 

function to the 8049 on an interrupt basis. These 

were stored until the specified message handler 

was ready to accept them. A second scanning routine, 

interleaved with that mentioned previously, was 

used to determine whether the specific handler, 

addressed by a message, was free to accept the 

message. If this was so the message was transferred 

to it, otherwise it was held in store until a later 

time at which the process was repeated. 

Although not completed in every detail, this 

investigation did show that such a system was 

generally feasible within the constraints of the 

disadvantages previously mentioned. 

The main type of traffic being handled consists of 

relatively low speed, manually generated messages 

and reactions to these from the system. This, in 

combination with the low workload on the processor 

within the control function, as will be seen in 

chapter 6, led to a choice being made in favour 

of the direct coupling technique. The implementation 

of this buffer was investigated as it is considered 

to be a real alternative to the direct coupling used. 

B) Direct Coupling 

Using this technique, as shown in fig. 5.13.b), 

the control function has direct responsibility for 

the transfer of messages to and from each message 

handler. 

Two main operations can be distinguished here: 

1) The collection of messages from the individual 

handlers, and the indication by a handler to 

the control function, that it contains a message 

which must be collëcted. 

2) The transfer of messages to the specific handler, 

identified within the messag~ from the Control 

Function. 
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Two basic methods of carrying out this operation 

are possible, namely polling and interrupt. 

The control function scans the status of each 

message handler in turn, this sequence being 

repeated cyclically. The status is then checked 

and if found active (i.e. the handler contains 

a message to be collected)1 the corresponding 

message from that handler is transferred to 

the control function. This polling routine can 

be carried out either at fixed intervals or 

(within limits) when the control function has 

no other processing to carry out. The routine 

itself can either be based on a full cycle, 

i.e. once started all 32 handlers are checked1 

or applied discretely to one or more handlers 

at a time, depending on how much time is 

available. 

The advantages here are that as the time of 

transfer and etc., are under full control, then 

a well synchronised system is obtained. Also, 

through the scanning action, the identity of 

the handler from which the message is to be 

transferred is directly available. Flexibility 

is built in as the scanning routine can be 

altered easily without effecting other system 

elements. 

Being basically a software controlled operation, 

the time required to carry out this process is 

relatively long, as is the average time for 

which an active handler is kept waiting before 
. + scan period the message 1s collected (- 2 ) . 

A further disadvantage lies in the control 

function overhead - the scanning must be carried 

out whether any handler is active or not. 
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In this case a handler which becomes 'active' 

(i.e. contains a message to be collected) must 

generate an interrupt signal to the control 

function. This signal leads, in the control 

function, to the interruption of any processing 

being carried out at that time (if this is 

tolerable) . The generating souree is then 

identified, the message collected and the 

previous processing is resumed where it left 

off. 

The obvious advantage here is that control 

function overhead only occurs when necessary, 

i.e. when there is a message to be collected. 

The interrupt process itself also tends to be 

of relatively short duration, which means that 

messages are transferred quickly to the control 

function, thereby freeing the handler. 

The greatest disadvantages are that the particular 

handler which generated the interrupt must now 

be identified explicitly, and that differentiation 

between multiple handlers which activate 

simultaneously, must be carried out in the 

interrupt process. 

Of these two methods that using interrupt techniques 

was chosen for the system being considered. This 

was done for two main reasons, the first of which 

played the greatest role in the decision made: 

1) The speed with which messages are transferred to 

the control function. The message handler, 

containing very limited storage capacity, is 

not able to acknowledge a message received until 

this hàs been transferred to the control function 

- otherwise it could be overwritten by a new 

message arrival. 
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Using the polling technique in this case could 

lead to a serious reduction in the possible 

signalling rate achievable over the signalling 

circuit. 

This technique of 'acknowledgement after collection' 

has the advantage that the control function itself 

can modulate, to some extent, the intensity with 

which messages are transferred to it. In excessively 

busy periods a degradation in service can be used 

to avoid the 'flooding' of the system. 

2) The amount of overhead produced in the control 

function, in order to handle the relatively 

infrequent message arrivals, .using polling, 

was considered excessive. Such a loading reduces 

the efficiency with which the actual processing 

can be carried out. Consideration here was given 

to the arrival pattern of messages - the activatien 

of the interrupt process costs overhead in that 

the system state, at that time, must be saved 

for later resumption. This overhead would 

approach that for polling only for very frequent 

arrivals. 

C) Message Transfers to Handlers 

This transfer is relatively simple. Each message 

includes an identification of the extension (and 

therefore handler) which is its destination. This 

can be used to address the handler concerned. 

Initially a status check must be carried out as 

the transmitter in the handler concerned, may 

be busy with the transfer of a previous message 

to the extension. If this is so,then the transfer 

from the control function would be attempted again 

at a latertime. If free the message would be 

transferred to the handler. 
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The system, to be implemented, is then based on: 

- interrupt signalsfrom a message handler which 

has a message to be transferred to the control 

function; 

- direct addressing, by the control function, of 

the handler·to which a message is to be transferred. 

5.2. · !IDE1§ID§Q~~~!QQ_Qf_~b§_~§ê§~g§_ti~QQ1§f_:_ÇQQ~fQ1_[~QS~!QQ 

ÇQ~El!!lg 

The basic unit used for the transfer of messages to 

and from the control function is, as considered 

previously, an I/0 Buffer. This supplies the temporary 

starage facility for messages awaiting collection by 

the control function or transmission to an extension. 

As each handler must have this facility, then each 

will have an I/0 buffer built into it, as shown in 

fig. 5.14. Each message handler is thus considered 

as an apart peripheral unittosome extent. 
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In the message handler, the receiver and transmitter 

portions are, to a great extent, independent units, 

as expected for operation over a duplex circuit. 
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These can then be considered separately. The receiver 

has as output, messages which are to be transferred 

to the control function, while the transmitter has, 

as its input, messages from the control function 

which are to be transferred to the extension. 

The I/0 buffer must therefore also consists of two 

semi-independent units, one for each of the two transfer 

directions. 

A) Messages from handler to control function 

This then deals with the receiver portion of the 

handlers plus the corresponding areas of the I/0 

buffers. 

The global configuration is as shown in fig. 5.11.b). 

In order to initiate the collection of its message, 

a handler which activates must generate an interrupt 

signal to the control function. (The message 

concerned must also be placed in the I/0 buffer 

ready for transfer to the control function.) 

An interrupt signal to the control function must 

contain two parameters: 

- the interrupt indication itself; 

the identity of the interrupting source, i.e. the 

location from which the message can be collected. 

A single interrupt line, common to all handlers, is 

used to supply the former parameter. This indicates 

that one, or more, handlers has become active. 

The second parameter could be supplied by the control 

function itself, by initiating a scan of the status 

of each handler in turn. This would also isolate 

one handlerat a time, which couldtlen be serviced. 

The waste of control function processing time 

involved in such a software scan, is one of the 

main points which led to the choice of coupling 

via interrupts - some other technique must be 

used. 
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There are three requirements, namely: 

- a single active handler must be isolated and 

identified; 

- the process must be carried out quickly; 

- all handlers must be treated equally, i.e. none 

have precedence. 

The technique chosen to do this is as follows: 

One, or more, handlers activating, leads to the 

signalling of this fact, via a control line, to 

a central interrupt controller. The controller 

then isolates a single handler via a type of hardware 

scan. This consists, as indicated in fig. 5.15, of 

the generation of a test signal, which is injected 

just after that handler which was last active 

(i.e. has already been serviced). This signal is 

then 'rippled through' from one handler to the 

next until blocked when contact is made with an 

active handler. 

interrupt 

int. 

int. INTERRUPT 
~-----4INTERRUPT 

CONTROLLER 

int. 

mh=message handler 

Global Clock(GC) 

Fig.S.15 INTERRUPT HANDLING 
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The injection of the test signal, named Global Clock 

(GC), is carried out via a common line to all 

handlers. The last active handler then causes this 

signal to be entered into the 'ripple' chain at 

the input to the next handler in the chain. 

A form of rotating priority is thus created which 

treats all handlers equitably, and isolates one 

single handler, as required. 

After a delay, during which this isolation takes 

place, the interrupt controller generates an 

interrupt signal to the control function. 

A bonus created by this system is that after this 

process is complet~ the identity of the isolated 

handler is known within that handler. Using a 

single common data bus for message transfer to 

the control function, as shown in fig. 5.16, and 

allowing exclusive access to this by the isolaced 

handler, means that the control function need 

merely read the message from this bus. A 'logical 

buffer' or 'mailbox' has thus been produced, whose 

fixed address is known in advance to the control 

function. This in turn, supplies a relatively quick 

transfer process with little overhead in the control 

function. 
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A more detailed block diagram of this isolation 

technique is given in fig. 5.17. 
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Here the handler status is transferred to blocks B 

and Y. Y contains the global clock generator and 

carries out the interrupt procedure with the control 

function. Block B processes the ripple and global 

clocks, isolating a single handler, and returns 

a signal, X, to the handler indicating whether 

this has been granted access to the comrnon data bus. 

Also included are the facilities necessary for 

system initiatien on reset, i.e. the initiatien 

of the priority process. 

Detailed circuit and timing diagrams of the various 

units considered are given in fig. 5.18 to 5.22. 

Messages from the extension cannot include the 

internal system extension number, as this is not 

known in the extension (for reasons of flexibility). 

This souree information must be included in any 

message transferred internally within the exchange 

and must therefore be added to the incoming message 

in some way. To do this in the handler reduces 

hardware flexibility - a handler would then be 

completely tied to a given position in the system. 

A more flexible solution is to use the 'X' signals 

of fig. 5.17 to produce the identity, i.e. extension 

number, of the handler from which the message is 

sourced. This is then supplied to the control function, 

which combines it with the message being collected 

to form the complete message. A circuit diagram of 

this interface subunit is given in fig. 5.23.d. 

B) Messages from control tunetion to handler 

This is done as described in section 5.2.3.c). 

Basically the status of the specified handler is 

tested and if found 'free' then the message itself 

is transferred into the corresponding area of the 

handler I/0 buffer, for further transmission to 

the extension. 
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Fig. 5.22 shows the detailed circuit and timing 

diagrams of the part of the I/0 buffer dealing with 

this area of message transfer, while the circuitry 

used to create the specific handler address is 

given in fig. 5.23~ Again, for these functions 

a single, common data bus is used. 

The bi-directional EXTERNAL DATA BUS being split 

into two uni-directional buses as shown in ~ . 

5. 23a. 
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As will be described in chapter 6, the hardware 

connections with the control function are: 

- the internal data bus of the control function 

extended to the peripheral units (The EXTERNAL 

DATA BUS); 

address lines in the form of function enable 

lines plus the low order bits of the address 

bus (EXTERNAL DATA BUS); 

- certain control lines (EXTERNAL CONTROL BUS) ; 

- interrupt and souree identification signals. 

Due to the volume of hardware used 1 the system is 

to be mounted on 3 separate printed circuit cards. 

Two of these cards (as seen in fig. 7.1 ) contain 

subscriber line message handlers, while the third 

contains the control function. The hardware 

configuration used to interface these cards with 

the control function, drive the various conneetion 

lines between them, and etc., is shown in figs. 

5.23a to 5.23d. Block Y is placed on that printed 

circuit card which contains the control function, 

this was chosen, as well as other parts of the 

interface hardware configuration, in order to 

keep the two cards containing the 'subscriber 

circuitry' as identical as possible - with regard 

to mass production. 

5.3. Inter Processor Signalling Circuit 

This carries the concentrated message transfer between FEU 

and CPU in the main body of the exchange. 

As the requirements for this transfer are very similar to 

those for the corresponding subscriber line signalling 

circuit, the same link protocol will be used. Processing 

of the messages carried out in the CPU consists, in fact, 

of the expansion of that carried out in the control function 

of the FEU. 
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The packet used to transfer the message is slightly different, 

as shown below. 

1 2 3 . 4 5 6 

HEAO ER CONTROL MESSAGE CRC 

PACKET FORMAT (IP) 

Here, as the message also includes the extension number, 

it is 2 bytes long, and a separate byte is dedicated to 

the control field. Also the integrity of this internal 

message transfer within the system,should be better than 

that for the subscriber signalling. To accomplish this 

a 16 bit CRC is used (in place of 8). 

Messages are transferred between control function and the 

IP message handler directly. The interface between handler 

and the IIB is driven by an enable signal from the user 

circuit management function, as described in chapter 4. 

The signalling circuit consists of a dedicated timeslot 

in each frame on the IIB - a packet is therefore transferred 

consecutively in six of these dedicated timeslots. 

As in section 5.2.2 an approximation of the message throughput 

of this circuit must be made: 

basic circuit capacity = 64 kb/sec. 

message length = 15 bits (message + user 

identity + ext. number) 

Maximum throughput = 4300 messagesjsec. 

packet length = 48 bits 

absolute maximum Signalling Rate; SR = 1333 packetsjsec. amax 

and
1
due to repetition effects, SR 444 < SR < 667 packets/ . max 

sec. 
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Repeating the calculations of section 5.2.2, regarding the 

effect of errors on this signalling rate leads to: 

p Po p1 p2 p3 p 
m 

0,0001 0,999 0,005 - - 0,005 

0,001 0,953 0,046 0,001 - 0,047 

0,01 0,617 0,300 0,071 0,0011 0,383 

here P0 = (1-p) 48 

P1 = (~8) p(1-p)47 etc. 

It is seen from this that, due to the longer packet, the 

effect of errors is somewhat higher than that for the 

subscriber signalling circuit. 

is found to be > 350 messagesjsec. The worst case SR ma x 
This is considered adequate for the expected loading of 

the system. Again synchronisation of the transmitter/receiver 

combinations could be used to increase this,if necessary. 
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Fig. 5 Inter-Processor Message Handler 
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This consists, as shown in fig. 5.24, of an I/0 buffer 

for conneetion to the control function, the typical 

receiver/transmitter combination for implementation 

of the link protocol and a bus driver/receiver unit 

(driven by an enable signal from the user circuit 

management function) . Of these only the I/0 buffer 

will be considered in further detail. 

A received message is deposited in the buffer, and 

an interrupt signal is generated to the control function. 

This leads eventually to the message being collected. 

Messages from the Control Function are transferred 

after a status test of the unit has shown the transmitter 

to be free. 

This unit is considered apart from the subscriber 

signalling circuits due to its intense usage. Also, 

for this reason, the interrupt/addressing facilities 

between the unit and control function are implemented 

separately from the rest of the signalling units. 

Circuit and timing diagrams of this I/0 buffer used, 

are g i ven in fig. 5. 25 . 

5.4. Integrated Access Protocol 

5. 4. 1 Gener al. ---------The description of the signalling system used has now been 

completed. This supplies a medium in which messages can be 

transferred reliably between user and exchange. 

Little consideration has been given to the actual meaning 

of the events which caused the generation of these messages 

as this was considered to be the responsibility of a higher 

layer in the hierarchy. 

The object of these messages is to create, maintain and 

support a conneetion between users. In order to do this 

the messages which àre transferred must occur in an ordered 

sequence, e.g. a user requests a conneetion and only after 

the acceptance of this request by the exchange does this 
1calling party

1 
identify the required

1
called party'via dialling 

ciphers. 
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Similarly,only a given set of all possible messages have 

any meaning during a particular phase of a conneetion - in 

the above identification sequence only such messages as 

dial ciphers from the calling party are significant. 

Basically the third layer of the signalling structure of 

fig. 5.3 deals with the ordering of these events. Simple 

handshake techniques are used to accomplish this - in 

general any given event generated by a user leads to a 

reply (from a small set of possibilities) from either the 

exchange or far end user. The users here can be any of the 

four units described in chapter 3. 

An attempt has been made to create a message vocabulary 

covering all the events which can occur within these user 

units. Furthermore this single set is applicable in general 

to each of the units. This results in the messages described 

by fig. 5. 26 . 

This figure gives an example of the message sequence which 

can occur in a typical connection. Here two users, A and B, 

are connected with an exchange, or chain of exchanges, X-X'. 

The direction of message flow over the signalling circuits, 

A-X and B-X' respectively, are indicated by arrows. A message 

generated by a user penetrates the system, directly, no 

further than the first exchange. This in turn leads either 

to a reply being transmitted to the user or some corresponding 

message to the far end user. To this message from the user, 

several possible replies can be made and in general the 

handshake, i.e. messagejreply, is completed. The message 

sequence shown is not exhaustive, e.g. a 'clear request' 

message can occur at any time,from either party. 

As is seen from fig. 5.26 three distinct phases occur: 

I) System activationjdeactivation: this is purely concerned 

with the state of the subscriber line and common 

equipment connected to it. 

II) Circuit build up/break down: this is concerned with the 

creation, or etc., of the required conneetion between 

one user and the other. 
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III) Data transfer phase: in which the actual end to end 

information transfer (via the user circuit) between 

users takes place. 

The detailed actions, arising from any given message, in 

the FEU will be dealt with in chapter 6, these actions 

leading to the various Application Programmes described 

there. In general one of two actions are taken by the 

FEU after message processing: 

A) A reply is transmitted to the user. This is typical in 

the system (de)activation phase, where the message is 

concerned only with the user-FEU region. 

B) A derived message is transferred to the CPU in the 

main body of the exchange, for further processing. 

This latter leads eventually to some reply from the CPU, 

which is then Lprocessed in the FEU - after which a 

derived message is transferred to the specified user. 

This reply to a message generated by a user, completes 

the handshake procedure used to order the occurrance 

of events, the next message may then be transmitted. 

This process is shown for cases A and B in fig. 5.27. 

As is seen from these diagrams the delay occurring 

between generation of a message and receipt of a 

reply, especially in case B, is relatively long. 

As a user should, under normal conditions, have 

received a reply within manual reaction times, i.e. 

i 65 msec., (corresponding to 15 messagesjsec.) this leads to 

stringent time limits within the system (in particular 

the main body in B) . 

This difficulty is most likely to occur during the 

dialling period of the conneetion build up phase. 

If necessary it would be possible to consider all of 

these dialling ciphers as a single 'complex event'. 
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Each individual cipher could be answered by the FEU 

with a 'ready' indication - allowing the next cipher 

to be transmitted while, from the main body of the 

exchange, a reply to the completion of the dialling 

phase could be made. 

di al cipher 0 
cipher 0 

ready 

di al cipher 1 
cipher 1 ... 

r 
ready 

FEU 

di al cipher N cipher N 
_},. , 

:ceady 
End of Se l.?ction 

Repl ï to 'COr-lPLEX MESSAGE' 

' 

In this way the FEU would serve the required'quick 

reaction' processes while the main body would serve 

the slower reaction requirements. The disadvantage 

here, is that the system has no longer full control 

over its operation, and special measures might 

have to be taken to overcome any possible difficulties 

which could arise, e.g. by the numbering of messages. 

The implementation will be based on the former method 

but should circumstances dictate the latter could be 

used. 
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This then completes the consideration of the signalling 

system. Messages can now be transferred between the 

elements of the system in a reliable and ordered 

manner. The actual coding of these messages will be 

considered in combination with the software of the 

system in the following chapter. 
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The control function has as its main task, the support and 

management of the user circuit connections occurring in the 

system. In order to fulfil this requirement/the control 

function must: 

- support the message exchanges with subscriber station and 

the CPU; 

- process the messages received from these sources, derive 

the sequence of actions specified by the message and implement 

these actions; 

co-ordinate and implement the various elements of the FEU. 

The Integrated Access Protocol, discussed in chapter 5, describes 

globally, the sequence of messages which lead to, and arise from, 

these connections. The detailed actions made by the control 

function, for each message, are described in the subsection 

on application software, while the general methods of message 

input to, and output from, this control function are described 

in the section covering system software. 1he hardware used to 

implement these actions at a physical level is considered first. 

6.2. Control Function Hardware 

~·l·l fo~flg~r~tlo~ 
Fig. 3.6, repeated in fig. 6.1, indicates the basic hardware 

requirements of the control function namely
1 

a processor, 

a memory unit, a means of interfacing with the peripheral 

units (I/0 buffers) and the necessary connections between 

these elements. 

This specific, conventional, configuration is not ideal for 

the system being considered due to the large number of I/0 

buffers occurring - which also leads to a large number of 

interconnection lines. Although the principal of operation 

remains the same, the actual implementation chosen was the 

result of the sequence of conversions shown in figs. 6.2 to 

6.5. This leads to à reduction in the amount of inter

conneetins and decading hardware necessary. 
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The first step, as shown in figs. 6.2 and 6.3, was to extract 

the address decoders from the I/0 buffers and to combine 

these into a single unit - a function selector. The I/0 

buffers were then shifted from the control function into 

the peripheral units themselves. Messages transferred to 

and from the processor occur via the Data Bus - this must 

then be extended, via a driverjreceiver
1
to the peripheral 

units, as must the processor control lines. All peripheral 

units are then connected to these cornrnon Data and Control 

busses while access is obtained via the select signals, 

from the address decoder in the control function (each 

buffer has an output line dedicated to it). This results 

in the control function contiguration of fig. 6.4. 

The peripheral units must have a means of cornrnunicating 

with the processor in order to synchronise the message 

transfers between them. As described in chapter 5, this 

is done on a interrupt basis. To support this cornrnunication 

an interrupt handling unit has been included in the control 

functionjperipheral interface block. This, and the previously 

considered units, is shown in fig. 6.5-the block diagram 

of the control function hardware. 

The hardware can be seen to consist of two main 

regions, namely: 

A) Processing block. 

B) Peripheral Interface block. 

The implementations of these will now be considered. 

This consists of a Z80 microprocessor, operating 

with a 2048 kHz clock, plus the RAM/ROM memory 

modules used for data respectively programme 

storage. Connections between these and the interface 

block are made via the normal Z80 address, data 

and control busses. 
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The timing of the various actions within the hardware 

of the control function is therefore largely 

dependent on that of the zao itself, as described 

in reference 

Memory mapped I/0 techniques are to be used throughout, 

i.e. each peripheral unit is seen as an area of 

memory. This area can consist of several actual 

memory locations, depending on the I/0 buffer 

construction - separate locations being dedicated 

to input, output and status buffers. 

A memory map for the function is given in fig. 6.6. 

As is seen from this, those locations concerning 

peripheral devices are distinguished from those 

within the memory module by the most significant 

bit of the address (A
15

). This means that one 

half of the basic 64 kbyte address space of the 

zao, has been dedicated to these peripherals. 

As the expected programme memory requirements 

are unlikely to be excessive this is the simplest 

solution. Of the remaining 32 kbyte address space 

only 10 kbyte has been used ~2k RAM, 8k ROM), 

the rest being available for future software 

expansion. 

Fig. 6.7 includes the actual realisation of this 

block. As is seen from this figure, selection 

logic is used to activate the specific memory 

chip within which the required address is situated. 

As the Z80 bus driving capabilities are extremely 

limited, bus drivers have been included in this 

configuration. 

Within the processing block of the control function 

there is a need for various timing processes. 

This need arises from the timers described in 

conneetion with the application programmes. 

These timing processes can occur concurrently, 

i.e. simultaneously. 
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Fig.6.6 MEMORY MAPPINGS 
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In order to reduce the workload on the Z80 processor 

these timing processes will be implemented in a 

slave unit which, although operationally an element 

of the processing block, will physically occur 

outwith this block. The necessary information 

transfer between the processor and this Real Time 

Function, as the collection of these timing processes 

will be called, will occur via the standard message 

transfer techniques used. As far as this transfer 

is concerned it is thus seen as an independent 

peripheral unit. 

The function itself, as shown in fig. 6.8, consists 

of: 

- an I/0 buffer, 

- a 8049 microcomputer with on board memory, 

- a counter. 

The hardware and software of this function will be 

discussed in appendix C. 

TERNAL' 'EX 
SY STEM 

r 

( ' I/0 

BUSSES controj_ 
Buffer 

3049 

u-

computer 

(j counter 
(2048 K Hz 

t1.m1.ng) 

-~ig 0 6 0 8 REAL TIME FUNCTION 
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This must supply the physical connections between 

processor and peripheral units. As the I/0 buffers 

are situated in the peripheral units themselves, 

this conneetion can be seen as simply the extension 

of the processor data, address and control busses 

to these buffers. As shown globally in fig. 6.5, 

in order to limit the decading circuitry and etc. 

required in the buffers, a certain amount of address 

decading takes place in this interface block. Also 

the data and control busses are buffered, and the 

necessary interrupt handling circuitry in included. 

The hardware realisation of this is shown, along 

with that of the processing block, in fig. 6.7, 

while the various elements of the interface block 

are described in the following: 

1) Data Bus Buffer 

Messages transferred between a memory location 

corresponding to a peripheral unit and the 

processor, require that the processor data bus 

be connected to that unit~ Due to the number 

of circuits connected to this bus, a distinction 

is made between the above transfers, which occur 

via an 'external' data bus (external to the 

processing block), and those concerned with the 

memory unit - which occur via the normal data 

bus. This'external' data bus is connected to the 
I I ' normal bus only when a transfer occurs relatlng 

toa peripheral unit (i.e. A15 = 1). The conneetion 

of the two busses occurs via a transceiver, 

whose mode of eperation is dependent on whether 

the peripheral is being written to or read from. 

2) Address Bus Decading 

The processor operates using a 16 bit address 

bus. Instead of connecting this to each peripheral 

unit a certain amount of address decading is 

implemented in the interface block. 
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A peripheral unit being addressed now leads to 

the activatien of an 'enable' signal to that 

unit. 

Transmit, receive and status buffers in the 

unit are activated by separate 'enable' signals 

from this decoder. 

In the case of the transmit buffers of the 

subscriber line message handlers, only partial 

decoding takes place. This is due to the number 

of 'enable' lines which would otherwise be 
I 

required. Here a 'function enable signal is 

generated by the decoder, while the low order 

bits of the address bus -identifying the 

specific transmit buffer concerned- are also 

given as output. Decoding of these low order 

address bits, i.e. enabling the specified 

unit, occurs on the printed circuit card 

containing these handlers. As this secondary 

decoding can be done using a central decoder 

on the card, the saving in connecting lines 

more then justifies the small amount of extra 

hardware (decoders) required. 

The external address bus to the peripheral 

units therefore consists of a collection of 

'enable' signals and 'address' lines. 

3) Control Bus Interface 

This consists merely of the transfer of the 

Read and Write control signals from the processor 

to the peripheral units, via the external control 

bus, and the driving of these lines. 

4) Interrupt Handling Circuitry 

The peripheral units indicate, to the processor, 

that a-message is ready to be collected by the 

generation of an interrupt signal. The processor 

can thus receive an interrupt request from: 
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A) the inter processor message handler, 

B) any one of the 'subscriber line' message 

handlers 

or C) the 'Real Time' function. 

On occurrence of one or more of the above, the 

interrupt handler must generate the actual 

interrupt signal to the processor. 

On acknowledgement of this signal it must 

then supply the identity of the interrupt 

source. 

So that simultaneous interrupts can be handled 

one at a time, a priority is given to each of 

the above sources; A having the highest priority, 

C the lowest. The souree identity is supplied 

in the form of an interrupt vector, obtained 

in the interrupt handler via a priority encoder, 

i.e. the identity of the highest priority 

'active' souree is given. 

In the case of an interrupt occurring from B 

above, the processor will also be supplied, on 

demand, with the identity of the specific 

message handler which is active. This information, 

supplied from the cards containing the message 

handlers via the 'identification' lines (I
1 

to 

I 5 in fig. 6.~, is transferred to the processor 

from the interrupt handler via the 'Interrupt 

Register'. 

6.3. Control Function Software 

This supplies the overall control of the FEU, via the 

system hardware. From messages received from the 

various peripheral unit~ the software of the control 

function derives a sequence of actions to be carried 

out by the system. These actions are the physical 

support used to maintain a conneetion between users. 
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Two main levels of software can be distinguished, 

as seen in fig. 6.9: 

- Input and Output routines, which order the transfer 

of messages to and from the control function. 

These also supply the software/hardware interface 

within the control function. 

- Message Processing, which translates the received 

messages into a specific sequence of actions and 

initiates these (via the I/0 routines). This area 

is, to a great extent, hardware independent. 

//1 I I Ä!o4~1 1/1/1 I Level 0 

,---.1----- --l- l 
1 

I 
INPUT OUTPUT 

Level 1 
ROUTINE 

--1-- --r---~ 
MESSAGE PROCESSING Level 2 

Fig. 6.9 BASIC SOFTWARE STRUCTURE 

The general structure will be discussed in this 

section while
1
in section 6.4 1the detailed realisation 

of the various elements will be considered. 

As has already been discussed in chapter 5, message 

input to the control function is to occur on an 

interrupt basis. This frees the souree handler quickly. 
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The input routines must then
1
cause the processor to 

be interrupted in an orderly manner, so that the 

interrupted processing can be resumed at a later 

time. The interrupt souree must then be identified 

and the message collected. Lastly1 the message must 

be presented to the processing function and the 

processing restarted. 

Two main methods of message presentation to the 

processing function are possible: 

directly, in which case the new message is processed 

immediately. Any message processing being carried 

out at the time of interrupt is then delayed until 

the new arrival has been serviced. This, in fact, 

creates a Last In First Out queue (LIFO) . 

- via a buffer. The arrival is entered at the tail 

of a queue. The processing function is then re

instated at the point reached before interrupt, 

and continues from there. On completion, the next 

message in the queue is processed. This is a 

First In First Out queu~FIFO). 

The latter is chosen
1 

as this giyes a more equitable 

manner of handling the various sources. (A priority 

has already been given to the incoming transfer 

requests, as described in 6.2). The input routines 

then, enter message arrivals into a queue to await 

processing. 

Consideration must be given to the required capacity 

of this input queue. This is dependent on the 

message flow in the system, which will now be 

considered briefly. 

In the busy hour approximately one quarter of the 

user population (0.25 Erlangs traffic/user) will 

be active simultaneously; i.e. 16 users neglecting 

the relatively small load generated by telemetry 

and the common equipment in the subscriber station. 
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The message generation will have its peak value during 

the build up phase of a connection, in which the 

dial ciphers are generated. Not all active users 

are in this phase - it will be assumed that one 

half are in this peak activity phase simultaneously. 

Typically a maximum rate of message generation, from 

a manually driven source, is± 15 messagesjsec. 

This leads to a total of (8 x 15) + (8 x 2) = 
136 messagesjsec. (in which active users outwith 

this 'peak' activity phase are assumed to generate 

± 2 messagesjseg. Allowing a small margin for the 

other user equipments, leads to a generation intensity 

of± 140 messagesjsec. from the subscriber stations. 

Considering the system operation1 it is seen that a 

message from a user normally leads to a derived 

message being transferred to the CPU. Due to the 

handshake technique used, a reply from the CPU, and 

a corresponding message to the user, are also part 

of the normal procedure. 

Assuming that the CPU/FEU message transfer also 

includes a certain amount of purely system orientated 

information, leads to a typical average message 

flow for the system as shown in fig. 6.10, i.e. an 

input of + 340 messagesjsec. to the FEU can be 

expected. 

140 
subscriber{ --~----~~~~ 

stations 
14 message~s~ 

FEU 
messagesjsec} 

CPU 

200 

200 

~ 6.10 MESSAGE TRANSFER INTENSITY 
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Each message must be processed inthe control function. 

This leads to a certain utilisation factor, p, for 

the processor which is a measure of the fraction of 

time during which the processor is busy. This is 

tabulated, in table 6.1, for various values of 

processing time required per message, ~' and the 

number of messages per second which must be 

processed, I. 

p (msec.) I (messages(sec.) 

200 250 300 350 

0,5 011 0,125 0,15 0,175 

1,0 0,2 0,25 0,3 0,25 

2,0 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 

3,0 0,6 0,75 0,9 > 1 

4,0 0,8 1,0 > 1 > 1 

p = I X T 

Table 6.1 

400 

0,2 

0,4 

0,8 

> 1 

> 1 

( p > 1 indicates an 

overloaded system) 

A realistic value for T would be ± 1 msec. (allowing 

+ 200 instructions, using a Z80 with 2 MHz clock, 

to be carried out). This leads to a system loading 

of ± 35% (p = 0,35). 

Assuming further, that the system 

can be represented by an M/M/1 

structure (see ref. 4 leads to 

a probability of finding k messages 

in the queue at any time of: 

k 
P(n = k) = p (1-p). -q 

This is tabulated in Table 6.2. 

k 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

P C!lq = k) 

0,650 

0,228 

0,079 

0,028 

0,010 

0,003 

0,001 

-
-

Table 6.2 
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The expected queue length, E(n ) = _Q_
1 

= 0,54 messages, -q -p 
while the probability of having a queue of more than 

6 messages is negligible. 

Typically the message processing phase will lead to 

the generation of a message which must be transferred 

to a peripheral unit. The output routine implements 

this transfer. 

The identity of the specific peripheral is included 

in the message, so that direct addressing can be used. 

A problem which arises is that the relatively slow 

speed of operation of these peripherals means that the 

output routine may encounter a 'busy' peripheral, i.e. 

one busy with a previous transfer. In this case, as 

the system cannot, in genera!, be allowed to wait 

until this unit becomes free, the message must be 

put into a queue and a further transfer attempt made 

at a later time. 

The length of this output queue is dependent on the 

number of message output transfers made and the 

probability of encountering a 'busy' peripheral. 

A very rough approximation can be obtained by considering 

each peripheral as a processing element and assuming 

an M/M/1 structure (as for the input routines) for 

each of these systems separately. A more reliable 

figure could be obtained by simulation if necessary. 

Three main sub-systems are to be considered: 

a) Inter-processor message handlers. 

b) Subscriber signalling circuit message handler. 

c) Real Time function. 

a) IP 

actual message rate 

maximum message rate 

= 
--

+ -
+ -

200/sec. 

350/sec. (from calculations 

in chapter 5) 

200 
p = 350 = 0,571 · E(n) = _Q_ = 1,33 messages 

' -q 1-p 

P(n = k) as shown in table 6.3.a). 
-q 
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actual message rate = + 17/sec. (15 + 2) 

maximum message rate = + 50/sec. 

p = ~~ = 0,340; E(gq) = 0,5 messages 

P(n = k) as shown in Table 6.3.b). -q 

For the 8 stations in this 'peak activity' phase 
T 

E(n ) = 4 messages, while the effect of those 
-q 

outwith this phase is negligible. 

This deals mainly with message outputs from the 

control function used to start and stop timing 

processes. It will be assumed, considering the 

speed of operation of the processor included 

(8049), that on average ~ msec. is necessary to 

free the message handler included, i.e. maximum 

message rate = 2000/sec. Assuming further that, 

in the steady state, a 'timing' message is created 

for, on average, 1 in 2 of the messages processed 

in the control function, i.e. actual message rate 

= 340
2X 

2 = 340 messagesjsec. 

p = ~6~o = 0,170; E(gq) = 0,2 messages 

P(n = k) is shown in Table 6.3.c). -q 
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k P(n = k) -q 

0 0,429 0,660 0,830 

1 0,245 0,224 0, 141 

2 0, 14 0 0,076 0,024 

3 0,080 0,026 0,004 

4 0,046 0,009 0,001 

5 0,026 0,003 -
6 0,015 0,001 -
7 0,009 - -
8 0,005 - -
9 0,003 - -

10 0,001 - -
a) b) c) 

Table 6.3 

From these calculations is it seen that an output 

queue length of (10 + 8 x 6 + 4) = 62 would seem 

sufficient for normal operation. It must bestated 

again that, due to the approximations and assumptions 

used, this gives only an order of magnitude for 

the queue length. 

It is seen that, due to the intensive usage, any 

output routines must be of relatively short 

duration. 
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The system can now beseen as in fig. 6.11. 

// / / I I I / HARDl-JARE / / I I / I I I 

r---1----- ----1---1 

I INPUT OUTPUT I 
I ROUTINE ROUTINE I Level 1 

I - ---- ___ I ,--
1 

--1------
--------

input 

q'Jeue 

---- -- -
output 

queue Level 2 

I ~ f I 

I I " : . 

I ___ _ 
MESSAGE PROCESSING I : _ ___________ ! 

Fig. 6.11 SOFTWARE STRUCTURE WITH QUEUES 

This area of the software consists of: 

- input and output q~eue handling routines; 

- Main Programme. 

The Main Programme carries out the translation of 

an input message into the required series of actions 

which must be carried out by the system, and initiates 

these actions. 

The specific actions for each message are described 

in a separate routine-an Application Programme. The 

Main Programme must then, from a message, choose 

the single Application Programme concerned, i.e. 

carry out a 'Case' statement, and cause this programme 

to be activated- the Application Programme then 

continues with the initiation of the various actions 

specified. 
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These application programmes can therefore be considered 

as a further layer in the software structure 1 as shown 

in fig. 6 . 1 2 . 

HARmrJARE 

,-- -- --- --- ---1--- --
1 I 

I I 
I INPUT OUTPUT 

I Level 1 
I ROUTINE ROUTINE I 

'---- r I -- ----------,----- -- -----------1 

I input output I 
I queue queue I 

Level 2 

I t I 
I I I 
I MESSAGE PROCESSING I 
I I 
I ____ - --- ________ j 

,--- --- --- - -- -- -- -
"""' I 

I t j_ J_ I 
I A B . N I Level 3 

- ,____ 
I __ _ APPLICATION PROGRAMMES 

Fig. 6.12 DETAILED SOFTWARE STRUCTURE 

Certain system routines, such as time slot management, 

are also present in this third layer. These will be 

described at a later stage of the discussion. 
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This model can be simplified to some extent by the combination 

of the in- and output queues into a single processor queue. 

As each message has a specific code dedicated to it, as 

described previously, this simplification of the necessary 

software can be made, but at the cost of system flexibility 

(i.e. the number of possible different messages is reduced). 

This will be done in the system being considered as the maximum 

number of different messages (256) is considered sufficient 

to serve the system requirements. 

This then, leads to the system eperation as shown in fig. 6.13, 

in which the arrows indicate message transfers. 

The input routine transfers a message into the queue. 

The message processing collects a message from the queue, 

translates this into the identification of an application 

programme and starts this programme. Typically, this results 

in one or more messages which must be transferred to a 

peripheral (i.e. initiate a given event). This transfer is 

carried out by the output routine, if possible, otherwise 

the message is entered into the queue and the transfer 

attempted again at a later time. 

6.4. Software Implementation 

In this section the implementation of the system operation, 

described insection 6.3, will be discussed and a realisation 

of the software will be proposed. 

The sequence of actions leading to the collection of 

a new message by the processor is explained below and 

shown in fig. 6.14. 

The occurrence of a new message (1 in fig. 6.14) in 

the peripheral unit, causes a local interrupt signal 

to be generated (2). This is transferred 1 via a 

priority encoder
1 

to the maskable interrupt input 

of the processor (3). 
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Each peripheral unit which can cause message transfers 

has a separate input line connected to this priority 

encoder. When the processor is ready to service this 

request, an interrupt acknowledge is generated (4). 

On receipt of this
1

the encoder transfers an interrupt 

vector to the processor (5). This vector identifies 

the souree of the interrupt. From this information 

the processor causes the two byte message to be 

collected from the specified souree (6 and 7). The 

collection of the second byte is also seen as an 

interrupt acknowledge to the peripheral unit (8), 

i.e. the peripheral is freed for further use. 

Proteetion against multiple (near) simultaneous 

interrupts occurring is supplied by the priority 

encoder- which processes the highest priority interrupt 

first, and by the processor itself-which will handle 

interrupts strictly in sequence of arrival. A queue 

of interrupt requests can therefore form at the 

encoder input. 

The input routine can thus be split into three phases: 

1) Recognition and acknowledgeme~t of an interrupt, 

followed by the collection of the interrupt vector. 

2) Translation of this vector into the souree location 

and collection of the two byte message. 

3) Entry of this message into the queue. 

As is seen in reference 3 , using Mode 2 of the Z80 

interrupt responses, the first phase is automatic. 

The maskable interrupt input is used due to the 

occurrence of critical sections in the software 

- namely operations on the queue variables. An 

interrupt occurring while this input is disabled 

causes a delay in servicing of the request. Otherwise 

the processor generates a IORQ/MT pulse combination 

(i.e. interrupt acknowledge). This in turn causes 

the encoder to transfer the interrupt vector, via 

the data bus, to the accumulator. 
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After pushing the present Programme Counter (PC) 

contents onto the stack, the accumulator contents, 

in combination with that of the I register, are used 

as a pointer to a location where the start address 

of the corresponding service routine is found. This 

start address is entered into the PC and a jump to 

this location is made. This sequence of actions is 

shown below. 

Phase 1) above is thus completed. 

Ir. register ) 

~ 
l P,C 
high 

interrupt vector 

ACCU 

index memory 

(address = IA) 
.. t------11 

1 transfer start address to PC 

start interrupt routine 

Control is thus transferred to a specific interrupt 

service routine. 

Three separate interrupt sourees are possible: 

a) inter-processor message handler; 

b) subscriber circuit message handlers; 

c) Real Time function. 

Each of these will lead to a separate service routine. 

The common purpose of these routines is the entry 

of the souree message into the work queue. The ~outine 

for actually entering the message into the queue, QIN, 

is common to all the above service routines (this is 

in fact phase 3). 
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Phase 2 consists of supplying QIN with the necessary 

parameters. This can be done in one of two ways: 

1) where the message is collected from the corresponding 

peripheral and entered into a fixed temporary 

storage area. QIN is then called and transfers 

the contents of this area into the queue itself. 

or 2) by transferring the address of the location where 

the message can be collected to QIN. This again 

calls for a temporary storage area where the 

address is found. 

The former method is chosen as it frees the peripheral 

somewhat more quickly although, due to the double 

transfer, the total processing time will be higher 

than would be the case with the latter method. 

As memory mapped I/0 is used the messages can be 

collected directly (a given routine handles a specific 

peripheral 1 while the interrupt vector indicates the 

specific routine to be used) . Registers BC of the 

processor are used to supply the temporary storage 

necessary. 

At the end of the routine the sy~tem is returned to 

its original state. 

A flow chart for the global routine is given in 

fig. 6.15. The realisation of this, for the various 

sources, is given by the routines INT1, 2, 3 and QIN 

in the programme listing at the end of the chapter. 

For the subscriber line message handlers, the interrupt 

routine (INT2) must also identify the specific handler 

and combine this information with the message - for 

reasons considered previously. 

As is seen in fig. 6.13 any output message resulting 

from the 'Application' processing is not entered into 

the queue directly. 



DISABLE 
FURTHER 

INTERRUPTS 

SAVE 

PROGRAMME 

GET 
MESSAGE 

~ 
MESSAGE 

INTO 
QUEUE 

REl'Ll>.CE 

PROGRAMME 

l 
ENABLE 
FURTHER 

INTERRUPTS 

c RETURN ) 
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Interrupt generated 

Save present parameters which 
could be altered during this 
routine 

Identify source, collect message 
and enter into temporary store 

Call queue input routine which 
transfers the message into the 
proper position in the queue 

Return the saved parameters 

Re- instate the interrupted 
programme 

Fig 6.15 INTERRUPT ROUTINE FLOW CHART 
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An output routine is called and an attempt made to 

transfer the message to the specified peripheral. 

Should this transfer be blocked by a busy peripheral, 

then the message is put into the queue for a further 

transfer attempt at a later time. 

This deviation from the basic structure (which would 

require the message to be entered into the queue 

directly) is made in the interest of efficiency. The 

message flow is speeded up and the length of queue 

required is reduced. 

An output routine (called from either an application 

or the main programme) receives,as parameter, the 

message to be transferred. Four main destinations 

are possible, namely: 

1) inter-processor message handler; 

2) real time function; 

3) interface management controller; 

4) a subscriber line message handler. 

For each of these a slightly different routine is 

required, but all have the same goal, as described 

above. The specific routine required is identified 

by the calling process, as this is indicated implicitly 

in the output message. 

A flow chart for the global output routine, along with 

a brief description of its operation, is given in 

fig. 6.16. The realisations of the four routines 

(MOUT1 to MOUT4, corresponding to the above 

destinations) is given in the programme listing at 

the end of the chapter. 

As seen from this listing MOUT1 to 3 can address the 

peripheral directly - this having a fixed address 

(memory mapped I/0). For MOUT4, which serves all 

32 of the subscriber line message handlers, an extra 

operation must be carried out, namely the identification 

of the specific handler, before the transfer can be 

attempted. 
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TRANSFER 
TO QUEUE 

CALL specific output routine 

Transfer message tothis routine 

Test status register of the 
specific peripheral 

If peripheral is busy then return 
the message to the queue fo~ a 
later transfer. 
(by calling QIN routine) 

If peripheral is free then transfer 
the two byte message to it 

Return to normal processing 

Fig. 6.16 GLOBAL OUTPUT ROUTINE 
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a) Queue and Queue Handling Routines 

This data structure is used for the storage of 

messages awaiting processing. 

A cyclic (round robin) structure is used to 

implement this, as indicated below. 

QUEUE 

message 
J----location 

IN 

f%/>1 occupied location 

0 empty loc a tion 

A new message is entered at that location indicated 

by the IN pointer. This is then rotated in a clockwise 

direction to point to the next input location. 

Similarly, the OUT pointer indicates the next message 

to be collected from the queue. This also rotates 

in a clockwise direction. In order to avoid overwriting, 

proteetion must be supplied to avoid the condition 

in which the two pointers indicate the same location. 

This structure is to be realised using the linear 

memory space available (RAM) . In order to obtain 

the cyclic operation,a number of queue parameters 

must be available. The queue structure thus created 

is shown in fig. 6.17. 

From the calculations of previous sections it is 

seen that a queue capacity of ~ 70 locations would 

be sufficient. 



tot al 
memory 
allocated 
to the 
queue 
structure 
and 
parameters 

QSTRT 

QEND 

NXTIN 

NXTOUT 

QCNT 

- - - - - - -L--------
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Fig. 6.17 QUEUE STRUCTURE 

QUEUE the collection of memory 
locations allocated for 
the storage of messages. 

QSTRT a pointer to the first 
memory location allocated 
to the queue structure. 

QEND a pointer to the last 
memory location allocated 
to the queue structure 

NXTIN a pointer to the location 
in the queue into which the 
first byte of the next 
input message is to be 
written. 

NXTOUT: a pointer to the location 
in the queue from which the 
first byte of the next 
output message is to be 
used. 

QCNT total number of messages 
in the queue at the present 
time. 

A pointer is simply a 16 bit address and therefore encloses 

two bytes in the data structure, as do the messages. 

Operations on these parameters are seen as critical programme 

sections, no two processes may access the parameters 

simultaneously (e.g. nested interrupts), as this could lead 

to malfunction. 

The two basic operations on this queue are then the input 

respectively output of messages. 
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This causes input messages to be deposited in the 

two sequential locations starting at NXTIN, if the 

queue was not already full. These input messages 

are placed, by the calling process, in a temporary 

storage area before the input routine is called. 

The queue parameters must then be updated. 

A flowchart of this routine, QINP, is given in 

fig. 6.18, while the realisation is given in the 

programme listing at the end of the chapter. 

This operates in a similar manner to the above input 

routine but now results in the entry of a message 

into the temporary storage area for transfer to 

the calling process. 

A flowchart for this routine, QOUTP, is given in 

fig. 6.19, while the realisation is given in the 

programme listing. 

For these routines the temporary storage area consists 

of the BC register pair of thé processor. This is 

chosen, as opposed to an external RAM area, to 

speed up the operation - register transfers operate 

more quickly than external memory accesses. 

As is seen in fig. 6.18, due to the finite queue 

length, a condition can occur in which a message 

arrival roeets a full queue, i.e. no further input 

is possible. Two solutions to this condition could 

be used: 

1) by allowing the queue to overflow, i.e. discarding 

the new arrival; 

2) by blocking any further inputs to the system until 

space has been created in the queue. 

This latter would lead to a 'graceful' degradation 

in the service offered by the system. 



c VINP ) 

1 

.j, YES c QFULL ) 

+ 
NXTIN:= 

NXTIN+1 

~ 

I NXTIN:= l 
_ QSTRT _ 

QCNT:= 
QCNT+1 

UNLOCK 

RETURN 

NO 

NO 
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LOCK 

NXTIN:= 
NXTIN + 1 

Fig. 6.18 

Message input routine 

Test if queue is already full 

If so go to QFULL routine 

If not block any furthor extornal 
operations on the queue a~d continue 

Transfer first byte of message ( in 
register B) to location indicated by 
NXTIN pointer 

Increment NXTIN 

Transfer second byte of message (in 
register C) into queue 

Check if end of queue area has been 
reached 

If so set NXTIN pointer back to the 
start of the queue area 

If not set NXTIN to next input 
location 

Increment queue count 

Dnbloek the system 

qeturn to the calling process. 

QUEUE INPUT ROUTINE 



c QOUTP ) 
! 

c Q>CMPTY ) 

NXTOUT--+B 

NXTOUT:= 
NXTOUT+l 

NXTOUT ___,. C 

NXTOUT:= 
QSTRT 

QCNT:= 
QCNT-1 

UNLOCK 

c RETURN ) 
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NO 

NO 

LOCK 

NXTOUT:= 
NXTOUT+1 

Fig. 6.19 

Message output routine 

Check if qn~"llr:~ i~3 empty 

I f éW go to Q':' :PTY rou ti DC 

If not bloc\ any "11c-th•':C pxt:"~~:-,31 

operations on the queue and continue 

Transfer first byte of message- in 
location NXTOUT- to register B 

increment NXTOUT pointer 

Transfer seco:l,: byte to register C 

Check if end of queue area has been 
reached 

If so set NXTOUT to start of queue 
area 

If not increment NXTOUT 

Decrement queue count 

Dnbloek the system 

Return to the calling process 

QUEUE OUTPUT ROUTINE 
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But, as message processing leads normally to the 

generation of one or more output messages, the 

problem is not completely solved. 

A salution based on the former is used. In this 

case the maximum queue capacity is increased to 

255 messages. As can be seen from the calculations 

regarding the probable queue length, the probability 

of a full queue occurring, and therefore a message 

being lost, is now negligible. 

These queue handling routines can be called by any 

process which requires access to the queue. QINP 

serves Message Input and Output routines and can 

be called by the main programme, while QOUTP is 

accessed exclusively by the main programme. 

b) Main Programme 

This consists of the continuous cycle: 

- get the next message from the queue, 

- process this message, 

- output the result. 

Processing the message consists of the identification 

of the application programme specified by a particular 

message, followed by the activation of this programme. 

Parameters transferred to the latter consist,very 

simply,of the originating message itself. 

The flowchart of fig. 6.20 indicates the basic 

operation of this main programme (PROC), while the 

realisation is given in the programme listing. 

Many methods are available for the translation of 

a given message into the identification of a specific 

application programme (i.e. the implementation of 

a 'case' statement). The simplest of these, and that 

which will be used in this system, is based on the 

user of a Lookup Table. 
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The entries in this table are the start addresses 

of the various application programmes. The actual 

contents of a message (byte 2) is used to index 

this table - this being the displacement wrt the 

base of the table, as shown in fig. 6.21. The entry 

at this address is then the start address of the 

specific application programme required. 

Each entry in the table consists of two bytes of 

memory, giving a total area of 512 bytes for the 

256 message combinations. More complex translation 

structures could be used to reduce this area 

(see ref. 5 ) but at the cost of extra processing 

time. 

~§§§~gg_ÇQg,!!}g 

Consideration must be given to the coding of the 

messages. Each message has a specific codeword 

(8 bits) dedicated to it. Identical messages 

being transferred over different trajects of the 

systems, e.g. subscriber to FEU and FEU to CPU, 

have different codewords. The list of all messages 

used is given in table 6. 4. T~ese can be found in 

the descriptions of the various application programmes 

of the next section. The specific codewords allocated 

tothese messages are shown in table 6.4. The unused 

codewords are available for future use wrt expansion 

of the message vocabulary. 
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) 

NO 

~1ain programme 

Take next message from the 
queue 

Translate the message into the 
identity of an application 
programme 

Activate this programme 

Wait until the programme has 
been completed 

Transfer any result to the 
specified peripheral 

-and go back to the start 

Fig. 6. 20 MAIN PROGRAJ>1Iv1E 

BASE POINTER 
message 

[ byte 2 } 

~ displace~ent 

ADDRESS= ~·====~) 
(BASE+DISPLACEMENT) 

Lookup Table 

en try 1 

en try 2 

. . 

. . 
en try x 

. 

. 
en try 256 

Fig.6.21 MESSAGE TRANSLATION 

start address 
~~==~~ of applicatio 

programme x 
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0 
CON CLL 
REQ REQ 
CON INFO 
RDY 1 
CEN INFO 
REQ 2 
END INFO 
CON 3 
MSG INFO 
ACC 4 
MSG PROC 
REJ TOSEL 
MSG' RDY 
ACC 
MSG' CLL 
REJ DIS 
MSG CLL 

1 CON 
MSG INC 

2 CLL 
MSG CLL 

3 REJ 
MSG CLL 

4 ACC 
MSG' CLR 

1 IND 
MSG' CLR 

2 CON 
MSG' CONG 

3 
MSG ' USRLK'I 
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4 tmr 3 19 
11 strt 11 11 11 

5 tmr 4 20 
11 strt 11 11 

11 

6 tmr L 5 21 
11 

7 
s tp 11 11 

tmr 6 22 
11 

11 de on 11 11 11 

8 7 23 
11 dconc 11 11 11 

9 8 24 
11 TMOUT 11 11 11 

0 9 25 
11 11 11 11 

A 10 26 
11 11 11 11 

B 11 27 
11 11 11 11 

c 12 28 
11 11 11 11 

D 13 29 
11 11 11 11 

E 14 30 
11 11 11 

F 15 
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info 
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3 11 19 info 
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proc 
21 tosel 

rdy' 
22 

cll 
23 dis 

cll 
24 con 

inc 
25 cll 

cll 
26 re-j 

cll 
27 ace 

clr 
12 28 ind 

11 

13 
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29 con 

cong 
30 

~kout 
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msg 
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msg 
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8 rej 
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A 3 
msg' 

B 4 
msg 

c 1 
msg 

D 2 
msg 

E 3 
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F 4 
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nal FEU 

FEU ~ CPU 

TABLE 6. 4 MESSAGE CODING { HEXADECIMAL) 

rressage format 

msg=message 
MSG=MESSAGE 
tm slt=tirre slot 

blanks not used 

I 
--' 
Ul 
0'\ 
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6.4,4, Application Programmes 

These describe, and initiate, the specific sequence 

of actions to be carried out by the system for a 

given message, and as such, are the detailed 

expansion of the events described in the Integrated 

Access Protocol of section 5.4. 

The specific programme required from the set, is 

identified in the message processing function as 

described previously. 

In order to support a conneetion between two users 

four global areas of message transfer exist: 

- between subscriber station and FEU 

- between FEU and CPU 

- between CPU and the rest of the network 

- within the network but outwith the exchange 

being considered, 

The application programmes to be described deal 

with the first two of these areas. 

The FEU, in this configuration, acts as a buffer 

for message transfers between:subscriber station 

and CPU, and carries out a pre-processing function on 

certain messages from these sources. This processing 

leads to a number of actions being carried out by the 

FEU. 

In the area being considered there are, thus, three 

regions in which messages are transferred: 

A) between subscriber station and FEU 

B) internal in the FEU itself 

C) between FEU and CPU. 

These regions will be indicated in the figures used 

to described the various message transfers involved, 

in a given application programme. 
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The general sequence of actions occurring during 

a conneetion consists of three phases, as described 

in fig. 5,26 

A block diagram of this sequence is given in fig. 6.22· 

idle system 

SYSTEM 
ACTIVATION 

USER 
ACTIVATION 

idle system 

phase I 

phase II 

phase III 

phase II 

phase I 

Fig. 6.22 GENERAL CONNECTION SEQUENCE 

A user activatien can only occur on an active system. 

This means that should any user attempt to create a 

connection, while the subscriber station is in the 

idle state, the build up of the end to end conneetion 

is preceded by a system activatien phase. 

Similarly, at the end of a connection, should the 

case arise in which no active user is present in a 

subscriber station, then the system is returned to 

the idle state via a system deactivation phase. 
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In the following sections these phases, and the 

basic application programmes available within them, 

will be considered separately. 

As will become obvious, two software structures, 

cornrnon to a variety of prograrnrnes, are necessary. 

These system management structures are: 

a) Time Slot Management - which controls the 

allocation of time slots on the IH. 

b) Subscriber Station Descriptors - which are data 

structures containing all relevant information 

regarding the states of an extension and the 

user equipments on that extension. 

a) Time Slot Management 

This routinef called by an application progra~~e, 

schedules the use of the 32 circuits, i.e. time 

slots, on the IH. 

The allocation occurs dynamically, as all but 

time slot number 31, which:is dedicated to 

inter-processor signalling, are available for use 

by any user for the conneetion period. 

The input parameter to this routine is either a 

cornrnand to allocate a time slot to a specified user 

or to deallocate a specified time slot (i.e. at the 

end of a connection~ Two possible parameters can be 

returned to the calling process 1 either a message 

indicating the time slot number to which a user has 

been scheduled, or a message indicating that, as no 

free time slot was available, the user has not been 

allocated a time slot (a congestion condition). 

It is assumed that the time slot number specifies 

both 'go' and 'return' paths on the IH. 
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A file structure as shown in fig. 6.23 is kept, 

in which each time slot has a corresponding entry. 

A status bit is used to indicate whether a particular 

time slot is already allocated, and a count is kept 

as to the total number of allocated time slots at 

any time. 

The function therefore consists of two subroutines, 

one for the allocation of time slots (ALLOC), and 

one for the deallocation (DELOC). The particular 

routine required is called from the application 

programme. 

BASE ADDRESS 

(BASE) 

file 
structure 

,.. / 
status bit Sb ' 

, 
user identity 

. . 

. . 
1 dedicated to 

I.P 

UCNT 

NPNT (N) 

MAX 

TEMP 1 
TEMP 2 

Fig. 6.23 

time slot 
number 

0 

31 
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The parameters connected with this file are: 

UCNT : this is the present number of allocated 

time slots (0~ UCNT L 31; time slot 31 is 

not included) 

NPNT 

MAX 

this is a pointer (i.e. address) to the 

present "time slot" entry being considered 

last file location address 

Two temporary registers,T~MP 1 and 2 1 are used 

for the message transfers to and from the calling 

process. 

A description of the operation of these routines 

is given in combination with the flow charts of 

figs. 6.24 and 6.25. (at startup time all 

parameters must be set at their initial values), 

while a realisation is given in the assembler 

listing at the end of this chapter. 



'CONGEST' 
TO TEMP 2 

J, yes 

1 
TEMP 1 
-t(NPNT) 

Fig. 6.24 
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no 

no 

NPNT:=BASE 

time slot allocation routine 

check if user count is 31 i.e. 
if a time slot is available 

if not then enter the corresponding 
congestion message into TEMP 2 

and return to calling process 

test status of time slot being 
pointed to by NPNT (N) 

if free then 'seize' the time slot 

enter user identity (in TEMP 1) 
into this location 

increment user count 

derive time slot number 
(NPNT-BASE) 

transfer this Time Slot Number 
to TEMP 2 

return to calling process 

NPNT:= 
NPNT+1 

if busy update 
pointer and 
continue with 
next time slot 

to the file beginning at each search; 
By not setting the pointer 

the cl~stering of active entries is avoided. 



c DELOC ) 

! 
NPNT:= 

BASE+TEMP 2) 

! 
UCNT : =UCNT+ 1 

c RETR ) 

Fig. 6.25 
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set pointer to the required 
time slot i.e. location 
(BASE + time slot number 
contained in TEMP 2) 

free the time slot 

decrement the user count 

and return to the calling process 

After a deallocation 1 N points to a 'free' time slot - which 

improves the search time when the next allocation occurs. 
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b) Subscriber Station Descriptor 

This consists of a 7 byte data structure per 

subscriber station, as shown in fig. 6.26. 

The various elements of this structure are then 

considered. 

byte 
nr. b7 bo 

1 } extension 

2 } user 0 (common equipment) 

3 I user 1 (Main User 

4 
equipment) 

5 } user 2 (Additional User 

6 
equipment) 

7 } user 3 (telemetry unit) 

Fig. 6.26 Subscriber Station descriptor 

I x 

bo active 

b1 passive 

b2 locked out 

b3 activating 

b4 deactivating 

bs extension initiated activation 

b6 exchange activated activation 

b7 x 
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byte 1 

bo active 

b1 passive 

b2 locked out 

b3 activating 

b4 deactivating 

byte 2 bo ••. b4 time slot allocated to this useL 

The descriptor for the Additional User equipment 

is identical with this. 

The remaining two descriptors are not considered 

further,as no reference is madetothese 

descriptors in the application programmes - they 

are included for completeness. 
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Phase I: System (de)Activation 

This deals with the state of a subscriber loop, 

i.e. whether it is in the active or idle state. 

In order to create a conneetion with a user this 

must be active and, when no users are active within 

the particular station, this loop will be forced 

to enter the idle state. 

The activation of the loop will consist of the 

energisation of the power supply in the subscriber 

station followed by the synchronisation of the 

transmission system between station and the FEU. 

Due to the fact that the precise details of how 

these two items are implemented are not known 

(several possibilities exist), the sequence of 

actions describing these occurrences must be kept 

global. Messages then, will be transferred to and 

from the specific message handler concerned( the 

precise methods by which the power supply activation 

and synchronous operatien is achieved will not be 

considered in detail1 although they are assumed to 

occur within the LTU of the particular extension 

thus addresse~. 

In the following diagrams the three regions in which 

messages are transferred are: 

A: between subscriber station and FEU 

B: internal to the FEU 

C: between FEU and CPU. 
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1) Initiated by the extension 

A ---------+ t---- B -~ 
CONNECTION REQUEST I ;....__----ti~--- --~:, 

~~~.?~~=c:.t.t 
~ (c.onn) · 

(CONREQ) 

~S<?!l!l~_s;~ed 
I (cntd) )· 

p._c_o_N_N_E_c_T_r_o_N_R_E_A_D_Y_. ----1-_____ · 
(CONRDY) 

Here a conneetion request is generated in some 

way from the subscriber station. This leads to 

the power supply being activated and 

synchronisation of the transmission system 

being carried out by the LTU - via a conneet 

cammand from the control function. On 

completion of these processes the conneetion 

ready indication is given to the control functio 

which then transfers a CONNECTION READY message 

to the subscriber station. Phase II may then 

be entered. 

The actions required are shown globally in the 

flowcharts of fig. 6.26 

As is seen from these flow charts,a coupling 

between the independent application programmes 

used to process each message is produced via 

the 'timer' used. These timers are described 

in appendix C. 

This technique is also used in the flow charts 

occurring in later sections. 



yes 

set 
'activating' 

6et I extension 
initiated' 

'strt trnr' 
--+ Terrp 2 

'conn' 
--+ -yc;'J1P 2 

~c~oor 4 11 

c Snd ) 

I 

Fig. 6.26a 
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No 

11 

routine for handl ing a 'conn•:;ction 
request' message 

test if extension is in the 
lockout state or if it is 
already activating 

if so ignore the message 

if not check whether it is 
deactivating 

if so return the message (CON REQ) 
to the queue, for rurther handling 
at a later time 

end of routine-return to main 
programme 

if none of the above conditions 
are met then the extension is 
passive 

update the extension descriptor 

start the timer (class.O 
i.e. transfer 'strt tmr' 
message to Real Time Function 

transfer 'connect' message to 
specified message handler 

end of routine - ret~rn ~c the 
main programme (i.e. ~ait for 
reply to 'conn') 



c 

'cntd' 
-~-

~yes 

SND ) 

'stp tmr' 
--+ TElVIP 2 

Ch.LL 
i'lOUT 2 

set 
'extension 

tive' 

yves 
I S t r t t r;u_· I 

--+ TEl•lP 2 

C.Z\LL 
r•10UT 2 

! 
'CON RDY' 

-TEHP 2 

J. 
CALL 

f.lOUT 4 

t c E01D ) 
Fig. 6.26b 
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} 

No 

} 

routine for 'connected' message 

check if an extension lockout 
condition is active 

if so ignore the message 

stop the tirner 

update the extension descriptor 

start the timer for the next 
phase (class 1 ) 

transfer a 'connection ready' 
message to the extension concerned 

end of routine 



strt tmr 

~ 
CALL 

MOUT 2 

~ c END )• 
Fia. 6.26 c. 1 • 

'conn' 

~CAL~OUT 4 11 

l 
C END ) --c. 2. 

'stp tmr' 

CALL 
MOUT 2 

C.J. 

'CON RDY' 

.l 
CALL 

;vJOUT 4 

~ 

( END ) 
C.4. 
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transfer 'strt trnr' message 
to Real Time Function 

end the routine 

transfer 'conn' message to 
message handler 

end the routine 

transfer 'stop timer' message to 
Real Time Function 

end the routine 

transfer 'connection ready' message 
to specific extension 

end of routine 

~hese messagesmay have been returned to the queue by the corresponding 

output routine 1 and may therefore have to be processed again at a later 

time. 



'lockout' 

~ yes 

set 'user 
lockout' 

Time Slot \Jr 
~T:=:::,lP 2 

CALL 
DE LOC 

J, 
reset 
rest of 
user 
descriptor 

USER LOCKOU'Ï 
----) TEMP 2 

'user 
lockout' 
--+ TEMP A. 

!I cAL~ouT , ~ 
* c SèiD ) 

Fig. 6.26d.1 

USER LOCKOUT' 

CALL 
HOUT 4 

d.2 
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routine for handling 'time out 
alarm' from the Real TL;te Function 

is the alarm message related to a 
specific user or to the extension 

set lockout bit in user descriptor 

fill TEMP 2 with the time slot (in 
byte 2 of descriptor) allocated to 
this user 

free the time slot 

reset the descriptor variables 

enter a 'USER LOCKOUT' message in 
the queue for transfer to the user 
equipment at a later time 

transfer a 'use lockout' message 
to the CPU 

'user lockout' 

CALL 
f'10UT 

d.3 



set 
1 lockoc.1 t 1 

reset the 
rest of the 
extension 
descriptor 

~ 
I I 

---+TS11P 2 

Cf\LL 
i'lOUT 4 

(_en-d ) 

F i g . () . 2 6.d ~ 

no 
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check if the extension has becorne active 

if so ignore tlle message and end the 
routine 

update the extension descriptor 

transfer a Reset message to the 
message handler 

end the routine 



!. 
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2) Initiated by exchange 

A B 
CONNECTION DEMAND conneet 

·I • • ·-(CONDMD) 
CONNECTION READY • --+ connec~~d 

Here a conneetion is to be created on 

command from the CPU (the actual messages 

involved from the CPU are discussed in 

combination with Phase II). 

As in the previous case,the LTU is forced, 

via a conneet message, to activate the 

connection. 

This is equivalent to an abstract 'CONNECTION 

DEMAND' message to the subscriber station 

(this could of course be carried out as an 

independent message transfer). When the 

conneetion has been activated a conneetion 

read~ message is transferred to the control 

function (equivalent to 'CONNECTION READY'), 

and the next phase may be entered. 

A flow chart for this is shown in fig. 6.27. 



CON DMD 
J. 

+yes 

'lockout' 
~TEMP 

J. 
CALL 

l\!OUT 

~ c END 

2 

) 

+yes 

CALL 
r.10UT 4 

ALL 
QIN 
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] 

c_~N-D ) 

set 

Fig. 6.27a 

routine for handling a 
'connection demand' message 

test if extension is in the 
lockout condition 

if so transfer a 'lockout' 
message to the CPU 

end the routine 

otherwise: 

test if extension is active 

if so then transfer the message 
(held in TEMP 1, 2) to the 
specified user 

othenvise: 

return the message to the queue 

and continue with the activation 
of the extension; 

l
if the extension 
is already in the 
(de)activating state 
end the routine 

otherwise: 

set extension 
activating bit in 
the descriptor 



8 
set 
'exchange 
initiate I 

~ 
'strt tmr' 
~TEMP 2 

l 
Cl\LL 

1\!0UT 2 

! 
'conn' 
~TEMP 2 

l 
CALL 

]\10UT 4 

~ 

( END ) 

) 
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set exchange initiated bit 

start the timer (class 0 ) 

transfer a 'connect' 
command to the 
message handler 
involved 

end the routine 

Fig. 6.27a (conti~ued) 
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In general this is always initiated by the 

subscriber station (although a lockout 

condition can be created in the FEU). 

------A-----~ 
CONNECTION END REQUEST 

(CENREQ) 

----8--..... 

1---- -- --~ 
·disconnlt ·-------~ ~de on)· 

fci:i..~c:o.n.P.j;C ted 
. (dcond:)) 

I 
__ E_N_D_c_o_N_F_I_R_M_A_T_r_o_N ____ 

1 

______ -: 

( ENDCON) 
I 

A CONNECTION END REQUEST message is transferred 

from the subscriber station (e.g. after the 

last use or it has gone inactive). 

This causes the control function to give a 

disconneet cammand to the LTU, which then 

deactivates the subscriber loop and indicates 

the completion of this by a disconnected 

message. The END CONFIRMATION (which may be 

abstract and only used to reset the LTU) is then 

transferred to the station and causes system 

reset. 

This action is described in the flow chart 

of fig. 6.28. 



'CSN REQ I 

J,yes 
set 
extension 
passive 

reset rest 
of 
descriptor 

"" 'END CON' 
-+ TELviP 

~ 
CALL 

fv10UT 

c END 

set 
extension 

2 

4 

) 

reset 
'extension 
active' 

'strt tmr' 
~TEHP 2 

J. 
~ALL 

;'-10UT 2 

'dcon' 
~TEHP 2 

"' Cl\LL 
~10UT 4 

c END ) 
Fig. G.28a 

No 

l 
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routine for handing a 'connection 
end Request' message 

check if extension is in the 
lockout condition 

if so set extension passiv~, 

and update the rest of the 
descriptor 

transfer an 'End Confirmation' 
signal to the corresponding 
handler - indicating a reset 
condition 

end the routine 

otherwise: 

update the 
extension 
descriptor 

start the timer (classo 

transfer a disconneet command 
to the message handler 

end the routine 



'.:1conC:' 

CALL ,\VUl' 4 

END 
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No 

'stp tmr' 
-+TEMP 2 

ICALL 
~Oill' 2 

set 
'extension' 
assive 

I 

reset 
deactivating' 

~ 
'END CON' 

--+ TE.\'lP 2 

~ 
CALL 

f10(JT 4' 

! c END ) 
FIG. 6.28b 

'dcon' 

~ 
CALL 

i\10(JT 4 

~ c END ) 
c. 1. 

'END CCN' 
~ I c~'Wr 4 I 
+ c END ) 

C.2. 

Fig. 6.28c 

routine for handlillg a 'discunne~ted' 

message 

check if extension is lucked out if su 
qive a 'reset' command to the message 
handler 

otherwise: 

stop the timer 

update the extension descriptor 

transfer an 'End Confirma tion' rc1essage 
to the message handler 

end of routine 
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Phase II: User (De)Activation 

This phase deals with the (de)activation of the 

specific user equipments and the creation of the 

conneetion with a particular far end user. 

This phase may commence only when an active 

subscriber loop is, or has been made, available. 

The activation phase leads,typically,to the 

build up of an end to end conneetion over which 

information (data or speech) may be transferred. 

The deactivation phase leads to the break down 

of this connection. 

Two basic sets of message transfers can be 

distinguished: 

1) in which the second user (the called party) 

is the CPU of the exchange. This is distinguished 

in that no time slot on the I.H. is required,as 

no user information is transferred. Single 

messages are transferred, indicating a given 

state in the corresponding equipment or a 

facility change request:from a user. The common 

equipment and telemetry units are assumed to 

operate exclusively in this mode,while the 

other two user equipments may operate in thismode. 

The complete message transfer consists,in this 

case
1
of a message from the souree unit and 

eventually a reply message from the CPU. 

2) in which a full end to end conneetion (and thus 

time slot on the I.H.) is required. This occurs 

exclusively for the Main and Additional user 

equipments and leads to the full build up 

sequence, shown in fig. 5.26 , of call request, 

selection (dial) information and etc. 



case x 

case y 
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A ) c I' / 1 I 1 

loop active 
, / I / / / 

~-lES SAGE ~ I nessage 
1 

1-------------------------~·· .------...-----.. .. 1 (or facility change) 

l\1ESSAGE ACCEPTED/ l 1 

meassage 1 accepted/ .,.__ ___ .,. _____ ~---
REJECTED rejected 

Iv1ESSAGE I 

~ ._~6-----~n~le•s~s~d~U~,c--------------l ...... ---- -.... . 

I 

, ___ ME_s_s_AJ_G_E_
1 

_oc_CE_PTE_o_; __ _" 
1
_ - - - - ""f~--~~.;;;.;ï~~..;.;";;;;";;;.,;;.o;;..;;;.,;;".,;,;:lJ._~~I ,. 

71
_ message acceptet • 

REJECTED rejected 

In this case the FEU must simply cause a 

corresponding message to be transferred to the 

CPU, if the received message souree was a user 

equipment in the subscriber station, or to the 

specified user if the CPU was source. 

The flow charts for these two operations, in which 

the 'message' can be one of a variety, are shown 

in figs. 6.29 and 6.30. 

As is seen in case y, the subscriber loop may 

have to be activated befere the message can be 

transferred to the required unit in the subscriber 

station. In order to achieve an orderly operation, 

the original message is returned to the queue in 

this case, and the activatien of the subscriber 

loop initiated (CON DMD). The message may be 

processed several times after this1 before a 

definite loop state is found (active or lockout) 

this extra overhead is accepted in order to keep thè 

system operatien as simple as possible. 



• f.1ESSAGE 

' message' 
--+TEMP 2 

J 
CALL 

MOUT 1 

(_EN-D ) 

Fj_g. 6.29a 

message' 

"' CALL 
:·lOUT 

(_EN-D ) 

Fig. 6.29b 
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'message' accepted/rejecte.4' 

translate the message 

output form and 
}

into the corresponding 

transfer this to .-----~----~ 
the CPU (for a & b) 
or message handler 
for c & d) 

010UT 4 

(_EN-D ) 

Fig. 6.29c 

MESSAGE AC/REJ 
j. 

CALL 
MOUT 4 

(_EN-D ) 

Fig. 6.29d 

Fig. \). 29 sho·.vs titc rou ti nes for case x, i.e. w~.ere an act i ve 

loop was'available 

message 

~ 
MESSAGE' 
---. 'l'Ef.lP 2 

J, 
CALL 
'CON DMD' 

( .... __ E_N_D __ ) 

Fig. 6.30a 

MESSAGE' 
J, 

CALL 
'CON DMD' 

c END ) 

Fig. 6.30b 

put corresponding 
message into TEMP 2 

call 'connection 

J 
demand' routine to 
carry out the message 
transfer to a message 
handler 

f.lESSAGE' ACCEPTED/REJECTED 

J, 
essage ac/rej 
~TEMP 2 

CALL 
!'vlO UT 

Fig. G.30c 

messaae accepted/rejected 
_i 

CALL 
MOUT 

c :k 
END 

Fig. 6.30d 

) 

Fig. 6.30 shows the routines for case y, i.e. initiating from a 

message from the CPU and which may therefore cause an 

extension activation 
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This case leads to the full end to end conneetion 

build up procedure, a typical sequence of which 

was shown in fig. 5.26 The various messages 

involved will be considered in the following 

sections, along with the sequences of actions 

initiated by them. 

a) User initiated 

~---c 
CALL REQUEST call request I r 

'

------- ~ ---(c_l_l-req ___ ) ______ +•'\... 
(C~'.LL RSQ) ~'\, 

A-------~ ~--8--~ 

1:\FOR:-!AT ION lllÎOrllla ti on , t------~)· \\ .. ....... iiitioioïiooiiioiiÎIIiilililllliiiioiiioiit----.~ .... - - - - - - -

( PJFO N) (info) 

___ ->clear 
request 

PROCEED 70 SELEC~ 
J 

( • .---( P_R_O_S_E'_L_) _____ (----- -
praeeed to select' 

-~.....-----~41"" (prosel) . . •. - · · -~ selection 

A conneetion build up is initiated, in this 

case, by a CALL REQUEST message from a user. 

This leads to the allocation and conneetion of 

an output circuit to this user by the FEU. 

Further a corresponding message, including the 

details of this time slot allocation, is 

transferred to the CPU. Should no free time slot 

be available an INFORMATION message (e.g. 

congestion) is returned to the user. 

In the former case,the CPU replies witheither 

a praeeed to select cammand or an information 

signal. These messages are translated in the FEU 

and the result transferred to the specific users. 
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Audio tones may be inserted in the user circuit 

by the CPU1 as the circuit has been connected as 

far as the main body of the exchange. 

The next expected messages from the user are then 

selection information
1
respectively clear request, 

this latter message also being possible at any time 

during the connection. 

Flow charts for these basic actions are given in 

figs. 6.31 and 6.32. 

SELECTION 

.__---A---~ ~<--B-~ c 
PROCEED TO SELECT I praeeed to ~elect' 

~ ,.. ____________ 1114 +--- - - --- - ,4!(-""-0I.ii.~iili-""'"";",t,.,~-"-""'-""-""----.... -""'--~ 

SELECTION CHARACTER , 

(SEL CZ"\R) 

READY 

selection character' - -+ __ ;,.";;..;;""";;~~",;;"";,~,;;.,;";;";;";;.,;;;;,,;;";;-~' 
(selcar) ' 

I 

read ' I 

~----------.+- ---- -r. 

~~__. further 
) selection 

~ CALL DISABLED 

• ( (CLL DIS) 
u +-

, 
I 

• 
\ clear .... --- + request 

4 
CALL CONWXTED 

~-

' 
' 

I end of selection' • 
~-- --ii------------1 ... ' 

("nd sel) 

call disabled' ----- ~--oe 
(clldis) ( 

----- ~ 
I 

I 

call I 
connected' .,. 

(cllcon) 
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no 

set 
'user 

a 

CALL 
AL LOC 

J. yes 

'strt tmr' 
TEMP 2 

.}. 
CALL 
--..,l\IOUT 2 

J, 
I INFO' 
~ TEl\IP 

l 

11 
CALL 

;vrouT 
i c E~'JD 

2 

411 

) 

-.descriptor 

time slot nr 
_....... TEMP 2 

'alloc' 
-4 TEMP 2 

'cll req' 
TEI'1P 2 

CALL 
MOUT 

Fig. 6.31 

no 

} 

routine for handlin0 a 'connectio1 
request' Erom a uscr 

test if either the user is locked 
out or activating, and if so 
ignore the message 

otherwise: 

set user activating flag in the 
descriptor 

call the routine for allocating 
an output circuit (i.e. time slot) 

test if a time slot has been 
allocated 

if not then :-

} 

} 

start the timer 

(class 4) 

transfer·I~FORMATION• 
message to the user 

end of routine 

otherwise: 

enter time slot number in 
the descriptor 

enter time slot number 
in TEMP 2 

add an 'allocation' command 
and transfer to the Interface 
Management Function 

transfer a 'call request' 
message (including time slot 
allocation) to the CPU 



'INFO' 

0c~LL n 
~ :·IOUT 4 U 

C SND ) --Fiq. 6.32a 

'·2ll req' 
.... 

~yes 

C~LL 

:,!OUT 1 

Fj_a. 6.32b 

'P?OC TO SEL' .. 

J, yes 

CALL 
MOUT 4 

c END ) 

Fig. 6.32c 
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test if user is 
still in the 
activating state 

if not ignore the 
message 

otherwise transfer 
the message to the 
specified message 
handler 

'info' 

'strt tmr' 
__.,.TEMP 2 

J. 
ncALL H 
U HOUT 2 U 

'INFO' 
2 

MOUT 4 

c END ) 
Fig. 6.32d 

J. es 

'strt tmr' 
-. TEr•IP 2 

J. 
CALL 

J'.IOUT 2 

T 
PROC TO SEL 
-+ TEt·lP 2 

J. 
CALL 

MOUT 4 

1..,_______" 
c END ) 

Fig. 6.32e 

test if user 
is still in 
the'activatir. 
state 

start 
timer 
(class 4- ) 

transfer 
'INFO'message 
to message 
handler 
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On receipt of a PROCEED TO SELECT message the user 

may continue with the identification of the called 

party (via selection characters). The FEU transfers 

these selection characters to the CPU, which 

acknowledges each in turn (as has been described 

previously other acknowledgement techniques could 

be used) . The end of selection is detected in the 

CPU and a message indicating this state is 

transferred to the FEU (this carries out a 

management function which consists of the ending 

of this phase of the build up procedure) . 

A flowchart of this is given in fig. 6.33. 

Eventually this selection leads to a reply from 

the called party - either a call connected or 

call disabled message. These are simply transferred 

via the FEU to the user. 

The ready for data message is likely to occur 

within the user circuit. If this occurs exclusively 

so, then the call connected message would be used, 

in the signalling system of the user equipmen~ to 

indicate the system state. Otherwise a dedicated 

message could be used to do this. 

Fig. 6.34 shows flowcharts for the routines 

handling these messages. 

A---~ 
CLEAR REQUEST 

~-B ) r +c-l_e_a_r_r_e~ est I I 
-+ ------------t ' 

(CLR REQ) (clrreq) \ 
I 

I 

~ CLEAR CONFIRMATION 

!I. (CLR CE~) 
\' 

[4--------t clear confirmatien 1 1/ 
(clrcen) 

,_.,. idle 

I 



'SEL CAH' 

~ 
'stp tmr' 

--+ TEMP 2 .. 
IICAL~OOT 2 I 

~ 

sel car 
-- TEMP 2 

~ 
CP\LL 

':UC'C 

"' c S."JD ) 
r., . ' lg. 6.33a 

'sel car' .. 
11 CAL~OUT I 

+ c END ) 
Fig. 6.33b 

'ready' .. 

"' 
yes 

'strt tmr' 
~ TEt·lP 2 

+ 
IC ALL 

MOUT 2 I 
~ 

"READY' 
~TEMP 2 

+ 
I WAL~OOT 4 

c END ) 
Fig. 6.33c 

} 

} 

I 
} 
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test if 
user is still 

routine for handling a selection 
character (16 different routines) 

stop the timer 

transfer the corresponding 
character to the CPU 

RE.Z'I.DY 

Fig. 6.33d 

in the activating 
state 

-if not ignore the message 

start the timer (class 3) 

transfer a 'READY' 
message to the message 
handler 



'cll dis' 

~yes 

'strt tmr' 
-+TEMP 2 

• 
'cLL DIS' 

----.. TEMP 2 
~ 

CALL 
l-lOUT 4 

Fiq. 6.34a 

'cll con' 

set ' user 
active' 

reset'user 
activating' 

'CLL CON' 

Fig. 6.34c 
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'CLL DIS' 

lk=ALL rr 
Ü MOUT 4 .. 

Fig. 6.34b 

'CLL CON' 

,a. yes 

C s;m ) --
Fig. 6.34d 
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Here the user initiates the deactivation of the 

end to end conneetion via a CLEAR REQUEST message. 

The FEU then frees any time slot allocated to this 

user, carries out other management functionsand 

transfers a corresponding message to the CPU. 

The reply to this is a clear confirmation to the 

user, as shown above, which results in this 

equipment entering the 'idle' state. 

The flowchart of this routine is given in fig. 6.35 

b) Exchange Initiated 

~-----A---~ +-< -- B--~> é:-~--- C ---~ 
I incoming call' 

\~- - --~--~-----· 
1 r inc cll) 

f----

~,- __ -+ ~a~l .... l,:.:oc:~a.:.;ted~....:t .... ·~~:..;.:;..-~ 
/' (allocd) 

INCOMING CALL ~ 
.1+---------1~ --- j 

( INC CLL) 

CALL REJECTED 

i~ 
call rejected' 

--~~----------------~~ (cll rej') 

\ CALL ACCEPTED 
·--------------~· I (CLL ACP) 

call accepted' 
------ -+ 1--~~-~-----+ (cll ace') 

Here the CPU indicates that an incoming call is 

present for a given user. The FEU then causes the 

corresponding subscriber loop to be activated
1
if 

this is necessary. On completion of this a time 

slot pair is allocated on the I.H. and the details 

of this allocation are transferred to the CPU 

(this is necessary due to the possible injection of 

any audio tones). 



I CI? [~L'Q I 

set 'user 
~ e a. c <::. i vat i :-1 c ' 

stp tmr' 
~ TEHP 2 

CALL 
.:-lOUT 2 

reset rest 
of 

'clr ree' 
~ TE;'~\P 2 

c 
CALL 

l\10UT 

END ) 

Fig. 6.35a 

'clr req' 

t.~LL 
:.IOUT 1 

C ~NO ) --
Fig. 6.35b 
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'clr ce.1' 

..L 

set 'user 
passive' 

J. 
(byte 2 of 
des er iptor) 
~ TEMP 2 

CALL 
DE LOC 

reset 'user 
1eactivatin" 

'CLR CON' 
~ TEt•lP 2 

CALL 
:.tOUT 4 

Fig. 6.35c 

I CLR CE)) I 

CALL 
~·!OUT 4 

C END ) 
.._______ 

Fig. 6.35d 



CLEAR 

" (CLR I 
J 

' CLEAR 
~ 

(CLF 

A 
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The~an incoming call message is transferred 

to the specified user. This leads to either a 

call rejected message from the user, which in 

turn is transferred to the CPU and initiates the 

freeing of the time slot allocated, or to a 

call accepted message which is also transferred 

to the CPU. This latter case then leads to the 

'ready for data' state as described in the 

previous sections. 

Flow charts for these routines are given in 

fig. 6.36 and 6.37. 

CLEAR TNnTCATION 

( 8 > c > 

INDICATIOL'J clear indication' 
f- --- (clr ind) IND) 

I 

CONF I RiVJAT I ON) 
-~1 

clear confirma tion 'I ----- (clr con) CON) 

The CPU indicated, via a clear indication message, 

that a given conneetion is to be ended. The 

corresponding message is transferred to the user, 

whose reply is expected to be a clear confirmation 

message. On receipt of this1 the FEU ends the 

conneetion and transfers the corresponding message 

to the CPU. 

Fig. 6.38 shows a flowchart of this routine. 



1 inc cll 1 

1 lockout 1 

---+ TEJ\lP 2 

"' C1-\LL 
!VlO UT 1 

=i c SND ) 

set 1 User 
act i va ting' 

reset 1 user 
passive 1 

CALL 
AL LOC 

+yes 

set 1 user 
act i vating' 

.J, 
set 1 user 
passive 

1 cong 1 

--... TEfvlP 2 

J, 

ICAL~OUT 

END 

Fig. 6.36a 
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routine for handling an 1 incorninq call 1 

message 

check if extension is locked out - if so 
signal this fact to the CPU 

otherwise: 

update the user descriptor 

call the time slot allocation routine 

test if a timeslot is available 

if no free time slot is available 
update the user descriptor 

signal this congestion condition 
to the CPU 



'time slot nr 
to 
descriptor 
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otherwise: 

enter the time slot allocated into 
the second byte of the user descriptor 

'alloctd' enter the allocation details into 
TEMP 2 the queue for transfer to the CPU 

'alloc' 
TEMP 2 

11 CAL~OUT 311 

" INC CLL 
- TS~lP 2 

CALL 
CON Dl!1D 

l 
} 

Fig. 6.36Q (continued) 

'INC CLL' 

* 

C SND ) --
Fig. 6.3Gb 

'alloctd' 
+ 

IC ALL ~10UT 

(_EN-D ) 

Fig. 6.36c 

activate the allocation in the 
Interface Management Function 

cause the extension to be activated, 
if necessary, and the 'INCOMING CALL' 
message to be transferred to the 
specified user equipment 

end of the routine 



CLL EEJ 

time ~:;lot nr -- ~
1

E:·1P 2 

+ 
CALL DE LOC 

~ 
set 'user 
passive . 

.J. 
-~es et 
'user 
activatirut 

.!-
'deloc . 

-----+TEMP 2 

slot 
user } 

free 
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the time 
(held in 
descriptor) 

} 

update the user 
descriptor 

message to 

} 

deallocate 

~ Interface 

~CAL~OUT 
3 
I Management 

U.....---:.:----

c END ) 

Fig. 6.37a 

'cll rej' 

J, 
CP..LL 

NOUT 

c END ) 

Fig. 6.37b 

'call rejected' 
message to CPU 

CLL ACC 

+ 
set'user 
active . 

• reset user 
activating 

'cll acp' 
--+ TE~IP 2 

ncALL 
11 I:v10UT 

Fig. 6.37c 

Cl\LL 
>IOUT 

) 

C END ) ----
Fjg. 6.37d 



'clr ind' 

+ 

SND 

set 'user 
deactivatin 

reset 'user 
active' 

'strt tmr' 
~TEMP 2 

J, 
CALL 

f,lOUT 2 

J, 
'CLR IND' 

--..TEMP 2 

~CAL~OUT 4 11 

l 

C END ) --
Fig. 6.38.a 

'CLR IND' • CALL 
MOUT 4 

C END ) --
Fig.6.38.b 
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Routine for handling a 'clear indication' 
message 

if the user is(or is becoming) 
passive,then ignore the message. 

otherwise:-

update the user discriptor 

start timer (class 4) 

transfer a 'CLEAR INDICATION' 
message to the user. 



'CLR CON' 

+ 
'stp tmr' 
____..TEMP 2 

• 
11 

CALL ~ f'.10UT 2 

~ 
set 'user 
passive' 

J, 
set 'user 
~eactivatinc 

~ -time slot 
nr.-TEMP 2 

~ 
CALL 

OS LOC 

'clr con' 
~ TEMP2 

CALL 
MOUT 

F ig~ 6. 3 3. c 

'clr con' 

" I CALL MOUT 1 11 

* C END ) --
Fia.6.38.d 
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stop timer 

update user descriptor 

free the allocated time slot 

transfer 'clear confirmation' 
message to the CPU. 
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61 U> <HU.. 8 t:Yl!:. 1 TIJ PERIPH!:.f<HL 
62 Ll> O:Hl), C BYTE 2 liJ PERlPHEJ:HL 
63 .JP PRûC TRf!HSF!:R COMPU:. Tl:. 
64 SPC 
65 t:>nRN wot .. OIN 
66 !:.NTR'r' rlûUlL MC~JT2· t'1CIIJT:S 
67 SPC 
68 Hlli 
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1 llTL llMbLCil MAt-lfKH1ENT PUUT1NES-Ar~·11.; 5 

2 Ar-511 CSE Cf 
:5 SPC 
4 * filLOtRllON I<OUTlNE 
~· fiLL(.Il Lli A. (Uetm UI!:.CK I~ All 
6 ~.IJB W1F' T 1 t·1ESLOT5 HR!:. 
7 JP ~1. ·rESïi Hl U~:E I 

8 ~.f·'C 

~ Srl /.C CUtlGES TI ON t·1i: S~.AGi:. lN ~:EG. C 
1(:1 RH 
11 ~.f'(; 

12 IESl I LD Hl, O·lPNI) l t.S 1 Ir TI NESLOl 

ü TESTY BIT /, <HU 8EING CHECKHi IS 
14 JP z, SElZE ~ F:'E.E. .. At-l!.i SU ZE 
1" .J ~;p(; 

16 Sf'C 
1? Ui l![. Hfl~': 
18 58C HLllE GO TfJ t·l!:i;l 
1~ .JP z .. ~S1Pt·l 
2'3 me HL 
21 .JP .IEST'r' Tlt·1ESLOï 
.·,.-, RSIPN Lll HL 8ASEfi fit-ID IRY '-'-

23 JP TEST'r' fiGAlN 
24 SPC 
;:.:, SEIZE LIJ (HU,B l_bER Il!. lü 
26 S!J /,(HU CoESCP I Pïü~: AHD 
... ,-, 

* ACTl'./A.I!:. '-' 

28 LD A· O:UCHI) 
·XI 
C.J INC A ltKH:.t1Hli U~H~ 

?.~ L[:o (Uct-m.A COUIH 
31 INC HL UPWIE:. 
52 LD (HPtH ), Hl tiPNT 
.,~,i DH.: HL f-'OltnER .,.;._;. 

}4 Ll> DbBA~Fi 

~ SE:t HL, lil:: 1 H1F~.UJi 

?.6 Lll C..L NUt1BI::.R Hl r-
}? ~.Pc 
-:-.-o RH HID fJF AlliJC. -·'.1 

:;.'9 SPC 
<Uj SPC 
41 SPC 
42 * VEfilLü(HI ION RCdJTINE 
43 llE.l iJC lli fl, c 
44 AND HîF' SET NPtfl ïO 
45 L[) LA 
46 Lil D,WOI~/ RI:-OUIREto 
4? L[) HL 8ASEA TH1ESLOT 
48 All[) HL liE 
49 Lli <JlPtfl ) ! Hl POSlïiot~ 

~1:1 SPC 
51 REi ?, <HU FREE llMP;LOT 
<)'1 
·-C. SPC 
53 Ll> ft, (IJCNT) UPDATE 
54 DEC fi USER 
L-t: LIJ (IJfJH), A UJUtH ·-'·J 

56 - SPC 
5? RH 
~;s SPC 
59 SPC 
6e !:."XTRN uon, NPNT, MAX .. 8HSEfi 

61 ENTR'r' HLLOC, l>ELOC 
62 SP(; 

63 Etf> 
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1 lllL fiPPLICATlON F'f1.lijliAI1MES; AF~·12; S 
2 AF512 C5t.CT 
:S Sf'C 
4 FDESC LL> 
:, Ll> 
6 ANl> 
7 SLA 
8 SLA 
9 ~.LA 

SPC 
Lr> 
Ll> 
Alll.l 
SPC 
RU 

16 ~.pc 

17 SPC 
18 SPC 
19 ~.p(; 

~'f.l COI·IF::O CfU 
21 Bil 
22 
23 
24 
2:· 
26 
27 
2B 

JP 
!:lil 
JP 
Bll 
.JP 
SPC 
CfU 
.JP 

HL BASED 
Ft .. B 
H'1F' 

E.A 
D, WOO' 
Hl_, l>E 

FDl:SC 
2.· <HU 
NZ, I·IDGO 
3, (HU 
UZ .. NüW 
4, <HU 
z, ACTVï 

OlH 
I·IOGO 

LOf1V HL lHTH HLr 
!:lASE PLtSlï ION 
LOAO f-tCCU Wl1H B'iTE 1 
OF Mf:SSAGF 

FHID l)ESCRWIOk 
POSl Tl ON 

REIN "lU CHLLHIG PROCES~. 

1 E~.l LOCKOUï 

11 AC.ilVA1lNG 

11 l:oEFICïl VAïi NG 

:;1 ACW1 ~.EJ ~: .. <HU ·:.Ef 
~:2 SU 5 .. (HU SET 
:n Ui c..w42·· 
34 CALL 1101Jf2 
3~· SPC 
36 U> c .. w40' 

MOUT4 i? .JP 
38 SPC 
~<9 t-IOGO .JP 
40 SPC 
41 SPC 
42 SPC 
43 SPC 
44 CûNTD CALL F[)ESC 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
'jj 

'51 
52 
')3 

54 
t:t. .J._I 

56 

SPC 
BIT 2. <HU 
JP 1·1/. t-KtGû 
LD L H-'46' 
CfU 110Ul2 
SPC 
SET 0, (Hl) 
RfS L (Hl) 
RfS 3, <HU 
SPC 
811 'j, <HU 
JP Z,I·IOGO 
~.Pc 

U> C, W41' 
Cf11.L Mf..dJT2 
SPC 

1 ESl LOCf=TDOUï 

51 OP m:. 
THlE.k 

UPDATE 
1HE 
DE.SCRlPTOk 

TEST r:~TE.NS 1 ON 
lNlTIAH:D~' 

Sl A~:T 
lHE 111'1Ek 
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61 Ui C. W01; ;CON f.::lN' lO 
b2 JP t101J14 !:.>;TEt·6Il!N 
6] SPC 
64 SPC 
'"T: 
1:\._1 SPC 
66 H1CH_Il BIT (,,(HU .lEST !~ U~HI 

6? JP tE. USl~:M Cl~'l!:Jfl f(l ED. l~ 
E.8 E::n ~ •. ··Hu so JUt-lf' 1(1 USE.F: 

6~ .JF' re. u~.1PN î It·1ECIIJ! F:CIUllNE 
hi SPC 
71 Cfill FOESC lDHni~Y ti<T l:bCRWIOR 

72 f3H 0.· <HU TES.f u: t.~<T. ACI IIJE 
n JP t·IZ. NOGO 
74 SF'C 
·:te 51:.1 2 .. <HU SEI LUCKOUT (._I 

.,, 
itl Ll> fi, (Hl) Rt.SEl pt_;_,J cw 
-;-~,i Atlli W04' 11 

78 Ui (HU. A [iE~.CRl P!OR 
?9 SF'C 
80 Ui LH'!F' LOCKOUï tE.Sf:GE 

Bi JP t·10UT4 10 t::nHJSION 
CY! SPC 1..0,:. 

0? 
I.,.I_J. SPC 
84 IJ51RM Cftll FDESU IN:NTirY IJS!:.R lilSCRIPTOR 
~I SEl 2, (Hl) SEl U)CKûiJT 
:36 me fl FR!:.E !HE 
u·J Lli Ft, <HU 1 H1E.SUn '-'! 
Qlj RND W1F' ALLCICHHl• TC! '-~~~ 

:39 LD C .. A lHIS 
% CHLL [iE LOC USU< URCUil 
91 PUSH HL 
9? sn /,8 DELOCA1E COt·1t·1Ftt·lû 
~i Cfill t101IiJ: ïO l~HERFRCE t·1At·JAIJH1!:.tfl 
94 POP Hl 
9') SPC 
96 liFt HL 
9( Ll> fl, (HU RESET PEST 
9B AND H'01' 
99 Ui (HU, A OF DI:.SCRlPTO~: 

100 SPC 
101 U> C, H'1F' USRLKT MI:.~.SAGE Tü 
1e2 Cf!LL iJ IN IE!:.R ('./lA I}!N) 

10! SPC.: 
1€14 Ui c, W9r .. LKOUT MES~:FtGF "1(1 

1e5 JP t·10Ul1 CPU 
1a6 SPC 
Wl SPC 
188 ~.PC 

1~ SlRTMR CALL r10UT2 SlAkT ïlt·1ER ME.SSAGE 

11'!J JP PROC 
111 SPC 
112 Q!l!j JP MfJIJ14 CONNEeT MESSAGE 
1ü SPC 
114 STPï~ UU Mü1Jf2 STOP TH11:.R t·11:.%HGE 
115 .JP f-•f.::(( 

116 ~,f-1_: 

11?!l!ftilj JP MOUT4 
118 SPC 
119 USRLK1 JP MOU14 
1.28 SPC 
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1?1 LKCd.n JP MüUï1 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
1(? 
128 
1 ... '<-1 é.J 

St'C 
SPC 
SPC 
E::\fR~I f:A~·LD, MOUïL NOU12 .. M(JIJTJ:. t·10Uï 4 .. om. LROC.. 1-'ROC .. ~[:,E5U 
ENlR'r' fT>FSC.. CONr;'l}. HüGO.. C(JtH[), 1M(JIJT. SWfM~: .. CONf.J, S1Plt'1R .. CCINRIN, USRLKT, LKUUT 
SPC 
SPC 
EUO 

NB In the assembler listing,certain name changes of the 
messages have been made, e.g. MSSG is equivalent to 
'MESSAGE' and an ,!,indicates one of the messages between 
FEU and CPU. The changes are obvious when considered 
in combination with the flow charts. 
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1 Tl TL fnUCAllON f'ROG~:~lMMES ( CUHll NIJEll i ·-fEE; S 
'! AFS13 CSE CT c. 

1 SPC 
4 (:(Jf{>f'(l CHLL FtllSC IDEIHIF'T' Ei<l l.iESCRlPïOR 
5 SPC 
6 f:Jïl 2, (HU Tf:Sl LUCKOUT 
'} JF' NEY!l I 

r_, ":.fil ·-· 
9 Ui c .. fl"9f>' LOCH-l>UUl t·lbSRGE -

1~ JF' t·1iJU11 'f(i cru 
11 ~;pc 

12 1-IE.i\ll 811 Ü.• üiU TEST lF t.::<T. ACïiVF 
13 JP Z,SlRfA 
14 JP MiJliT4 t'IESSfif..IE lt-.1 SlORE 10 USE.R 
1" ·-' ~.p(; 

16 ~.TViA CfiLL l)lt-1 

17 Bll 3 .. ülU lbT HCll'·/AflNG 
18 .JP te. 1-JI)ij(l 

19 E:n 4 .. üiU l>lRCï l './FIT l NG 
2ij JP I~Z .. t~OGO 
21 ~.Pc 
.~,~) 

c.c SET ]., (HU SU ACTl'./A"flNG 
·'(( 
C.J RES 1.. (Hl) Rt~fT PfiSSlVE 
24 SET 6, (HU 5Eï E.i<UtHNGE liHllfHH> 
~'5 ~.pc 

26 ll> c.. fl"42/ ST RVI 
'n Ciill t'l(IIJI2 n~u: G.l 

28 L[) (:, H-'4~ ... cm·INKi COt'lt·lHNl> 
29 .JF' ~lütn4 Tû HHN[)LlR 
1(1 Sf-'C 
:~1 ~.Pc 
·: .. ., CEtiPEI) CfiLL FDESC l [:![Nll F'r Ei<"l. l>ESC:kWiOR ~~ 

"'Yi SPC ~·~ 

A 811 2 .. (HU lbT too:wr 
- .. t: JP 2: .. STRTf:l .:...J 

26 :.ft 
~;.·~ SET 1. (HU SET Pf!SSI'·/E ~-i 

1.:~ Ui fl .. (HU RbEï 
39 f~-ID H-'02/ REST lf THE 
4B Ll> (Hl), R [>t:St~:lPTûR 

41 SPC 
42 U> (;, WIB/ t.ND CiJHFl RMfi1 lûN MFSSftCiF 
41. JP ~lfJUT4 TO D<1ENS10H 
44 SPC 
45 STRï8 SE' I 4, (HU SE'f [li:JIC1l'·IR'Il t~ 
46 w fl, (Hl ) RlSEï REST 
47 li~lll WiE ... OF THF 
48 Lll (HU. A lllSCRlPTûR 
49 Sl'C 
50 Ll'> C.W42/ 

51 CAI.L Mûl.JT2 START Tl MER 
52 Sf'(; 

53 LD C,W4?/ ll I SCût-INECT MFSSfiGE 
!54 .JP MfJLIT4 TO E}:lEI-ISlON 
L·t: SPC .J.J 

56 SPC 
L"/ 
.Jt l>CG11D CflLL FDE.C IDEtn lF'r' f:Xf. l>lSCI< 1 PTOf,: 
~3 SF'(; 
59 81T 2,(1-ll.) i EST LOC!< OUT 
60 .JP Z, SlKîC 



G1 ~PC 
62 LD 
63 JP 
EA SPC 
65 STRTC Ll> 

66 Cflll 
6~' SPC 
63 SE.T 
69 LD 
7a FlNI.> 
?1 ll> ., . .., ... Sf'(: 
n Lr> 
?4 JP 
75 SP(; 

76 SPC 
Tl OCON JP 
7"3 SP(; 

79 EHDCIJN w 
00 ::.rt 
Bi ~.PC 
(r-, MSSG1 ll> ·-'"-

:33 w 
84 MSSG2 ll) 

85 JP 
::Jt. !1/:.l.n lil 
87 JP 
88~ l[) 

89 JF' 
9~j SPC 
~ii t1ESG 1 JF' 

~12 * 
9:? SPC 
~14 t·lf s I fiC U> 
95 .JP 
96 MEY- 1 ~.·.J llï 
'}( JP 
92 Sf-'C 
99 M'.:.SCiflC .JF' 

100 MSSG~:J JP 
11:11. SPC 
1~ ME.SG1 U> 
HH .JP 
104 MESG2 LD 
1{15 JP 
106 MESG:< ll) 
1{9 JF' 
10.'::: MESG4 U> 
1€19 .JP 
110 SPC 
111 MSSG I JP 

112 * 
113 I'I'".JG I fi(: U> 
114 .JP 
115 I'ISG I RJ U> 
116 .JP 
117 I'IESfiC JP 
118 MESRJ JF' 
119 SPC 
12{1 SPC 
1?1 EXTRH 
E'2 !:.lHRY 
123 ENTR',' 
124 EHTR'~ 
125 5PC 
126 SPC 
12·1 Et-ID 

c;, :riF' 
t1fJUT4 

LW46' 
l'lüi.JT2 

1.· (HU 
R, (HU 
WEF ... 
(HL), n 

C .. l-1-'03 1 

MOUT4 

MûliT4 

c. WE~3 ... 
MliliT1 
C.. H'B9 ... 
MûUT1 
C .. WBA' 
Mü!Jl1 
C, WBE.:' 
MOUT1 

Ir LOCkOUT THEU 
f~ESEI LOOP 

STAAl 
Tl MER 

SE·r PAS51VE 
f~Eü f~ESl 

OF THE 
[)E.Cf~lPTOf..' 

D~l> COHF 1 r.mf-ff 1 ON 
TO !:.i<1ENS10N 

CORRbPfJHD I tKi ~1ESSfiGE 

10 CPU 

i10UT1 li-11-iSFl:J: t·1FSSAGE ïO U·'U 
(4 ~.!JU· I ~1E.s:.;AG!·S 1 ., 0 4 > 

C .. ll'06-' 
t1üUT4 
c. w~~·' 
M(rtJT4 

MOUT4 
MO!JT4 

L H'OC' 
CONliMD 
(;, H'OO' 
CONI.>MD 
c.. H'0E.' 
Cot-IDMl> 
C,W~-' 

COUDt1D 

CONDMD 

C, H'B4' 
MOUT1 
(;, H'B5' 
MOIJ11 

ïRfiNSUHElï HCCEPT l 0 
USER 

ïF.:RHSFE~: TO lEER 

· TRRtH Rll.D i1ESSAf.iE 
TO IJ.::.ER 

1 ~:m-t.:.H:1< TO USH< 
(4 SIJUI MlSSFIGfS,1 TO 4) 
TRAW.:.lAlED MESSAGE TO 
Cf'IJ 

t101Jl1 TRflHSFER TO CPIJ 
MOUT1 

f-DtSL Mi.J1Jf1, MOIJT2, Mf.JUT4, l·lOGO, QIN 
U..wMD, r..:t.taQ, OCONl>, DWN, ENOCON, M'.:iSG1, 1'15Sfj2 
1'15SG4, MESG 1, MES ~RC, MF5 1 RJ, MSSGR.J, MESG1, MfSG2, MfSGJ 
MSSG~,MSG 1 ~~~~~!~J,MESRC,Ml5RJ,MSSGA(;,M5SG3,MtSG4 
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1 TlïL ftf'PL l CHT I ON f-'~:OGf~AMMI:.S ( Cotfl I t~UEl>) -FtFS8.; 5 
2 ff53 CSEU 
3 5P(; 

4 * l:.t.SCRlPTOR WEHl Il'r' SIJb'ROLITlHE 
5 ri>ESLI U> HL BR~U> LOflD l>ESCRIPlOR F lLE BHSE AWRE:ss· 
6 Lr> 
7 Sf-'(; 
8 
9 

1\:1 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
1? 
18 

SUl 
Rl C 
Rl C 
SUl 
SPC 
U> 
Ll> 
Al>li 
SPC 
RFT 
SPC 

19 SF'C 

A 
ft 
A 
fi 

E,A 
l>. WOO' 
HL·l>E 

LOAl> IDENTlW IN fl 

~10VE USE:.R IDEtfil1'r' 
lNl 0 REUU I RW 
POSl Tl(~~ 

PUT F 1 RST 8'{f E 
OF DbCRlPTOR fiN>RFSS 
IN HL 

RE:.liJRti 

20 * CAL L RWJE:.Sl PHOGRAMNE 
21 SPC 
22 CLLRFQ CRLL FDFSIJ 
23 SPC 
24 811 2. (h'U 
25 JP t~z .. NOGO 
26 BlT }, <HU 

JP t~z .. NOGO 
;;:'8 SPC 
29 SEï J:., <HU 
i:0 RFS 2 .. (HU 
:u PUSH HL 
32 CALL FtLLOC 
:Q POP HL 
14 SPC 
35 BIT 7,(; 
:<:6 .JP z .. BUiLIP 
37 SPC 
38 Ll> c .. H-'45' 
39 Cfil L MûliT2 
40 SPC 
41 Ll> t.. WiE' 
42 .JP MOIJT4 
43 5PC 
44 !:U>UP lNC HL 
4) Ll> fl, C 
46 ANl> H'1F' 
47 Ll> <Ht ), A 
48 SPC 
49 RfS ?,B 
~ CAL.L 1'10Ul3 
51 SP(: 
52 Lr> Ft, <HU 
~] 81T 4, A 
)4 JP NZ, HûRl>R 

55 * 
56 RFS ? .. A 
57 SET 6, A 
5B SEl 5, A 
59 SU 4,fi 
60 JP (JIJTJIIS 

lOEtHlF'r' USER l:.P:.CRlPTOR 

lEST LOCKED OUT 

1ESï ACil'~RTING 

SEl ACi 1 VAT lNfi 
~:E5E l f-'Ft~.S 1 Vt: 

fiLLOCAïE. A ï H1ESLUT 

ïESï lF Al LUTE[> 

STAVI 
Tlt1ER 

Cot~EST ION MESSAGI:: 
TO IJSER 

POINTER 10 8'r'l E 2 Of [>ESC 
T H1ESLOT t-!1Jt1BER 10 

L.aESCR 1 PïOR 

l>ROC"HTE. C0~1f'1At~li 

10 INTEPFftCE. MANAGEMENT 

PIJT 1HE 
CORRI::SPfJt·Jf> l NG 
CFtLL REQUEST 
MESSRIJF otUUD ING 
TIMESLOT Wl)ICRlWN> 

HnO THE ACCU 
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61 SPC 
62 HûRI:>R SFT 7 .• ft 

63 RFS 6,fl 
64 RFS 5,A 
65 RES 4 .. ft 
66 SPC 
67 OUTMS LD (:,ft MESSFf(jE lNlü REG c 
68 Jf' MOUT! lRftNSFER 10 CPU 
69 SF't 
70 SPC 

?1 * PRûGRHMME FO~ 'INFORMHTION Slûl·lfil S 

72 * 1NF01 TO 1HF04 ALL USE THIS 
73 SPC 
?4.lliEQ. C.fU FDESU 1 f>Eiff I FY IJSE.R l>E.SCR I PTüR 
-:-t: SPC (.J 

76 BlT 3, <HU TEST lF ACf 1 Vfll WG 
77 .JP Z .. NûGO 
78 SP(: 
?9 .JP MOUT4 TRANSH:.R t·1b5AGE TO IJ~.E.R 

86 SPC 
81 SPC 
82 CLU<.'(.I' CALL FDE.SU 
83 SP(: 

84 BlT ~Z, <HU 
85 .JP z, I-lOGO 
86 SPC 
8? JP MOUT1 ï RFtt·6FER MESSAGE TO CPU 
88 SPC 
89 SPC 
9{1 PROSEL UU FDESU 
91 SPC 
92 BlT :: .. (HU 
93 .JP Z,NOGü 
94 SPC 
95 .JP MOUT4 
% SPC 
97 SPC 
9B Il-lF01' CALL mrsu 
99 SPC 

100 BIT :,;, <HU 
1tl1 JP Z,NûGO 
1li2 SPC 
H:G U> c, H' 4~:ï' STfiRl TH1ER 
104 Cffll MOIJT2 
105 SPC 
106 Ll> c, H'11' INF01 MES~.AGE ·ro USER 
1~? .JP MOUT4 
1€18 5f'C 
1tl9 INFO?' CALL FDfSU 
11€1 SP(: 

111 BIT "J, <HU 
112 JP Z,NfJGO 
113 SP(: 

114 L[l C,H'45' 
115 CHLL MûUl2 
116 SF'C 
U7 l.l> (:, H'12' 
118 .JP MOUT4 
119 5PC 
120 INF03~ (."flll FDfSU 
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121 5P{; 

122 811 j, (Hl) 

123 Jf' Z,NüGO 
1?4 SPC 
1?5 Ll> c, w 45' 
126 CAlL t·1ûUT2 
1('7 SPC 
128 LD LWE' 
129 JP MûUT4 
1]0 SF'C 
131 INF04 1 CfiLL FDESU 
132 SPC 
ns 811 ], (Hl ) 
B4 JP z, t·lfJG(I 
135 SPC 
136 LP C. H' 45 1 

ü? Cf!LL t·10UT2 
B8 SPC 
Ü~" Ll> c, H'14' 
140 .JP t10UT4 
141 SPC 
142 SPC 
143 PR5El. 1 CfU FDESU 
144 SPC 
145 BIT i_, (Hl) 

146 JP z .. t-101}(.1 
14;' SPC 
14f:t LD (:, H' 4!:/ SHiRT 
149 CfU t·1CdJi2 1 It1ER 
150 SPC 
151 U> (:, H' 15/ Pf.::ûSEl. t·lESSAGE 
152 .JP MOUT4 ·ro u~:t"J;: 

153 SPC 
154 SPC 
1:Lr:. :j< PF.tJGRfit1ME FûR ~H.EC1 WH CHAHiCTERS 

1:·6 * All 16 USE 1 H IS ~:OUTit-JE 

157 5PC 
158 SEL CHR U> A,C MESSfiGE 10 ACCU 
159 LD (;, H'461 SlOP 
16tl Cfti...L MûUl2 TIMER 
161 SPC 
162 SET ?, A TRANSLRlE TO 
16:S U> C..A OUTPUT CHHR. (SELCR') 
164 SPC 
16.5 JP t10UT1 TRANSFER TO CPU 
166 5PC 
167 SPC 
168 SELC."R 1 JP MOUT1 lRAI~SFER TO CPU 
169 SPC 
1?e! SPC 
171 I*:AOY I CAlL H>fSU IDENTIFV llESCJ<:IPTOR 
172 SPC 
173 BIT 3, (HU TEc.1 FICTI YfH lNG 
174 JP Z,NûGû 
1?5 SPC 
176 U> c, W4'Y STARï 
177 CAl.L MWT2 THlER 
178 SP(; 

179 ll> (;, H' 17' CALL D lSABLFl> t1ESSHf.iE 
1~ JP I'IOUT4 TO USER 



181 SI-'(; 
182 SPC 
183 CLCW 1 (;ftl.L 
184 SP(; 

185 Bll 
186 JP 
187 SPC 
1W SET 
189 RE~. 

199 SPC 
191 LD 
192 JP 
193 SP(; 

194 SPe 
195 C:Lt.CüN CAl L 
196 SPC 
1q-· J( BlT 
198 JP 
199 SPC 
200 .JP 
~'{:tl SPC 
~ SPe 
~3 EXTRN 
2tt4 ENTR'f 

~· ENlRY 
206 ENTR'r' 
~ij7 SPC 
2ü8 8-lt> 

HJESU 

1, <HU 
2 .. 1-lü(i(J 

0 .. <HU 
3, <HU 

(:, H'18' 
MOUT4 

Fl>ESU 

}, <HU 
z .. t·IOGO 
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SE! IJSFR FICTl VE 
~1:5El USER ACllVATlNG 

CALl CONNECTE.D MfSSAIJE 
TO USE.R 

MOUT 4 TRHHSFER TO IJSt.~: 

BftSED, HOGO .• ALLOC.. IWTL MOIJT2, 110UT3. t10UT4 
H>ESIJ, Cll RE.Q, 1 NFO, C..tLRQ ~ , PROSEL.. I NF01 ~ , I NF02 1 

I NF03 1 .. INF04 1 ' P~SEL I ' SE.LCRR .. SELCR I} REROV I 
CLCW 1• Cl LGm~ 
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1 TJTL flf-'PllCATlüN PROGRftt'lMES(C(JIHHIU[[>); flFS9.; S 
2 AFS9 CSE CT 
1 SP(; 

4 URREQ CfU H*SU lDEHTlFY LISE.R DESCRIPTOR 
t: SP(; .J 

6 SET 4, <HU SET IJSER DEACTl VATI NG 
"? SPC 
8 Ll> ft, <HU ~·ESEl THE Rbl 
9 AI-ID H'Hf ûF ïHE 

18 U.> (Hl ),fj DESCRlPïOR 
11 SPC 
1t U> c.. H' 45' STOP 
13 C.Al L 1'10UT2 TIMER 
14 SPC 
15 LD (:, WB€1 1 CU.HR RH~J[~.T 
16 .JP MOU11 "10 CPU 
17 SPC 
18 SPC 
19 CL ~i<_·() I .JP ~1üiJT 1 TRHNSH:.R 1 0 CPU 
26 SPC 
21 SPC 
22 CLRf..:E 1 Cfii..L Fl>fSU 
21 SPC 
24 SET L <HU SET USER PASSIVE 
25 I<ES 4, <HU lof:::fiCïl'v'fiTING 
26 5PC 
..... -, 
""' me HL DEALLOCfllE:. 
2B U> c .. (Hl) TH1ESLOT 
2~ PUSH Hl 
?.€:! SET ? .. B AND DELOCATE Cot·1NRND 
i1 (;flll MOUT3 Tü INTERFACE t·lAUAGE:.NFNl 
Q RES i', B 
33 CALL N:.L oe 
34 POP HL 
::r.:. ~:pc 

36 Ll> c, H'?.€1' C:LEH~: COHF 1 Rt·lAï I Ot·l ME':.SAGF 
?.7 .JP !'lfJIJT4 ïO USER 
18 SPC 
19 SPC 
40 CtRCE:.N JP 1'10Ul4 TRANSFH: MESSRIJF liJ USER 
41 Sf'(: 

42 SP(; 

43 ltf..tL I CfltL FI>ESC II.>HHlF'~ EXïEUSlON lii:.SCRlPTOR 
44 SPC 
45 BIT 2, (Hl) TEST lF LûCKFli OUT 
46 .JP t~Z, lHI1fl 
47 SPC 
48 L[l LH'9F' I F 50 G 1 VE LOCKOUT t·1ESSAGl: 
49 .JP MOUT1 TO CPU 
~ SPC 

I 51 lHITA (.;fU FDESU WENTIF'r' USER DESCRIPTOR 
52 Sf't 
53 SET 3, <HU SET ACTIVfl"flNG 

I 54 RES L <HU f.:'E.SE.T Pf!SS I VE 
::05 PUSH HL 
56 Cflll flllüC HllûCf!TE A 1 U1ESL01 
'S? POP HL 
sa 5PC 
59 BH ?,C lEST lF RLLIJCATED 
68 JP Z, lNllB 
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6j SPC 
62 1\.'fS }, <HU RESET HCTl VAIING 

63 SET i. <IV SE1 PfiSSIVE 
64 LD (;, H'9E' CONGES TEil MFSSAGE 
65 JP MûUT1 TO CPLI 
66 SP(: 

6"l INl TB IHt Hl 
68 U> (Hl_), c Tl MESLOT t.W. TO DESC~: 1 PTOR 
69 SPC 
·,15 LD fi .. c 
71 BIT 4, fi l>ERIVE REQIJlRf:"D 
?2 JP HZ,I..JPR All ûCATiüt~ MfSSAGF 
?1 OR H'?{j' AND 1RftNSFER THlS "fû 

"?4 RES ?,fi 1 HE CPU ('mt Q Ilü 

75 JP TRANS 
?6 UPR At-ID H'8F' 
"'7 
(I SET ~l, ft 
"/B TRftNS L[l C.ft 
79 PUSH Hl 
00 C"f·U QIN 
81 POP Hl 
82 SPC 
83 Lfl C, (HU 
84 RES ?,B ALLOCftll üt~ CûMMftHD 

:3!:· CALL Mûlfl} Tû INïERFHCE ~1FfNAGEMEtH 
86 SPC 
87 Ul (:, H'18' HlCOMING CHLL t1FSSAGE 
88 JP CONliMD TO THE USER 
89 SPC 
96 SPC 
91 HlCCLL .JP t·10Ul4 TRAHSFER t1ESSF!i31- T û USt.R 
92 SPC 
91. SPC 
94 ALl oe' JP t1ûliT1 1 RAtt:H"R TO CPU 
95* 21 SUCH ~1ESSAGES 
96 SPC 
97 5PC 
9B CLLRE .J CfU FDE~JJ 

99 SPC 
100 INC Hl ALUICATED TlME.5LOl 
1€11 L[l c .. <HU NUMBER INTO 
182 DEC Hl TEMP 2 
1€13 SPC 
1€14 PUSH Hl 
1€ti CALL DELCIC DEAl LOtAlE llt1ESLOT 
1~ POP HL 
107 SPC 
100 SET 1, (Hl) SE i USER PASSlVE. 
109 RES 3, (HU RESET USH: ACTIVA Tl NG 
11B SPC 
1H IHC HL 
112 LO c, (Hl) DEL LICHTE COMMftll TO 
113 SET i',B lNl ERFACE t1At~GEMEtH 
114 CALL MOUB 
115 SPC 
116 Ll> (;,H'9A' CAL! F:EJECfED t1bSAGE 
117 JP MOUT1 lO CPU 
118 5PC 
119 5PC 
1t'8 CtREJ' JP MOUT1 TRANSFER TO CPU -
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121 SPC 
12? SPe 
123 Ctlf(:C CRLL FOt. SU 
124 SF'(; 

125 SET i:!, <HU SET IJSlR AO 1 VE 
.. 126 RFS 3, <HU RESE.1 IJSER ACTIVATlNG 

12"1 SF'C 
1?8 LD C.. W9B' CHLL fiCC!:.r'l El> 10 

12~ JF' t·10U11 CPU 

E0 SPC 
Bi SPC 
132 CUF(:I JP I'!( dJ Ti 1RfiHSF!:.R TO CPLI 

133 SP(; 

134 5PC 

r 135 CLRNl> 1 CALL FDESU 
136 SPC 
137 811 1.. <HU lESl lF USE.R PfiSSlVE 

L'B JP t-lZ, HOGO 
139 81T 4, <HU DEHCI iVA1ING 
14e .JP HZ .. NOGO 
141 SPC 
142 SET 4, <HU SE.i ti':H: DEHC11 VAïlNG 
1.43 RFS (i, <HU RESET USE.R fl(;ll'v'E 
144 SPC 
145 LD (;, H' 45' S1AR1 
146 CHLL MOIJT2 TIMER 
147 SPC 
148 LD C .. H'1C' CLFfiR WDICRTlON t'1ESSAGE 
149 JP t'IOUT4 TO USE.R 
15€1 SPC 
151 5PC 
152 CU' Hl{> JP MCIIJT4 ïRANSFE.R TO USER 
1!;:i} SPC 
154 SPC 
155 ClkC:üH CHLL FN-SU 
156 SPC 
1t:.., .J( Plr:.H HL 
15B LD C,W45'. STOP 
15S! Cfil L MûUT2 TH1ER 
16tl POP HL 
161 SPC 
162 SET 1 .. (Hl) SET USE.R PASSIVE 
163 RfS 4. (Hl) RESET USE.R l>I::ACll VAT I NG 
164 SPC 

I 165 11-1(; HL 
166 L[) C, <HU l>E.ALLC(ATE. 
167 CALL [JEL oe TIMESLOT 

I 168 SET ?.8 
169 CALL MOUTS l>EHLLOCA1l C0~1MAND 

17i:t * 1 0 I ~ITERF ACE MANAGE t'IENT 

~ 171 5PC 
172 L[l c, H'9D' CLEAR COHFIRt1ATlON 
1?3 JP t101JT1 t-1ES5AfJ1 10 CPU 

t 174 SP(; 

175 SPC 
176 CLPCW JP MOIJl1 TRANSFER 10 CPU 

r 177 Sf'C 
~ 

1?8 SPC 
1?9 l:.XlRN H>f SIJ, FI.>ES(;, MOUlL MOIJT2, MOUB, MOUT4, Dl::1 Q(; 

188 EXlRN ALLOC, QIN, corm>, NOGO 
~ 

181 EHTRV CLJ<r<EQ, CLRRQ I ' CLRCE I ' (;LRU:."N. 1 NC.tl I ' IIULL 

182 ENTRV ALl oe 1, ctUfJ, ct~<EJ 1, CLLACC.. cuHC ~, CLRHL> ~ 

• 183 ENl~ CLRlND,ltRC~.CLRC~ 1 

184 5PC 
185 00 
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Phase III: Data Transfer 

In this phase the actual user to user information 

transfer takes place. The phase is entered on 

completion of one of the build up procedures of 

phase II and ends when one of the users initiates 

a 'clear request' message. 

Messages (or facility change commands) are simply 

translated into a corresponding message,in the FEU1 

and transferred to the CPU. This operation is 

identical with that of Mode 1 of phase II. 

This then, completes the consideration of the type 

of application programmes met in the software. 

Those covered are merely a sample of all such 

possibilities - expansion of the total number 

being possible by simply filling the corresponding 

entry in the lookup table and adding the required 

software at the specified point. 

The assembler listing contains a realisation of 

the programmes discussed:in the proceeding section. 
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6.4.5. Assembler Listings 

In the following section, an indication is given 

as to the actual programmes involved in the 

implementation of the flow charts of the previous 

sections. 

These were passed through an assembler routine in order 

to give some initial indication as to their validity, 

pending a full verification using simulation techniques 

and etc. 

The positioning (in Rfu~) of the various variable data 

structures, was left open, as is seen from the listings, 

for specification at a later time. One possibility for 

this is indicated below. 

~ \\ \ \ \ \ \ 

TIMESLOT 
MANAGEMENT 
FILE 

BASEA) 
\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

The lookup table is 

presented in RAM to 

increase flexibility wrt 

a ROM implementation. 

BASE~ 

BASE~ 

QEND 

QSTRT ____, 

initial 
value 

s~ 

SUBSCRIBER 
STATION 
DESCRIPTORS 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

LOOK UP 

TABLE 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

QUEUE 

···------------
(+parameters) 

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ 

STACK 

\ \ _\ \ \ \ \ ..- -
RAM 

The entries of this table 

are, as discussed 

previously, the start 

addresses of the various 

application programmes 

(e.g. first entry is that 

of CONREQ) , present in ROM 

At startup, or reset, 

these structures would 

have to be set to their 

original values using 

some initiation procedure. 



1 Tl TL 
2 Ah81 CSE Cf 
3 SPC 
4 * 
5 SPC 
6 ll-111 Dl 
? EX 
8 [x''l 

'"' 

~ SPC 
1f; U> 
11 * 
12 LD 
13 U> 
14 SPC 
1L" -J UiLL 
16 ~.F'C 
·l"·' _, f::'·/V ,·"u'\ 

18 E'.' ,.., 

19 El 
20 S~'C 

21 k!::ll 
22 SPC 
23 SK.: 
24 SPC 
25 * 26 1Nl2 Dl 
.-J~? 

"-' E~\: 
.-..o 
C..'-' !::.:=<:>; 
2'.:1 SPC 
}ij U> 
!.1 At-ll> 
"';·') 
~·.:.. Lt• 
33 SPC 
3:4 LD 
·:·1." 
::, .. _1 Hf-J[l 

i:6 Sf-t 
3/ RW 
i-8 Lll 

19 SPC 
40 L[l 

41 Lll 
42 51-'(; 
43 CHLL 
44 SK 
45 !:~:x 

46 EX 
4? El 
48 Sf'C 
49 kt-'ïl 
5ti SPC 
51 SPC 
52 SPC 
5:S * 
~4 SPC 
':i'.:i INB l>l 
~)6 EV 

" 
5{" EXX 
':58 SF'C 
59 L[l 

~ L[) 
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ItfiEf.tkUVi ROUllNES.: ~SB1; 5 

1 Nl !::RI<UP i RUIJll NE FûR I NT!::RWOCI:.SSOR M!::.S%1::. Hf1t-IDLEf.l 

HLH'CH·F 

8, <HU 
C, <HU 

DbABtt lHTU<RliPTS 
SWITCH lU All!::RNfl'iE 
RE:.Gl5lER 8AI-IK 

LOffl> HL WllH HIT Pl<ûC. 
i<RI::.lliEfot Al>L*ESS 
8VTE 1 Tû RFG. 8 
8YTE 2 Tû RFG. l: 

CALL ~-~JEIJE HIPUi RUIJTI N!:: 

SIHTCH lU 1-IORMHL 
HF .. A~. PHil~·ltl<: BANK 

HlABLE I tfl ERRUPTS 

REïURN F-ROM INlEJ&.UPi 

l NTERRUPl ROU-I l HE f-UR t·lESSAI:if HHt-IDLERS 
DISfll:lLE It-ITEW.LIPlS 

fif-'. fiF-' Sl~l"ICH TO HLTEI'.1~TE 
REGISTER 8At·ll< 

fi .. (H-'8FH- ·') 
W1F' 
8 .. A 

A, (H"Ff-FI- 1
) 

Wf:f-1-' 

HL H'FFFF 1 

r_:, (HU 

QIN 

AF. Hf-' 

LCIHD lNl R~G. IN ACCU 
l~·OLAïE E>ntt6WU UR. 
LCIHL\ i<'E.SUll Hl REG. B 

B'r'l E 1 TO ACCU 
ISOLAl!:: IJSER HHfiiTY 

Fi:JRf1 8','1 E 1 OF MESSHG!:: 
F.:!::SIJU W RFG 8 

SûURCE ADL>RESS TO HL 
BYTE 2 Tû REG. C 

CALL QUEUE 1 NPIJl RO!JTl NE 

SW Iï CH 1 0 NURMAL 
REGIS"itf•' BHHK 
l:.NftbU I NlE:.RI<IJPTS 

llffERRIJPT RûU1INE FOR REHL 1ll'lt FUNCTlON 

HL H'BFFF 1 

t:, <HU 
LOfll) HL Wl1H Sû!JRCE: fii')DRfSS 
l:ffTE. 1 TO lotiû Es 
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61 LD C, <HU BYïE L TO REG. c 
62 SPC 
6s Cffll CHH 
64 51-'C 
65 EXX 
66 E:.X flf .. fif/ 
6/ E:.l 
6B ~:pc 

6":1 f<Ell 
/0 SPC 
/1 SPC 
7··· ,.;; SPC 
~i i E:.:<lRt-1 QlH 
74 EN TRY HlTL Ilf12, INB .. , 
{.J SPC 
('6 SPC 
-~-.1 Et·ll.> (i 

l 

.. 
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1 TITL fJUE:JJt kCdJilNES AF51ü.; 5 
2 Af51~ CSECï 
3 SPC 

4 * 
s ~.Pc 

6 fJIN Ll! 
7" LD 
8 SUB 
9 JF' 

10 SPC 
11 LD 
12 U> 
n me 
14 Lli 
15 SPC 
16 SPC 
17" U> 
18 Lll 
19 CP 
2€! .JP 
21 :t: 

22 SPC 
23 U> 
24 CP 
25 .JP 
26 SPC 
2? SPC 
28 U:• 
~'9 .JP 
10 SPC 
31 SPC 
32 mNc me 
S3 SPC 
i 4 m.:Htl L ll 
~;.r.; 

.::. .. J 

36 
1? 

SPC 
Lli 
wc: 
U> 

39 SPC 
4B RFT 
41 SPC 
42 SPC 
43 5PC 
44 SPC 

45 * 
46 
47 

SPC 
SPC 

48 5PC 
49 !)(JIJt Ul 
513 .JP 
51 SFt 
52 U> 
51 LD 
':i4 lNC 
55 Lll 
56 SPC 
5? Lll 
58 LD 
59 CP 
60 .Jf' 

UUELIE INPUl RULITlNE 

ll .. ilMAi<: 
A. wctm 
l.i 
:::: .. I}FIJU 

HL <N:X:lltü 
(Hl), E:: 

Hl 
<Hl), l 

l>b (~ENll 
A .. l.i 
H 
t-12· I)!NC 

H .. E 
L 
NZ .. IJWC 

HL USTF:ï 
PAI':fit1 

HL 

(Ni<lltü .. HL 

ft .. <octm 
R 
((~CHT). A 

LORD REG. D lH ïH Mf11~ PUt. UI:. LENG TH 
LOHI.i ACCU 1m H Pk!:.SUH CUUNl 
CHI:.CK lF (1UEUE IS f-IJLL 
lF HILL GO ·10 FULL QUELII:. ROUl Wl:. 

Llif!D HL ~!!TH PLIHHER Tli 1-lE:<:"f lt-lf'Ul 
BYTE. 1 TO QUEUE 
lt-[:I<'U1E::N1 QUEUE POlt-lTER 
8'-r'ïE. 2 TO QUI:.LIE 

L(lfill !':EG. DE tmH PUitfiER ·1C1 .IHIL 
HIGH LiH!EP B'r'Tt TO ACCU 
CO~if'ARE tmH HIGH ORDER Tf1IL 
JUt·îP ïO lNCI<HlENTlt-IG ~:Cilll lNI:. 

lF DIFrER!:.t·n 

LOW ORDER B'r'TE TO ACCU 
CO~lPHRE. WITH LOl~ ORDER lAIL 
JIJt1P lF l>lFFERHH 

l F ENl• OF (.iUE.UE ïHEN ~.ET 

POHH!:.R 10 Sïf1Rî 

lNU.:H·1!:.NT OUEUE POltofiER 

UPllATE OUEUE POl NlH 

I NCRHHH OUEUE. U:NG"I H 
'·/ARl.:.,E:U: 

OIJEUE OUïPUl f.~OUïiNI-. 

Ft .• (I).Wl) 

z .. iJ.t-lP"t y 

HL <NXl(JIJf) 
(:(,<HU 
Hl 
C.. <Hl) 

llf., C~HID 
A, l> 
H 
H2:.QINCO 

CHE:.CI< lF 
(.IIJEUE 15 H1Pl'l 

ENTER NE.XT 
OUTPUT NESSAGI:: 
WT(I RtCii~.TER 

PfilR BC 

CHECK lF 
EN!.> OF OUEIJE 
AREH Hf1S BEEN REHCHED 
If SO JIJt1P ïO RESE l 
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61 :+: ROLn lNI:. 
62 LD A, I:. SAt11: ~OR LOW 

63 CP L ORDER PûlNlER 
64 JP HZ,DINCO 
6L" -.) LD HL liSlRT IF ~.() THEN SET HL 10 

66 JP PA~:lt1 ~.TART OF (,IIJ!:.IJE 

6? Sf'C 
--o 
I:> u SPC 
6~ OlNCO wc HL lNCH:Jo1t:NT PiJlt-fiH~ 

71j ~·fiPlM Ui (N>::lOUT), HL UPliAlE POrt-HE~: "10 

?1 * HD:T I)I_ITPUT t1LS;.HGE 

n SPC 
73 Lli A, <C-!CIH) LH:~:H1EN1 THE 
?4 l>EC A OUEUE COUt·H 
75 LD (i,ii]fi),A 
"J' 
•'=' RFT END OF ROUTlt~E. 
.,.., 
i( SPC 
;'8 Pt1PTY U> A .. H'"~l'" ·:.n SïFfiUS OF 
79 LO (QSïftlD, R OUEUE TU U1f--'1'i 
8€.1 Rfï HN[l RflURN 
:31 SPC 
H'' _.:. UFULL Ll> HL.. OVERF- LORt• HL !41TH O'v'ERF-LOW AliliRESS 
:33 lNC <HU I NCRH1ENT OVERFLOW COUNl 
84 Rf1 ANl> RETURN 
85 Sf-'C 
% EXTRN OMRX. i,ICNT. NXïl tt N'.>ÇfldJI , OEI·ID, (,15 T~:l. 1}51 AlE... OVERF 
o-l ,_., E.t-nR'i I)Itl. OOUl 
88 ·;pc 
89 Et-i( i 
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1 llll I'IESSfiGF 1-'ROCFSSINû l<ûi.JTINf-flfSEI3; S 
2 AFS1B C~Cl 

3 5PC 

4 * l'lfSSfiGE ~'ROCESSlNG l<ûi.JllNES 
5 SP{; 

6PROC U> H, W€11 ... SET LOCftïlüN QSlATE ., 
I U> (QSlATU, A lü 1 
8 SP{; 

9 Dl DlSABl~ lN"IERRUPlS 
1B CAl L Q(Jlll GET NfXl MESSftGE FRüM Wl:lJE 
11 I:J ENAI:lLF INïE.RRUPl S 
12 Ll> fl, (QSTATE> CHECK 1HE RfSUU 
B JP z.PROC lF I::.MPl Y TRY AGfHN 
14 SPe 
1~ COtN Lli HL BHSET LOfi[> Hl WllH t'.f!SE. 

16 * fiDWE:SSüF LOOKUP TABLE 
17 U> [i, H-'0€1' SET RtG. l> 10 ZERO 
18 Ll> A, H'0€l' SET ACCU T 0 ZERO 
19 U> E,B ïRFtNSFER I:NIE. 1 10 REG E 
;;:'6 SLA E SHl~l LI:H 
21 fll)(; fi., [> 

2"2 U> [),A CAL CULAl E. l> I SPLACI:.I'IEtH 
2:< Af>[> fi_,l)f HIDI::X TABU: 
24 SP(: 

25 Ll> D, <HU GEl SïfiR1 
26 wc HL fll>l>RESS OF 
")ï 
~· Lll E.. <HU fiPPL 1 Cftll ON 
28 EX DE... HL PROGI<AMME. W HL 
~'9 SPC 
J:fl CALHP JP (Hl ) JUMP 10 ftPPLlCAïlON 
31 * 1-'ROGRANME. 
12 SPC 
:n SPC 
]4 E.nRN QSïAïE, QOIJI, 8f6ET 
}5 E.NïR'y' PI<OC 
56 SPC 
ï! 
jf Et{> 
38 SF'C 
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1 Tl TL MI:SSAG~ OIJff'IJf ~CrtJTlNES m=Sü; 5 
2 HF~ CSEU 
:S SPC 
4 * 
5 SPC 
6 MOUT1 Lll 
? St fi 
t: .JP 
9 SPt 

1(1 lRfiN51 U.> 
11 Lfl 
12 Lll 

13 JP 
14 SPC 
15 (.IREï [l l 
16 CHLL 
17 El 
18 .JP 

1~ * 
20 SPC 
21 * •jr} ... :n: 
2:S MOU12 L[l 

24 Slfi 
·"')<c 
<..J JP 
26 Sf'C 
•)"1 

~· TRANS~ U> 
28 U.> 
2~ L[l 

i:e REl 
:Si ORCil [ll 
32 CRLL 
33 E1 
34 REl 
Ë'-' .;,.J SPC 
36 51-'C 
il * 
38 SPC 
::i"9 i10UT3 L[l 

40 Slf: 
41 .JP 
42 SPC 
4'" TRAN53 U.> 
44 L[l 

45 L[l 

46 RE1 
47 SPC 
48 SPC 
49 * 
':..0 SPC 
51 MOUT4 U> 
52 L(l 
53 fiNl> 
54 Lll 

~5 * 
~i6 Lll 
C"> 
.Jj BH 
)8 .JP 
59 SPC 
6ij SU 

MbSAGI:.: OUTPUl ROUTlNE 1; HHI:.RI-'ROCESSO~ HANI>I.I:.R 

f-1, <WCJ-l.>F-') 
fi 
C:..QRET 

HLWCFH·' 
(HU,B 
(Hl), c 
PROC 

0lN 

PPUC 
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7. SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 

The Front End Unit consists of a number of printed circuit cards, 

on which the hardware described in the previous chapters is 

mounted, plus a collection of interconnection lines. 

These conneetion lines occur in three groups: 

1) Subscriber lines, which conneet the subscriber stations with 

the LTU's in the front end unit. Thirty two subscriber stations 

are connected to the FEU. 

2) Information Highway, connecting the front end unit with the 

main body of the exchange. 

3) Internal connections between the cards forming the front end 

unit itself. 

The optimisation of the number of these internal connections,with 

respect to decading hardware and etc., has been considered in 

combination with the implementations of the various system 

functions. 

The resulting system configuration is given in fig. 7.1. This 

relies to a great extent on the use of customised integrated 

circuit design to reduce the volume of the hardware concerned. 

Should this prove impractical an increase in the number of 

printed circuit cards is easily feasible. 
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Abbreviations 

AUC 

CRC 

CPU 

FEU 

GC 

HTU 

ION 

IH 

IIB 

IP 

ISDN 

LTU 

MUC 

PCM 

SR 

- Additional User Circuit 

- Cyclic Redundancy Check 

Central Processing Unit (in the main body 

of the exchange) 

- Front End Interface Unit 

- Global Clock 

- Highway Termination Unit 

- Integrated Digital Network 

- Information Highway 

- Internal Information Bus 

- Inter Processor 

- Integrated Services Digital Network 

- Line Termination Unit 

- Main User Circuit 

- Pulse Code Modulation 

- System Reset 
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APPENDIX A 

TRAFFIC CONSIDERATIONS 

In order to obtain an indication as to the quality of service supplied 

by the system, an approximation must be made as to the probability 

of congestion occuring ie the chance that a conneetion request will 

be rejected due to lack of output circuits. 

The system can be depicted as in fig. A1. Here the system (FEU) 

supplies conneetion facilities 

between c sourees and n output 

circuits (n~c). In the case being 

FEU 

c 

Fig.A. 1 

2 

3 

n 

considered these output circuits 

are created on a serial highway 

structure (IH). Each output 

circuit consists of one time slot 

per frame on this highway. The 

sourees are the user circuits of 

the subscriber station. 

It will be assumed that the 

traffic generated by a user is 

0,25 Erlangs in the busy period. 
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The probability of congestion in such a system can be described 

using .:m Engset distribution (see reference ) i.e. 

E\\T-

Where n = number of full availability servers ie output circuits 

c = number of sourees 

a = total traffic from all sourees 

~ = ajc = traffic affered/souree 

~vE = prob. of loss to which calls from a souree are subjected 

ie congestion 

~v00 = probability of loss for c ~ oo , cc.~ 0 ~with a remaining 

finite) ie Erlangs loss formula 

In total 64 users (two per subscriber station) are to be served, giving 

a total traffic of 64 x 0,25 = 16 Erlangs. 

Of the 32 output circuits on the IH one is dedicated to inter proces

sor signalling, leaving 31 for random allocation toa server, ie n=31. 

The loadinq of these output circuits is then ± 0,5~ 

Interpolation of the graphs in reference , as shown in fig. A.2. 1 

to an E value of± 0,1 and Woo ~0,00025 1 which gives WE=+ 0,000025. 

This low probability of congestion can be neglected ~e effectively a 

non-blocking network is obtained. 
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E 
WE 

iJ 1 5 n = l 

Wen 

0,98 
E 

1 + c4 

5 0,93 1 . 0 

8 0,83 
0.8 

1 0 0,78 

1 2 0,72 0.6 

1 5 0,60 

1 8 0,47 0.4 
' <!:!. 

20 0,37 0. 2 '<!> 

'I!>, 
'0-

22 + 0,29 
n 

24 + 0,22 5 1 0 1 5 20 25 30 35 40 

26 + 0, 1 7 

28 + 0, 13 

Fiq.l\.. 2 
-·-~-

(n~ 22 frorn interpolated values) 
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APPENDIX B 

DATA FACILITIES 

The object of this appendix is to consider, briefly, the facili

ties necessary, in the exchange, to support data transfer between 

two user terminals. 

In the main report, two user circuits were considered : 

- Main User Circuit (MUC), of capacity 64 kb/sec, used for digi

tised speech transfer. 

- Additional User Circuit (AUC), of capacity 8 kb/sec, used for 

data transfer. 

Although this is likely to be the most common configuration for 

the multi-function set, there is a little reason to exclude the 

MUC from use as a data carrying circuit. 

The case will now be considered in which two terminals are to be 

connected having, as access path to the exchange, any one of the 

above two circuits. 

In order to remain brief, a number of assumptions will be made : 

- the two terminals being considered are of exactly the same form 

and operate at a data rate of x kb/sec. 

- x will have a value within the capacity of both circuits, namely 

x~ 8 kb/sec. 

- a transparent conneetion is to be created, ie no real processing 

of the contents of the data streams is to take place. 

In order to transfer the data from a terminal to the exchange, some 

bit rate conversion must first take place (and vice versa wrt re

ceived signal), as shown in fig. B.1. Secondly, as the exchange 

switches exclusively 64 kb/sec bit streams, a second conversion 

must take place on the AUC within the exchange. This is also shown 

in fig. B.1. 
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SUBSCRIBER STATION ( EXCHANGE 
I 

I . I ~ 

xkÇ} i I -118~64)kb/sf4kb/\: 
>... 

8kbjsec 8 
(x......,.8) kb/s 3 

AUC .w 

~.x.. terminal / . I I 

I 
I ::Jl 

conversion ,::; 
I .,.-~ 

I ..c: 
u 

I .w 
·,-I 

·I (X+-+64)kb/+ 
64kb/s 64kb/s: 

3 
en EZJ· ~I s MUC I 

I I 
~FEU 

Fig. B. 1 

In order to create an effective conneetion between the two termi

nals, the overall conversion law - terminal to switching network, 

must be identical in both cases. 

This can be accomplished by considering the (8 ~ 64)kb/sec con

version as the summation of two more basic conversions, as shown 

below. 
,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -, 

Sk.b_/.•-
5
--

1

-- I 8<-+x) kb/s ~ +x,....64 I kb/s ~~-:--6-4_k_·b.,./s 
I (8H64)kb/s 

I I 
'-- - -- --- - -- - - - - ----- _J 

Compatibility is thus achieved by the insertion, 

of this complex conversion unit in each AUC. 

This solution has two main disadvantages 

within the FEU, 

1) It is uneconomical
1
as each AUC must have this complex, and there

fore relatively expensive, unit inserted in the FEU. 

2) Flexibility. As no standard conversion can be defined at pre

sent, a system configuration should be chosen which can be 

easily adapted to such a definition at a future time. Using the 

above solution this this would entail the alteration,or replace

ment,of every conversion unit. 

These problems can be solved, to a great extent, by simplifying 

the (8~64)kbjsec conversion in the FEU. 
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Here, a simple bit multiplication technique is used to create 

the required 64 kb/sec signal to the switching network, as shown 

in fig. B.2. The two bit streams, A and B, are now incompatible, 

as they were not formed via identical conversion laws . 

(XH8) 8 kb I s (!\U C ) ... (84--+64) 
~ E 

kb/s kb/s 

. ------, 
64

1
kb/sl 

,\ 
>I 
I 

I 

I x 
I 'A' 
.I 

r' 
I 
I 
I 

l 

K 

~~(x....,.64) L__J kb/s 

/ 
64 ~kb/~ 64kb/s(lvlUC) 

~---------------------------------~,1 
B I 

I 
t 14 

I 'BI 

'A' 

I_----' 

Fig. B.2 

Compatability between the two can be retrieved by connecting the 

AUC, via the switching network, with a special conversion unit, K, 

as in Fig. B.2. This converts the "A" stream into a form compa

tible with 'B', as shown below. ------------------------- -, 
I I 

I 
I (64 ......... 8)kb/ (8~x)kb/s (x ......... 64)kb/ I 

I I I 

'B' 

I K 

L- - - - - ---- - --- --- -- -- --- -
This solution has the advantage that a relatively small number of 

these 'K' units can be used to serve all the AUC's connected to 

the exchange, ie on a concentrated basis. A significant concentra

tion factor can be used as : 

- the expectation is that most data connections will occur purely 

via AUC's. Fora conneetion betweentwoof these,no 'K' unit need 

be included (ie two 'A' streams can be connected directly) 

- similary a data conneetion via two MUC's also requires no 'K' 

unit 

- not all AUC's would be active simultaneously (an AUC will be 

active for less than 1/4 of the time, on average). 
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A further advantage is that as these 'K' units can now be geo

graphically concentrated in the exchange,· the ease with which they 

can be altered,or replaced
1
is improved (wrt future standardisation). 

The FEU conversion is unlikely to require any alteration in this 

configuration. 

Disadvantages of this solution are that : 

- an extra conversion rule has been added (albeit an extremely 

simple one) 

- the exchange must now have knowledge of the equipments connected 

to it. An AUC/MUC conneetion request, for data transfer, must be 

identified and the 'K' unit inserted. 

As the advantages outweigh the disadvantages (at least in the 

foreseeable future), this latter solution is considered more suit

able and implemented, as described in chapter 5. 

Connections in which one of the terminals is external to the ex

change area considered in this report,can be split into two groups: 

1) where an ISDN is fully operational 

2) where one or more transmission sections based on the conven

tional 4kHz analogue bandwith, can occur. 

In the former case no problem arises. Connections are made with 
I I 

the ISDN via the B stream- this having been created by the standard 

(x- 64) kb/sec conversion law. 

In the latter case, which is likely to occur during the transition 

period between the conventional network and the ISDN, a more 

complex situation occurs. This leads to the requirement that further 

conversions would have to be used in order to create a totally 

compatible system. Due to the extent of such a subject, it is 

considered outwith the scope of this project. This could be consi

dered as an area for further research, along with the detailed 

definition of the conversion laws themselves and consideration of 

certain 'value added' features, such as the conneetion of two 

terminals with differing data rates. 
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APPENDIX C 

REAL TIME FUNCTION 

As was explained in chapter 6, this function consists of 

the collection of timing processes (timers) necessary to 

support system operation. 

These timers are used to create a limit for the reaction 

times to events generated from the application programmes. 

A timingprocessis initiated by the message, 'start timer', 

from the control function, and ends either due to a 

'stop timer' message
1
or a time out condition when the time 

limit has been exceeded. This latter leads to an alarm 

message being returned to the control function. 

It would be possible to include a physical timing unit for 

each of these processes i.e. a hardware counter. 

Due to the relatively large number of such processes, this 

is an uneconomical solution. A significant impravement is 

made by creating the timing processes in software, and thus 

limiting the hardware used to a basic minimum. 

C.1. Hardware 

The basic hardware configuration is given in fig. 6.8. 

This consists of: 

- an I/0 buffer to implement message transfers to and 

from the control function. 

- a 8049 microcomputer to support the actual timing 

processes. 

- a hardware counter, clocked at 32 kHz, used to drive 

the internal counter of the 8049 and thus produce a 

clock, of period 1 sec, within the 8049. 

A detailed circuit diagram is gi ven in Fig. c. 1 . 
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C.2. System Operation 

The internaljexternal counter combination is used to 

initiate an interrupt every second. 

This interrupt causes: 

a) a software counter, operating roodulo 240, 

to be incremented. 

b) a test to be made of all the timing processes. 

A timing process is identified by a two byte descriptor. 

This indicates: 

- the identity of the user with which the timer is concerned. 

- the 'time' (the value of the software counter) at which 

an alarm message is to be generated. 

Testing of the timing processes, (b~ thus consists of the 

comparison of the present counter value with the alarm 

value given in the descriptor. This 'alarm time' is 

obtained from the message which initiated the process. 

Th is message includes an 'alarm class ', i.e. an indication 

as to the period which must elapse befare an alarm is 

given. On initiation of a timing process this period is 

added to the present counter value (modulo 240), the 

result being the required 'alarm time'. 

For simplicity, four such classes will be used, as shown 

in table 1. (This can easily be expanded to cover a greater 

range or, using a shorter counter period, to increase 

precision.) 

alarm class code alarm period (sec) 

0 00 60 

1 01 120 

2 1 0 180 

3 1 1 240 

Table 1 
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Should the test show that the 1 alarm time 1 and present 

counter value are identical, an alarm message is 

generated (and the timing process deleted). 

These timing process descriptors will be implemented in 

a fixed memory area 1 i.e. a number of descriptor areas (31) 

will be created, whether in use or not. 

Active descriptors will be indicated by a status bit 

being set to 1. A descriptor now takes the form shown in 

fig. C.2.a., while the collection of descriptors and 

connected variables is indicated as shown in fig. C.2.b. 

b7 b6 .......... bo 

byte 1 status I bit user identification 

byte 2 alarm time 

Fig. C.2.a. Timing Process Descripto! 

TEMP 1 

TEMP 2 
temporary storage areas 

POINTER descriptor 0 timing process descriptor 

descriptor 1 

. 

. 
descriptor 30 

CNT 

ACT 

..... x ....... 

••.• max • ••... 

Fig. C.2.b. 

} software counter 

}
user count i.e. no. of active processes 
( 0 ~ ACT !: 3 1 ) 

)pointer to present descriptor being 
, considered 
j last address of descriptor list 

(= BASE + 62) 
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C.3. Software 

This consists of three programmes which must support the 

system operation. 

These are: 

a) Main Programme 

b) An interrupt service routine (int) for the handling 

of internal interrupts. These are generated every 

second by the internaljexternal counter combination. 

c) An interrupt service routine (INT) for the handling 

of external interrupts. These are generated by the 

I/0 buffer and are connected with message transfer 

from the control function. 

In the following sections, a description of these routines 

will be made using flow charts to show their operation. 
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a) Main Programme : 

The operatien of this is shown in fig. C.3. 

c :v1PROG ) 
! 

SAL'I::x~ 

ROCT'HlE 

I NOP 

Fig. C.3 

l\1ain Programme 

Set varables to their initial value 
values: 
all status bits :=: 0 
CN'T :=: 0 
ACT :=: 0 
x :=: BASE 
Start timer counter-load initial 
value. Enable interrupts, and etc. 

No operation 

As is seen, after setting the variables to the required initial 

values, the system enters a waiting state, consisting of the 

continuous execution of the NOP instruction. 

An interrupt occuring breaks this cycle and, as explained in 

ref .... , causes the following two actions 

the disabling of further interrupts 

a 'call' being made to memory location 3 or 7 for an external 

respectively internal interrupt. These locations would have as 

contents, an unconditional jump instructien to the corresponding 

service routine INT resp. int. 

At the end of the particular service routine a return is made to 

the main programme and the interrupt inputs enabled. 
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b) Internal Interrupts 

This is described using the flowcharts of fig. C.4.a and b. 

As this is seen from these figures, the routine consists of the 

testing of the 'alarm time' in each active descriptor, and the 

transfer1 to the control function,of an alarm message (Time Out) 

for any of these in which the alarm time has been reached. 

( int. ) 
i 

tirter/counter 
initia! 

CALL 

Tc:' ST 

l c RETR ) 

No 

,...-----ll---, 

""--"' ....... .....J.....f.--...J 

Fig. C.4.a 

Service routine for internal 
interrupts 

Load the internal timer/counter 
with its initidl value 

I 
I. ncrement the software 
::ounter-mod'~1le 240 

Ca~l the timing process test 
routine 

Return to main programme 
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C .... _T_E...,S~T __ ) 

1 

RETR. 

No 

(x:==X+1 

} 

Fig. C.4.b 

Timing process test routine 

Test whether any timing processes 
ar-e active 

if not then return to the calling 
process 

otherwise begin testing the 
process descriptors 

Set x pointer to first descriptor 

Test status bit 

If active set x pointer to second 
byte of descriptor 

Test if 'alarm time' of descrip
tor is the same as the present 
'time' (ie software counter value) 

If so deactivate process 

Wait until I/0 buffer is free 

Transfer first byte of output 
message to I/0 buffer (ie user 
identity) 

Transfer second byte of message 
to I/0 buffer 

Decrement user count 

Test if all active descriptors 
have been checked 

If so return to calling process 

Otherwise continue with next 
descriptor 
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c) External Interrupts 

This routine must first cause the incoming message to be 
transferred from the I/0 buffer into a temporary storage area 
(TEMP 1 and 2) . This message must now be checked to ascertain 
whether a new timing process is to be created or a present 
process ended. The requirement is indicated in the second byte 
of the message -a 'start timing process' message having the 
timing class parameter included in this second byte. hort 
descriptions of the operation of this service routine are 
given, in combination with the flow charts of the various 
elements, in figs. C.S.a.b and c • 

INT c INT 

1 
I/0 Buf .-+ 

'2~'.:p 1 

! 
I/0 Buf .--+ 

TEMP 2 

) 

l 
A......;N;.;..o--.. __ .,. 

"'V 
l Yes 

CALL 
PEND 

c RETR 

Fig. C.5.a 

) 

CALL 

PBEG 

External Interrupt Routine 

1st byte of input mess~ge 
(in I/0 buffer) to temporary 
starage area TEMP 1 

2nd byte of message to 
TEMP 2 

Test if message is a 'stop 
timer' cammand 

if so call sub-routine for 
ending of timing process, 
PEND 

Otherwise call sub-routine 
for initiating timing process, 
PBEG 

End of service routine, 
return to Main Programme 
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PBEG 

This subroutine, described in the flowchart of fig. C.S.b. 

causes a new timing process to be initiated. A search is made 

for a free descriptor and, when found, the user identification 

and 'alarm time' are entered. The timing process is then 

activated by setting the descriptor status bit to '1 '. 

0 

C.5.b. 

c PBEG ) 

Ef.'lP 1 - I/0 
- buf. 

l 
'conges tion' 

-+I/0 buf . .. 
C RETR. ) -

I x== BASE 

~ 

[ S~= 
l 

0 

no 

subroutine for the generation of a 
new timing process 

test if all process descriptors 
are in use i.e. user count = 31 

if so wait until I/0 buffer if 
free (T 0 input is 3ero) 

transfer 1st byte of output 
message to I/0 buffer 

transfer 'congestion' message 
to I/0 buffer 

return to calling process 

otherwise set x pointer to 
first descriptor 

test status bit of this 
descriptor 

if free then activa te the 
descriptor 

otherwise continue with next 
descriptor 



0 
~ 

TEMP 1-+ 
(x) 

~ 
!x:= x+1 I 

no 

~,b~ 
TEMP 2:= 
CNT + CNT + 
H I 3A I H'B4' 

• l 
TEMP 2 -t 

(x) 

! 
fcT: =ACT+ 1 I 

! c RETR. ) 

Fig. C.S.b. 
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put ,st byte of received message 
into byte 1 of descriptor 

set x pointer to second byte 
of descriptor 

no 

TEivlP 2: 
CNT + 
H'78' 

l 
'ES' 

I 

determine the alarm 
class of the process 
which is to be created 

add the corresponding tim 
to the present value of 
the software counter and 
enter the result in 
TEMP 2. This addition 
occurs modulo 240 

enter the resulting 'alarm time' 
into second byte of descriptor 

increment user count 

return to the calling process 
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PEND 

This is the 'stop timer' routine. Beginning at the first 

descriptor, the user identity of each active process is 

checked against that in the message. 

When a match is found the status bit of that descriptor is 

set to 'free', i.e. the timingprocessis ended. 

Fig. C.5.c. gives a flowchart of this routine. 

c PEND ) 
l I x:= BASE 

o--=~---~ 
no 

no 

ACT:=ACT-1 

RETR. 

lx: = x+2 

Fig. C.5.c. 

sub routine for ending a timing 
process 

set x pointer to base position 
i.e. to first descriptor 

test status bit (b7 of first byte 
of descriptor) 

if 'active' campare the 
identity in this descriptor with 
that of the received message 

if the same, set the status bit of 
the descriptor to zero i.e. end the 
timing process 

decrement the user count 

return to the calling process 

otherwise continue with the next 
descriptor 
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C.4. Remarks 

In the preceding sections the operation of the Real Time 

function has been described. This could of course be 

improved - e.g. the use of an output queue, for message 

transfers to the control function, would reduce system 

waiting times - but it is considered that the basic 

solution advocated is sufficient to meet any requirements 

which will be made on the system. 

Due to lack of time 1 neither assembler listing of the 

routines have been made nor has the system been 

constructed and tested. 
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~"~d ~·~· rJ. 
aankomstverdeling, accumulator, A/D, adapter, adres, 
adresberekening, aftrekken, algorithme, ALU, analoog, APL, 
architectuur, assembler, associatief, automatisch, 

BCD, bemonsteren, bestemming, besturen, betrouwbaarheid, 
beveiligen, binair, bit, blok, Boole, bootstrap, buffer, busbar, 

cardiograaf, carry, cassette, cellulair, centrale, channel, 
cluster, code, coherent, communicatie, c~piTër~; .. "ê'6mplement, 
conditie, controller, converter, conversie, core, correctie, 
correlatie, CPU, cross, cyclisch, 

D/A, data, decode, delen, delta, demonstratie, demultiplex, design, 
detectie, diagnostisch, diagram, digitaal, diode, disk, display, 
division, DMA, dynamisch, 

EBCDIC, ECL, ECMA34, editing, element, emulatie, encode, 
encryption, error, Euclides, excess, expressie, Eyemarker, 

fase, FIFO, file, Fire, 
floating, floppy, flow, 

filter, fixed, flag, flip-flop, 
Fourier, fouten, frame, frequentie, 

geheugen, generatie, GPSS, grafisch, Gray, 

half, halfgeleider, Hamming, handleiding, hardware, herkomst, 

I2L, IBM 360, 
interpolatie, 

I/0, ie, index, interaktief, interface, 
interrupt, input, instruktie, 

j 0 b' 

kan11al, karakter, kern, klok, komputer, kwhmeter, 

LED, LIFO, line, LISP, loader, logica, lookahead, 

macro, main, mask, masterslave, matrix, MCS-8, MCS8080, micro, 
minimalisatie, model, modem, modificatie, modulatie, multi, 
m u 1 tip 1 ex , 

nagalm, netwerk, niveau, 

one, ontwerp, operating, opstel, optellen, optimaal, optisch, 
output , over f 1 o w, 

PAL, parallel, partitie, PCM, performance, Petri, 
plot, plotter, point, pointer, polynoom, printer, 
processor, programma, PROM, pseudo, puls, 

queue, 

PLA, PL /I, 
prioriteit, 



• 

RAM, random, 
rekenkundig, 

2 

real, recorder, redundantie, register, 
relocatable, ROM, route, routine, 

registratie, 

schakel, scheduler, Schottky, schuifregister, SDM, selector, 
sequentie, sequentieel, serie, signaal, simulatie, software, 
spel, stagnatie, stapel, star, storing, strook, subroutine, 
switch, synchronisatie, synchroon, syntax, system, 

tabel, TDM, techniek, telefoon~ellen, teller, terminal, testen, 
-iJilltiJ4ii<'-W, 

time, transistor, transmissie, TTL, two, tijd, typewriter, 

underflow, unit, universeel, 

variabel, verkeer, vermenigvuldigen, vertraging, video, voeding, 

wachten, wegvak, woord, 

zender, zero, 

Combinatie van trefwoorden levert b.v.: digitale cassette recorder, 
yerkeer-sirnulatie-plot, schakeltechniek, enz. 


